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A b s t r a c t
The thesis studies two problems. The first is a problem with 0 (2 ) symmetry which 
gives rise to a branch with Z2 symmetry. The Jacobian along the ^-sym m etric  
branch is always singular, due to the group orbit of solutions. The situation 
when a pair of complex eigenvalues cross the imaginary axis is considered and 
canonical coordinates are used to remove the degeneracy from the system so that 
the standard theory can be applied. This method is used in order to understand the 
type of solutions that occur. The method cannot be applied to partial differential 
equations and so a method involving a phase condition is employed which has also 
been used by Aston, Spence and Wu ( Bifurcation and Symmetry, IS N M  104, eds, 
E. Allgower, K. Bohmer and M. Golubitsky, 35-47, (1992)). Two examples have 
been considered. The first is a simple example on C 3 and the second example is 
the Kuramoto Sivashinsky equation for which a multiple Hopf bifurcation on a D 3 
symmetric branch has been studied. A Hopf bifurcation on a so called strange fixed 
point has also been considered and results compared with the numerical results of 
Hyman and Nicolaenko ( Physica D  23, 265-292).
The second problem involves mode interactions between a steady state bi­
furcation and a Hopf bifurcation in problems with Z2 symmetry. Two different 
extended systems have been considered and it is shown that the mode interaction 
corresponds to a bifurcation of these systems.
Finally a method for predicting the existence of a tertiary Hopf bifurcation 
arising from a mode interaction, using onfy the bifurcation diagrams, has also 
been considered. Initially a problem with Z 2 0  Z2 symmetry, which involves a 
steady state/steady state mode interaction, has been considered a.nd then similar 
results are obtained for Hopf/steady state mode interactions.
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Chapter 0
Introduction
Bifurcation from steady state solutions of a dynamical system to periodic solutions
is commonly referred to as Hopf bifurcation, and was first considered by Hopf [19]
and many of results related to this theory can be found in Marsden and McCracken
[31]. More recently Golubitsky, Stewart and Schaeffer (GSS) [16] studied Hopf
bifurcations in problems with 0 (2 ) symmetry. They showed that Hopf bifurcation
from a trivial steady state branch results in a branch of rotating (travelling) wave
solutions and a branch of standing wave solutions both of which break the 0 (2)
symmetry, with the travelling waves being invariant under 5 0 (2 )  and the standing
waves under Z2. These bifurcations can be analysed by using the Equivariant
$**
Branching Lemma (Cicogna [11], Vandejbauwhede [42]). We consider bifurcations 
in systems with 0 (2 ) symmetry. Of particular interest is Hopf bifurcations from 
nontrivial stead}' state solutions. The usual Equivariant Hopf Theorem [16] cannot 
be applied in this situation since there is a zero eigenvalue of the Jacobian at every 
nontrivial steady state solution due to the group orbit of solutions.
Aston, Spence and Wu [2] considered a similar type of problem but associated 
with an eigenvalue passing through zero and showed that a bifurcating branch of
2
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travelling wave (T W ) solutions occurs. The approach used was to modify the sys­
tem by adding a phase condition which eliminated the degenerate zero eigenvalue 
so that standard theory could be applied. They also considered the situation when 
a Hopf bifurcation occurs on a branch of T W  solutions and showed that it gives 
rise to Modulated Travelling Wave (M T W ) solutions [3].
Landsberg and Knobloch [28] first studied the problem which we are consider­
ing and showed that at a Hopf bifurcation on the steady state solution, so called 
direction reversing travelling wave (D RTW ) solutions bifurcate. They transformed 
the problem into canonical coordinates so that one equation decouples from the 
others, which is an alternative way of removing the degeneracy. In another paper 
[29], they also refer to the modulated travelling waves which can bifurcate from the 
D R TW  solutions. Proctor and Weiss [34] and Matthews, Proctor, Rucklidge and 
Weiss [32] have also considered this problem in the context of nonlinear magne- 
toconvection. They refer to the bifurcating periodic solutions as pulsating waves. 
They also mention that further bifurcation yields M T W  solutions. However, they 
did not do any analysis of the bifurcations involved.
Krupa [27] considers the related but more general problem of bifurcation from 
group orbits for problems which are equivariant with respect to subgroups of 0 (ii). 
In this case, the degeneracy is dealt with by splitting the vector field into two 
parts, one tangent to the group orbit and one normal to it. A standard bifurcation 
analysis can then be performed on the normal vector field and the results are then 
interpreted for the whole vector field. He considers the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky 
(KS) equation with 0 (2 ) symmetry as an example and we obtain identical results 
using different methods for the same equation.
In the first problem we restrict our attention to the Lie group 0 (2 ) and show
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how, using canonical coordinates, the problem can be reduced to standard form 
when the Hopf bifurcation occurs on a non-trivial steady state branch of solutions.
The resulting branch has a particular type of spatio-temporal symmetry, which 
can be broken in a further bifurcation. Two examples related to this problem are 
considered, the first of which is a simple system on C 3. The second is the Kuramoto 
Sivashinsky equation for which we give results at two different bifurcations, one of 
which is a multiple Hopf bifurcation. The results are compared with the numerical 
results of Hyman and Nicolaenko [20].
The second problem concerns mode interactions in nonlinear problems with two 
parameters. In a two parameter system the eigenvectors of the linearized equation 
corresponding to a simple eigenvalue are called a mode. A mode whose eigenvalues 
lie on the imaginary axis is said to be critical. Generically, in a one parameter 
system, we expect one critical mode. However, multiple critical modes may occur 
in systems with two parameters. In a stead}' state/Iiopf mode interaction the 
eigenvalues of the linearization at a. critical point are (0, ±za>0) where u>q ^  0- As 
the second parameter perturbs slightly these two modes split giving two simple 
modes and secondary bifurcations occur [5]. Following paths of these bifurcations 
with two parameters can give more information on the solution structure. This 
can include the discover}' of disconected branches of solutions which otherwise Wfiidd 
never be found. The new bifurcation points also can be obtained in this way.
We show that this mode interaction can be described in terms of two different 
extended systems. The Hopf extended system which we use, was first considered 
in [17] for calculating a Hopf bifurcation point by a direct method (see also [36]).
Wu, Spence and Cliffe [46] also used this system for computing the path of Hopf 
bifurcations emanating from the path of pitchfork bifurcations near a symmetry 
breaking Takens Bogdanov point. This system has also been used by Spence, Cliffe
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and Jepson [41] in a two parameter nonlinear problem for calculating a path of 
Hopf bifurcations emanating from a Takens Bogdanov point on a path of limit 
points. The second system is the stead}' state extended system. A similar system 
is considered in [33] for a one parameter problem and they show that a turning 
point is an isolated solution of this system. Werner and Spence [44] used a similar 
system and showed that in a restricted space isolated solutions of this system 
corresponds to symmetry breaking bifurcations of the original equation.
The method is applied to a two parameter version of Kuramoto Sivashinsky 
equation which has a Hopf bifurcation and a symmetry breaking steady state 
bifurcation on a so called strange fixed point.
We also consider the tertiary Hopf bifurcation which arises in mode interaction. 
This is a bifurcation on the secondary bifurcating branches. In some problems it is 
computationally expensive to find a Hopf bifurcation. However in such problems 
the geometric properties of the branches are sometimes useful for predicting the 
existence of such bifurcations. An example of this situation is the Takens Bogdanov 
point on a path of symmetry breaking pitchfork bifurcation points in problems 
with Z<i symmetry. This problem was considered by Wu, Spence and Cliffe [46] 
and they show that near the Takens Bogdanov point there may exist two paths of 
Hopf bifurcations, one of which occurs on symmetric solutions and the other on the 
non-symmetric solutions. However, they show that the path of Hopf bifurcations 
on the non-symmetric solutions does not exist when the symmetry breaking Hopf 
bifurcation lies inside the pitchfork bifurcation. Thus, the geometric properties of 
the pitchfork bifurcation and the symmetry breaking Hopf bifurcation can be used 
to determine the existence of the Hopf bifurcation on the non-symmetric solution.
The plan of the thesis is as follows: In the first chapter we introduce some
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results in group theory and symmetry breaking bifurcation theory. Many of these 
results can be found in [16].
In chapter 2 we first consider a specific example on C 3 with 0 (2 ) symmetry 
where the anti-symmetric matrix of the linearization of the system has 0, ±iu >0 
eigenvalues. We then generalize the problem to any system with 0 (2 ) symmetry. 
In this chapter we use canonical coordinates in order to remove the degeneracy 
from the system. A center manifold reduction is also performed, to reduce the 
system to the dimension of the eigenspa.ce and then to study the stability of the 
periodic solutions. All the parameters involved in the problem, which are not 
bifurcation parameters, have been chosen in order to have stable solutions.
In chapter 3 we introduce an alternative method based on an extended sys­
tem and we apply the method to the Kuramoto Sivashinsky (KS) equation and 
obtain results at two different bifurcations, one of which is associated with a two 
dimensional irreducible representation. This enables some of the numerical results 
of Hyman and Nicolaenko [20] to be interpreted.
Chapter 4 is related to the mode interaction, where we study numerical meth­
ods for steady state/Hopf mode interactions. In this chapter we use a Lyapunov 
Schmidt reduction on a sj'stem which has 0, ±?'u/0 eigenvalues at a. mode interac­
tion, to obtain the normal form and then to interpret a non-degeneracy condition.
Chapter 5 studies a tertiary Hopf bifurcation arising from a mode interaction 
which has been considered by Langford and Iooss [30]. We produce some tables 
and algorithms so that, by looking at bifurcation diagrams, one can predict the 
existence of the tertiary Hopf bifurcation.
Chapter 1
Basic Definitions
1.1 Symmetry of Equations and Solutions
The symmetries of a physical system provide a key to much of its dynamical be­
haviour. As a consequence equivariant bifurcation theory has met with remarkable 
success in wide range of physical applications, including fluid dynamics and chem­
ical oscillations [12, 16]. In order to make a precise statement about symmetries, 
the language of group theory is indispensable, so in this chapter we give some 
basic facts about Lie groups. We begin with some definitions and observations 
which are simple but fundamental. Consider the system of parameter dependent 
non-linear equations
dx
—  =  g (x ,\ ) } g :  X x R — (1 .1 .1)
where is a Hilbert space. Let T be a compact Lie group. We say that (1.1.1) 
has the symmetry of T if it satisfies the equivariance condition
g (y x , A) =  y g (x , A), (1 .1 .2)
for all 7 € T. An easj' consequence of (1.1.2) is that if (so^Ao) is a steady state 
solution of (1.1.1) then (7 x0, A0) is also a solution. Either these solutions are
d is jo in t, in  w hich case we have found a  “new” (conjugate) solution, or are id e n tica l, 
in  w hich case we say that 7  is a  sy m m e try  of the so lu tio n . T h e  collection of a ll 
sym m etries of x form s a  subgroup
=  { 7  €  T  : yx — a*} C  T ,
i
called the isotropy subgroup^. Let E be a subgroup of F. Then the fixed point 
subspace Fix(£) of X  is defined by
F ix ( E )  =  {x e X  : ax =  x,Va G E }  C  AL
These are important since branches of solutions occurs in fixed point spaces (see
Lemma 1 .1 ).
For time periodic solutions with period T  we rescale time in order to have 27t- 
periodic solutions. Hence we map [0, TJ — > [0, 27t] via the transformation r =  ~ r. 
Then the system (1 .1 .1 ) becomes
=  9 ( x ( t ) ,\ ) ,  (1.1.3)
where, lj =  — . 27r-p e rio d ic  so lutions of th is  system  correspond to T -p e r io d ic  
solutions of ( 1 .1 . 1 ) .  S ince  th is  system  is  autonom ous, there is an a d d itio n a l phase 
sh ift sy m m e try  defined by
0x(t)  — x( t  -f- # ), 0 E S 1.
T h e  fu ll sym m e try of ( 1 . 1 . 1 )  is thus T  x  5 1 . T h e re  is a  n a tu ra l action of V x  S1
on the space of 27r-p e rio d ic  m app ings x : S1 — > A ,  defined by
(7  , 0)x(t) =  7  x( t  +  0 ).
C le a r ly  if  x(t)  is a  27T-perio dic so lu tio n  of ( 1. 1.3 ) then so is ( 7 , 6)x(t). A g a in  
these solutions are e ither d is jo in t, in  w hich case we have found a new so lutio n, or
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identical, in which case (7 , #)£(r) =  rr(r). We then say that (7 ,/?) £ T x S 1 is 
a symmetry of the periodic solution. Thus symmetries of periodic solutions have 
both a spatial component 7  and a temporal component 0. The isotropy subgroup 
and fixed point subspaces are defined as before, only working with F x S 1.
1.2 Group Theoretic Results
We now require some results from group theory. Many of these results can be 
found in Golubitsky, Stewart and Schaeffer (GSS) [16].
L em m a 1 .1  I f  x  £  Fix(E) then g (x , A) £ Fix(E), ie.
g : Fix(E) x R  — > Fix(E).
Thus a branch of solutions in Fix(E) x R  can be determined by solving the re­
stricted system of equations
^Fix(£)xR ~  O'
D efinition 1.2
1. Let F be a compact Lie group acting linearly on X. A subspace W  C X  is 
called r -invariant if
7 w £  W , V7  £  T, w £ W.
2. I f  W  is T-invariant and has no proper T-invariant subspaces, then it is called 
T-irreducible.
D efinition 1 .3 I f  each element 7  G F can be assigned a d x d  non-singular matrix 
T (7 ) in such a way that
T (  7172) =  r ( 7 l)T(72),
fo r  all 71, 72 G F, then this set o f  matrices with the operation o f matrix multipli­
cation is said to provide a d-dimensional representation o f  the group T.
D efinition 1 .4  A representation o f  a group V on X  is said to be T-irreducible if  
the space X  is T-irreducible.
Definition 1.5  Two representations A and B  o f a group F are equivalent i f  there 
exists a non-singular matrix T  such that
B  = ' T ~l AT.
If there is no confusion regarding the group F we will refer to subspaces simply as 
invariant or irreducible.
T h eorem  1.6  I f  X  is invariant, then it can be decomposed as
X  — Wi 0  W 2 0  . . .  0  1Vti 
where each W  is an irreducible subspace o f  X . ( This decomposition is not unique.)
Collecting together all the irreducible subspaces whose representations are equiv­
alent gives the isotypic decomposition of X ,
X  — Vi 0  V2 0  . . .  0  Vl-,
where Vi =  Wn  0  W {2 0  . . .  0  W{mn and the representations on W{j are equivalent 
for j  =  1 , . . . ,  rrii
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L em m a 1 .7  Let V be a compact Lie group acting on the vector space X . Decom­
pose X  into isotypic components. Let A : X  — * X  be a linear mapping commuting 
with P. Then
A : Vi — > Vii z =  l , . . . , L .
This leads to a block diagonalisation of A  relative to an appropriate bases of X .
Definition 1.8  A representation o f  a group F on X  is absolutely irreducible if 
the only linear mappings on X  that commute with V are scalar multiples o f  the 
identity.
1.2.1 Application to Steady-State Bifurcation Theory
The study of bifurcation problems with S3>-mmetry is complicated by the fact that 
symmetry often forces eigenvalues of high multiplicity. The occurrence of the 
multiple eigenvalues is intimately related to the notion of the irreducible group 
action. We consider the steady state bifurcation problem
g(x, X) — 0, (1.2.1)
for which the equivariance condition (1 .1 .2) holds. We assume that ( x q } X 0 )  is a 
solution of this equation and a bifurcation point, so that N0 =  N u l l^ ^ o , A0)) 0.
Differentiating the equivariance condition (1 .1 .2) with respect to x  we obtain
9x(7®i ^h<t> =  7 9*{x, X)<f>.
9x(xo,A 0)7<£ =  ygx{x0, \0)<f>,
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If 7.T0 =  £0 then
and so <f> €  N0 implies that 7 $ G N0. Hence if x 0 G Fix(T) then N0 is F-invariant. 
Recall that the smallest, non-trivial invariant subspaces are the irreducible ones. 
Clearly by Lemma 1.7, ^(^01 Aq) decomposes on the isotypic components.
L em m a 1.9 I f  x 0 G Fix(F), then genetically No is absolutely irreducible.
Many groups T give rise to irreducible representations of dimension greater than 
one which then results in No having dimension greater than one. Bifurcation in this 
context is determined by the Equivariant Branching Lemma of Vanderbauwhede 
[42] and Cicogna [9].
Earlier we introduced the fixed point space which is invariant under g (see 
Lemma 1.1). This leads to a strategy for finding solutions to (1 .2.1 ) with isotropy 
group E: restrict g to Fix(E) and solve there. The main result of this section 
is the Equivariant Branching Lemma. The main hypothesis in this result is that 
AioflFix(E) is one dimensional. Thus the point of view is to determine the sym­
metries of x  and to reduce the problem to a study of #lFix(E)xR. =  o^r some 
subgroup E of T (hence the name symmetry breaking).
Let T be the symmetry group of the (primary) branch of solutions of (1 .2.1), ie. 
there is a branch of solutions contained in Fix(F) x R . The aim is to give conditions 
such that bifurcation occurs with secondary branches contained in Fix(E) x R , 
where E is a subgroup of T.
T heorem  1.10  (Equivariant Branching Lemma)
Suppose that g (x o,A0) =  0 with x 0 G Fix(T) and No fl  {0 } . I f
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(i) N 0 D F iz (P) =  {0 } (symmetry breaking condit ion)
(ii) there exists a subgroup £  o f  F such that
dim(No  fl F ix (£ )) =  1 ,
(iii) a non-degeneracy condit ion holds,
then there exists a secondary branch o f  solutions which bifurcates a t [ x  o, Ao), con­
tained in F ix (£ ) x R .
The non-degeneracy condition (iii) is equivalent to the requirement that an 
eigenvalue o f gx(x,  A) must pass through zero with non-zero speed at (x0, Ao).
1.3 Hopf Bifurcation
We now consider the time dependent problem (1.1.3) with symmetry T x S1. We 
assume that there is a branch of steady states on which there is a point (a;o, A0) 
such that ^ (^ o , Ao) has purely imaginary eigenvalues. The standard Hopf bifur­
cation theorem states that if a pair of eigenvalues cross the imaginary axis with 
non-zero speed when A =  Ao, then a new branch of time periodic solutions bi­
furcates at A0. The most important hypothesis of the standard Hopf theorem is 
that the Jacobian of the linearization should have a pair o f simple purely imagi­
nary eigenvalues at the bifurcation point. However the group T often forces these 
eigenvalues to be multiple, so that standard Hopf-theory cannot be applied. Also 
it is not always possible to arrange for the eigenvalues of gx(xo, \o)  to be purely 
imaginary. We state conditions on the action of T that allows gx(xo, A0) to have
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purely imaginary eigenvalues, namely, there must be an invariant subspace W  of 
X , where
(a) W  — V\ 0  V2i and V\ and V2 are absolutely irreducible with the same repre­
sentation, or
(b) W i s  irreducible but not absolutely irreducible.
If W  satisfies (a) or (b) we say that it is T-simple.
other eigenvalue on the imaginary axis. Let EiUQ be the corresponding eigenspace 
o f  gx{%o»A0). Then generically E iUo is V -simple.
Note that many groups give rise to aT  -simple subspa.ce o f dimension greater than 
2 .
L em m a  1 .1 2  Assume that gx(xo,\o)has iu>o as an eigenvalue, E{uo is T-simple 
and dim E iUo — n. Then the eigenvalues o f  gx( x (A), A) include the complex conju­
gate pai r  a ( A) ±zo>(A), each with mu l t ip l ic i ty  m = n / 2 , and a(A0) =  0 , iu(Aq) =  wq-
We define the (real) eigenspace of a linear operator L  with eigenvalue p as
follows:
L em m a  1 . 1 1  Suppose gx (xo, Aq) has purely imaginary eigenvalues SziujQ and no
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Now we state an important Theorem for Hopf bifurcation with s}',mmetry. We make 
the generic assumption that the eigenvalues o f A) cross the imaginary axis
with non-zero speed at ( t o , A 0 ) ,  that is,
a '(A o) ^ 0 .  (1.3.1)
Note that we have rescaled time so that in (1.1.3), ~gx(x,  A) has eigenvalues 
at (#o, A0) with corresponding real eigenspace E{, since at this point w =  co0. We 
have also assumed that there are no other eigenvalues on the imaginary axis.
T h e o re m  1.13 (E qu ivarian t H o p f  T h e o re m ) Let the system  (1.1.3) satisfy 
condition (1.3.1) where E i s  T-simple and suppose that there exists a symmetry 
group E C T x S l such that
dim (Fix(E) D E{) =  2. (1.3.2)
Then there is a unique branch o f  periodic solutions to (1.1.3) with period 2 tt and 
symmetry E.
There is a similarity between Hopf and steady state bifurcations. This can be 
seen by defining
<J>(.t, A,cv) =  tax — g (x , A).
Linearising $  with respect to x  at (to , A0 ,cuo) gives
C f  — u)of — gx(x  o, Ao)<^ .
Note that
(i) N u ll(£ ) can be identified with E{.
(ii) £  is the group of s}'mmetries which reduces the dimension of N ull(£ ).
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The following result will be used in chapter 2 when we calculate the symmetry of 
a periodic branch of solutions.
L em m a  1.14 The action o f T  on Ei  is the restr ict ion o f  the F action on X .  An  
element 9 E S l acts on E{ as eeJ, where J  =  L \ e{ and L  — — gx{x0, A0).
For example, if
then it can be shown that
J  =
0 1
-1 0
cos 9 sin 9 
— sin 9 cos 9
1.4 0(2) Symmetry
In this section we state properties of the group 0 (2 ), which we have used in our 
approach (for more details see Aston, Spence, Wu [2]).
The group 0 (2 ) is generated by the rotations r a , a  E R , and the reflection s 
with identity element / ,  where
A»+27t — ra,
s2 =  r0 =  r 2ir =  / .
We assume, without loss o f generality (GSS [16]), that the inner product < , >  on 
X  is invariant, ie.
<  y x , y y  > = <  x , y  > , V x ,y  E X ,  7  E 0 (2 ).
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We make the following definitions
7 ~~ da 0 , 1
A  =  r0.
L em m a  1.15 For a// a: G [0 ,2ir)
r'a -  raA,
raA =  Ara, 
sA  — —A®.
L em m a  1.16 / / ( l .  1.2) holds f o r  al l  7  G 0 (2 ) and (;co, Aq) is a solution o /(1 .2 .1 ) 
then
9x(x o A o ) A x 0 =  0,
ie. Null (gx (x0, \ q)) is always at least one dimensional provided that Xo ^ F ix ( S O ( 2 )).
Finally we split A  as A  =  A s ©  X a, where
X s — { x  e X  : sx  =  a;},
Wa =  { x  G A  : sx =  - x } ,
are symmetric and anti-symmetric spaces. Theses two spaces are orthogonal, this 
result follows immediately from the definition of the T-invariant inner product. If 
a; is a solution of (1.1.1) which has the reflectional symmetry s, then, by Lemma 
1.7, gx decomposes on these spaces and can be written as gx — diag (<7®, <7“ ) where
Chapter 2 
An Example Problem on C3
Problems with 0 (2 )  symmetry have symmetric steady states for which the anti­
symmetric Jacobian matrix (see chapter 1) has a zero eigenvalue at every solution 
on the branch. We will consider what happens when a pair o f complex eigenvalues 
of the anti-symmetric matrix cross the imaginary axis.
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the canonical coordinates [7, 28] in order 
to remove the degeneracy from the system and to gain a grjkter understanding of 
the solutions. Landsberg and Knobloch [28] first considered Hopf bifurcations, 
in systems with 0 (2 ) symmetry, from steady states which break the reflectional 
symmetry. They used the method of canonical coordinates and found what they 
called direction reversing travelling waves (D R T W ’s). This type of solution has 
also been found by Proctor and Weiss [34] who gave it the name pulsating waves.
First we consider an example on C 3 and we investigate these bifurcations. We 
then generalize such a situation for an}' non-linear system with 0 (2 ) symmetry.
18
2.1 Setting the Equations
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dz3
dt
Consider the system [28], 
dzi
I T  =  Z2
dz2
i r  =  (2 -L 1 )
Xz\ +  vz2 +  rjz3 +  a[zi|2zi +  ^1^ 21-^1 c\zi \z2 +  d\z2[2:3 
■pez\z2 +  f z\Z3 +  g z2zi +  h.\z2\2z2 -j- j z \ z 2z3 +  kz\z2z3 
+£\z2 \2z3 +  m z \z 3.
These equations can be written as
dz
T t = a { z ' x ) '
where 2  =  (zi ,  z2l z3) E C 3 and A is regarded as the bifurcation parameter. It is 
easily verified that this system is equivariant with respect to the diagonal action 
o f 0 (2 ) defined by
^ ( * 1, 22, 23) =  (etorz1 ,e ,QZ2,e*QT3), (2.1 .2)
s(zl) z2i zz) ~  (zl ,  z2i 23)' (2.1.3)
2 .1 .1  Steady S tate  Solutions
We first consider the steady solutions of (2.1.1). The system (2.1.1) has the trivial 
solution zi  =  z2 =  z3 — 0 for all A, which has the full 0 (2 ) symmetry, ie. it is 
contained in the fixed point space F ix (0 (2 )).
The non-trivial irreducible representations of 0 (2 ) on C 3 are all 2 -dimensional 
except for the 1-dimensional irreducible representation r Q — / ,  s =  — I .  In our
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context, the only function satisfying these conditions is 2  =  0 and it is therefore 
o f no interest. Thus, bifurcation from the trivial solution must be associated with 
a 2-dimensional irreducible representation, all of which have
s = 1 0
0 - 1
Thus if No — N ull(gz(0, A0)) y£ 0 then generically N 0 — <^2 } with sfa — fa
and sfa  =  —(f>2 . Clearly Aro D F ix (Z 2) =  which has dimension one, where
Z 2 =  { / ,  5 }. Thus the Equivariant Branching Lemma (Lemma 1.10) implies that 
there will be a branch of solutions in F ix (Z 2) x R . Clearly this corresponds to 
Vi =  V2 =  2/3 — 0, and so we consider the three real equations:
Xi  =  x 2
X2 ~  X3
X 3 =  X.X\ +  U X 2 +  1JX 3 +
The Jacobian of these equations at (0, A) is
0 1 0 
0 0 1
A V  T)
(2.1.4)
(2.1.5)
This matrix is singular when A =  0 and so bifurcation occurs on the trivial solution 
at Aq =  0. From (2.1.4) non-trivia.l steady state solutions are given by
x 2 =  x 3 =  0,
and,
A t i  -f- cix^  — 0. 
which implies this solution has the form
which does indeed originate at A =  0 as expected. As these solutions are invariant 
under the reflectional symmetry s , conjugate solutions are obtained by applying 
the rotational operator ?’a, giving rise to a circle o f steady state solutions for each 
A.
2 .1.2  Stability
The characteristic equation of the Jacobian matrix given by (2.1.5) is,
s3 — s2rj — sv  — A =  0. (2.1.7)
This equation can be written as
(s 2 4- cti-s T  g .'2 ) ( s  T  (3) =  0.
The trivial steady state will be stable if the following conditions are satisfied:
1 . / ? > 0,
2. The quadratic component must have real negative roots or complex 
roots with negative real part.
In the case of real roots we must have
T  «s2 — —&'i <  0 
sis2 ~  a2 >  0,
which implies that a.’i,ar2 >  0. In the case of complex roots we must have 0 7  >  0. 
However, a necessary condition for complex roots is a-2 >  0. Hence in both cases 
we must have a i, <22 >  0 .
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By expanding the above equation, we obtain
s'3 A  (f*i 4* /?)s2 4- (o.'2 4- (3oi\)s 4- pox2 — 0*
Comparing this equation with (2.1.7) implies that
1 . +  /? =  - 77,
2. a 2 4- / f a i  =
3. /?or2 — —A.
For stability, the first equation implies that 77 <  0, while the second implies u <  0. 
Finally the third one implies A <  0,
Note that if A >  0, then the third equation implies that either
(i) a 2 >  0, (3 <  0, or
(ii) a 2 <  0, P >  0,
which both violate the conditions for stability. Hence, the trivial solution will be 
stable for A <  0 and unstable for A >  0, if
77 <  0 , v <  0. (2.1 .8)
The bifurcating branch will be stable if it is supercritical. This occurs if a <  0.
At the non-trivial steady state solution x 2 — X3 — y\ =  y2 =  y3 =  0, x\ =
—A/a, the Jacobian matrix of the full system relative to the ordering of the real
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variables ( x u x 2, x 3, t/i, 3/2, Vs) is given by
0 1 0
0 0 1 0
—2A i/ — A(c +  e )/a  77 — \ ( d - \ - f ) / a
0 1 O ’
0 0 0 1
0 j / - fA (e  — c) /a  77 +  A { f  — d ) /a _
which can be represented as
' J i  O '
0 J 2 '
Note that J2 is always singular due to the 0 (2 )  symmetry (see Lemma 1.16). Also 
det(J2 — s i )  =  —s[—5(77 -f A( /  — d) /a  — s) — v — A(e — c)/a].
The two non-zero eigenvalues are determined from the equation
s2 — 5(77 +  A ( /  — d)/a]  — a — A(e — c ) /a  — 0. (2.1.9)
These two eigenvalues will be purely imaginary if
77 +  A( /  -  d ) /a  =  0, 
i/ +  A(e — c) /a  <  0,
for some value of A and we then expect a Hopf bifurcation at that point. We 
now choose the parameters to have a Hopf bifurcation point at, say, A =  2. We 
also want the non-trivial solutions to be stable up to this point. To have these 
properties, all the eigenvalues of the matrices J\  and all the eigenvalues of J2, 
excluding the zero one, must be real and negative or complex with negative real 
part for 0 <A <  2, and the eigenvalues of J2 must be 0, ± 7u>0 (u70 0) at A =  2.
To do this, we compare the characteristic equation of J\
s3 — s2(r] — A( /  -f d) /a )  — s(n — A(c +  a ) /a )  -f 2A =  0,
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with the equation
(s2 +  a'l-s -T -f- /?) =  0.
Hence,
1 . 7 j  -  X ( d  - f  f ) / a  =  - ( / ?  +  a q ) ,
2 . i/ -  X(c +  e)/a  =  — ( /fo j +  cv2),
3. 2 A =  /3a2.
We also compare (2.1.9) with the quadratic component in the above equation. 
Thus
1 . a x =  - ( 7 7  +  A ( / - d ) / a ) ,
2 . a 2 == ~  X(e — c)/a.
Since we want all the eigenvalues o f J\  and J2 to be negative or to have negative real 
part for 0 <  A <  2, then as before we must have a i , a 2, p  >  0. Then we can choose 
the parameters using the above equations and the restrictions 77 <  0 , ^ <  0, a < 0 .  
One possible selection is
d =  0 , /  =  —16, c — —1 , e =  0 , 
v — —100, 77 =  —8, a =  —4.
2.2 Transformation to Canonical Coordinates
By transforming to canonical coordinates the singular point of the problem, which 
arises from the 0 (2 )  symmetry, can be decoupled, making the analysis of the
dynamics easier. In general we make a change of coordinates
w =  W ( x )  -  ( w i ( x ) , w 2( x ) , . .  . , w n(x)) ,  x  =  { x i , x 2, . . .  , x n).
Then (ic>i, w2, . . . ,  wn) define canonical coordinates [7] for the one parameter Lie 
group of transformations x*  =  Ar(a*,o:), a  €  R , if, in terms of such coordinates, 
the group action is
w* =  W{, i — 1 , 2, . . .  n — 1 
w* =  w n +  a .
We transfer the system (2.1.1) to canonical coordinates so that we can decouple 
one of the variables. Let,
Wl =  —  (2.2.1 )
w2 =  —  (2.2.2)
Zl
r  =  M  (2.2.3)
8 =  arg(zi), (2.2.4)
where w \ , w2 G C  and r, 0 G R .
In terms of the continuous rotation r a we have,
*  4  et<xz2
W ,  —  ------- =  —   =  W l .
1 e t a Zi
Similarly w% =  u)2 and r*  =  r, but
=  a rg ( razi )  — 6 - f  a ,
and so (2.2.1)-(2.2.4) define canonical coordinates for the one parameter rotation. 
The advantage of these coordinates is that we can decouple the 6 variable from the
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others. To see this, let the equations (2.1.1) in the canonical coordinates, ignoring 
the parameter A, be
-  f i ( w u w 2, r , 0 ), 
w 2 =  f 2(iul , iu2, r , 0 ),
f  =  / 3 (wi>W 2,r,0), (2.2.5)
8 =  f4(wi,W2,r,6).
Now if 2  is a solution of (2.1.1), so is r az , a- £ [0,27r), due to the equivariance 
condition. Similarly if ( w i , w 2, r , 8 ) is a solution of (2.2.5) then so is (io]1, r*, 0*)-
Now
=  f i ( w i , w 2i r ,6  -f a ).
Since, w{ =  w i, then w{ =  W\. Thus
f i ( w u  w2, r , 9 )  -  f l (w 1 , w 2, r ,6  +  a ),
for all o  £ [0,27r). Therefore f i  must be independent of 8 . Similarly, / 2, f 3 and / 4 
are also independent o f 8 . Later on we will use the center manifold reduction on 
the reduced system,
w i  =  M i u u w 2, r )  
d)2 =  f2(wu w2,r) 
r  =  f 3{iuu w 2, r ) y
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and we consider separately the 8 equation
8 =  f4 (w u u>2,r),
which can be solved for d, given W i ,w 2, r .  We now put equations (2.1.1) in terms 
o f the canonical coordinates with zj =  r j (cosOj  +  is m O j ) ,  j  — 1 ,2 ,3 . The first 
equation of (2.1.1) can be expressed as
r'i =  r 2 cos(02 — 6 1 )
Oi =  — sin(02 — $i)-
Thus,
0 — —  sin(d2 — 0 \) =  Im (“ ) =  Im (iy i), '  (2.2 .6)
r'i zi
and
f  =  77 — cos(02 — 9\) =  7’R e(io i). (2.2.7)
n
From (2.2.1) we have w\Zi  — z2 — 0. Differentiating this equation gives
w xz! - f  w xzx -  z2 — 0,
==^ WiZi +  10iZ2 — W2Z\ =  0,
since, zx — z2, and z2 =  z3 — w 2zx. Hence,
Wi =  ty2 — u/f- (2.2.8)
Similarly, from (2.2.2) we can derive
w2 =  A -f 7/u/i +  77u/2 +  a7’2 -f 6?'2|zui |2 +  c r2 Wi +  d r 2w 2 
-\-er2Wi -f- f r 2 w2 -f g r 2vo\ +  h r 2\w i \2wi  
- \ - j r2w \w 2 +  k r 2w2wi  +  ^r2|iyi|2u/2 4- m.r2w\xu2 — Wixu2.
It is convenient in later calculations to use R  =  r 2 as one of the canonical coordi­
nates instead of r.  The equation for R  is then,
R  =  2 r r
=  2r2Re(7yx)
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=  2jRR.e(7y!).
The equations in these new coordinates are therefore,
R  — 2R R e (w i ) ,
0 -  Im (wi),
Wl =  W2 — W2
w 2 =  A +  uwi  -f rjw2 +  aR  +  ftFlitq |2 +  • • *.
In addition to the rotational symmetry r a o f 0 (2 ), there is also the reflectional 
symmetry s, for which zj  — » Zj . Thus the action on the canonical coordinates is 
Wj — » Wj , j  =  1,2. Also r  — > 7' and 0 — > —9. Therefore, we define
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' W l  ' W i  '
w2 w 2
R R
. 9 . - o
(2.2.9)
The equations in canonical coordinates must be equivariant with respect to this 
transformation. This is easily verified.
2.3 Center Manifold Reduction
We use this reduction in order to transform the sj'stem to normal form and to 
investigate the stability o f periodic solutions which bifurcate at a Hopf bifurcation 
point [45]. In general we assume that Hopf bifurcation occurs on the steady state 
branch (as(A), A) o f system (1.1.1) at (a:0, A0) where a;s(A0) =  x0. Suppose that
E ll =  { v  e X  : (gx {x0, A0) -  p l ) { g x{x0, A0) -  f i l ) v  =  0 } ,
and
E c — sp{u : v G E^, Rep =  0}, 
E s =  sp {v  : v £  F M,Re/z <  0 ),
with dim ( E c) =  n c, dimf-E5) =  n s, where E s and E c are referred to as the invariant 
stable and center subspaces. First of all we change coordinates to transfer the 
bifurcation point to the origin. Assume that the transformed system can be written 
as
xx =  Axi +  Ari(a:1,2 / i,7 )
Vi =  B y i d r  N 2( x u y u qf)t
where, (2 7 , 2/1) E E c x E s, 7  =  A — A0 and Nj(0,0,0) =  0, j  — 1,2. In the above 
equations, A  is an n c x n c matrix with all eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, and 
B  is an n s x n s matrix with all eigenvalues with negative real part . Afi and iV2 
are strictly non-linear functions. We include the bifurcation parameter 7  as a new 
dependent variable giving
x i  ~  A x i  +  A h ( s i , ^ , 7 ), (2.3.1)
2/1 =  B y x + N 2{ x u y u ~(), (2.3.2)
7  =  0 .
This system obviously has the stead)' state solution (0 ,0 ,0 ). Then the matrix
associated with the linearization of this system about this solution has nc +  1
eigenvalues with zero real part, and n s eigenvalues with negative real part. The 
reason for adding the parameter as a new dependent variable is so that the center 
manifold exists for all 7  in a neighbourhood of 7  =  0 .
A center manifold W °  is an invariant manifold of dimension 7ic-f-l that contains 
(s i ,  7/1 , 7 ) =  (0? 0? 0) and is tangent to E c at the origin [1 1 , 45]. (Note that we have 
transferred the bifurcation point to the origin). The tangency means that we can
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describe W c as the graph of a function h : E° x R  — * E s,
yi =  h(x  1, 7 ). (2.3.3)
Since (#1, 3/1, 7 ) =  (0,0 ,0)  is in the center manifold we require £(0 ,0) =  0, and 
the tangency condition at this point implies that £Xl(0, 0) =  0, h f  0, 0) =  0. 
Differentiating (2.3.3) with respect to t and using (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) we obtain
hXl(x 1 ,y ) [A x l A N f x i  ,h (x u  7 ), 7 )] =  B h (x u y ) A N 2(x u  £ (# 1, 7 ^ 7 ). (2.3.4)
We find the function h from this equation. Hence the reduced system becomes
x 1 =  A x x A N i i x i f i f x i T j ) ^ ) ,  xi e  E c 
7  =  0 .
We must point out the important fact that, by considering 7  as a new dependent 
variable in this reduction, the terms # 17 , y \7  are considered to be non-linear.
In practice we take £ (# 1, 7 ) involving quadratic and higher terms in #1 and 7 , 
and substitute into (2.3.4), equating like powers to find the values of the unknowns 
coefficients.
We now apply this method to our problem. First we change variables to transfer 
the steady state branch R  ~  \z\ \ 2 — —Afa  to the trivial solution and to make the 
Hopf bifurcation point occur at the origin.
Let R =  R  +  A/a and 7  =  A — 2. then R =  R. Also let Wj =  Uj A iv j, j  =  1,2. 
Then, we obtain the real equations:
u’i =  u2 - u \ a  v\, 
v\ =  v2 — 2u1v1,
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R =  Ux +  2 (R  — 7  ja )u i
8 =  v\
u2 =  a R - \ - ( v  — 2 c /a  — 2 e/a)i ii  +  (q — 2 d /a  — 2 f / a ) u 2
A J- 2  a *
+ 6( F ------ —— )(u f +  V2) +  c (R  — 7 /a )u i  +  d ( R  -  7 / a ) u 2
+ e ( R  -  7 / a)u\ +  / ( R  -  7 /a ) t *2 +  -  u2)
a
+ h ( R  -  -) (u 2 +  +  j ( R  -  - - - - ) (u iu 2 +  U1 V2)
a a
* 7  +  2 w.. . . . . . . .  n . i / f t  7  +  2 w 2 , 2>“+ & ( j7 ------------- )(w i7/2 +  t7iD2) +  l(R --------------) ( u i +  vi)u2
a a
7  +  2
+ m ( R  “ )[(wi -  v\)u2 +  2u 1v1u2] -  (itiit2 -  t>it>2),
a
82  — (is — 2 c / a  +  2 e /a ) v i  +  (7; — 2d/ci +  2 f / c i ) v 2 +  c ( R  — 7 / 0 )17
+ d ( R  -  7 / a ) 7;2 — e ( R  — 7 / 0)77 -  f ( R  — 7 /o ) t >2 
+ 2# ( F  -  +  / * ( #  — --— 7 )^(+2 - f  u2)
a a
7  —f- 2 ~ 7  +  2
+ j ( R -------------- ) ( u i V 2 -  ViU2) +  k ( R --------------- )(«1«2  -  U1V2 )
a a
+ ; ( £ -  1 ± 2 )„ j ( _ u 2 +  2) 
a
+  2
+771 ( R ------------------)[2 77 iU i7i2 — V2 {u \  ~  U2 )]
a
— ( u i v 2 +  Witt2 ) .
From now on, we drop the “hat” on R. Hence, we can write (2.3.5) as:
A  =  JA +  F ( A , 7 ),
8 =  vu
where
A =  [R,uu u2,v i , v 2]r ,
F ( A , 7 ) =  [2(R  -  y / a ) u u vl  -  u 2u b(. • .) » “ 2 « i v i» c( ^  “  7 / a )C •-)]T:
(2.3.5).
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J  =
If we take
0 _  4a 0
0 0 1
a v - 2 -  - 2 -a a 77 — 2^' a
0
0
0 1
„ _ 2 ^  +  2 £ 77 — 2 -  - f  2 ^
n . '  n .  • n  ' n
a =  —4, d =  e =  0, c =  —1 , 
/  =  —16, / / =  - 100, 77 =  - 8,
as before then
J  =
0 1
0 0
_ 4  _201^ 2 
0
0
1
16
201 0
B  0 
0 A
Matrix B  has eigenvalues with negative real part and the eigenvalues of A  are
V 2
Hence, we have
where
Ai — AAi +  / ( A i ,  A2, 7 ) 
A.2 =  E A 2 +  <7(Ai, A 2, 7 ) 
7 =  0,
Ai =  K , t/2]T,
A2 =  [R ,u i,u 2]T, 
0 1
(2.3.7)
0
and / ,  g are the strictly non-linear terms of equations (2.3.5). We now transform 
A to standard form, ie. to the form,
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Matrix A has eigenvalues A w - f i ,  and the corresponding eigenvectors are:
Let
'  1 ■ r 0  1
0
±  i
» ■
T  =
1 0 
0
Then T  l A T  — C . Now from (2.3.7) we have
A, =  ATT-'K l +  } { \ u2l7) 
= > r ‘ A, = (T-'Arir-'A, + r-1/(Al,A2l7). (2.3.8)
Let,
r - ‘ A j =  X  =
Substituting into (2.3.8) gives
X  =  C X  A  r _ 1/ ( T X ,  A2 , 7 ). (2.3.9)
Hence, we have obtained a new system o f equations:
X  =  C X A T - l f ( T X , \ 2t y)  
A2 =  B A 2 4- g ( T X ,  A2 , 7 )
7 =  0.
Since C  has eigenvalues AyJ~~ i  the center manifold has dimension 3. Hence,
applying center manifold reduction to these equations gives rise to a three dimen­
sional system. Let the center manifold have the form,
Hence,
R  =  h f x ,  y, 7 ), 
u x =  h2( x , y ,  7 ), 
u 2 =  /i3(# ,?/, 7 ),
A2 =  M X ,7 ), h =  [M, M , M f . (2.3.10)
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and,
hi {x ,  ?/, 7 ) =  diX2 +  b{y 2 +  a y 2 +  d{xy  +  e{x j  +  f l y 7  +  • • •. (2.3.11)
Then from the center manifold theory we have,
hx ( X , j ) [ C X  +  T - ' f ( T X J i ( X , 1 ) n )} =  £ /> (* , 7 ) +  g ( T X , h ( X , y ) , ' r ) .
By equation (2.3.11) and the above formula and equating terms of like powers 
using REDUCE we can find that ai, a2, a3l bl t  b2, b3, d1: d2, d3 f l  0  and Ci =  c2 =  
c3 =  ei =  e2 =  e3 =  / x =  f 2 — f 3 =  0, Hence we obtain the center manifold h.
Therefore, by the center manifold reduction we have obtained a s)'stem of the 
form:
X
.  y  .
0
0
a*
+ / 1(®»y,7)
.  2/ . .  / 2( * , y , 7 )  .
ignoring the third trivial equation 7  =  0 , where
f 1 
f 2
- 2h2( x , y , ' y )x  
1 f201
m ( h i ( x , y , l )  +  7 /4 ) ( -a :  +  I 6 d  ~ y )
1
d— 7^ h i ( x , y , 7 )[2gh2{ x , y , 7 )x  +  h l { x , y , 7 ) x { h 2{ x , y , 7 ) +  x  )] 
T
d - j ( \ j ~ h 2{ x , y , 7 )y -  x h 3(x ,  y, 7 )) +  k (x h 3( x , y ,  7 ) -  ~ ^ h 2(x, y, l ) y )  
+m(2h2{x,y,7)xh3{x,y,7) -  ^ ~ y { h 2{x,y}7)2 -  a-2))
- ( V T ^ C * ’ V' 1>jV +  xhz(x ' y ^ ) ) +  J  ~Y^yVl2{x, y , 7 )2 +  a:2).
Finally, taking terms out of .f1 , / 2 which are linear in x  and y, but which also 
involve 7 , we obtain
A  =  i ( 7 )A  +  F (A , 7 ), (2.3.12)
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where
A( 7) = + 0  4 7 (2.3.13)
and ri(0) =  A. The matrix A (7 ) has eigenvalues of the form
where
cr(7 ) =  or(7 ) ±  ^ ( 7 ),
0 ( 7 )  =  27 ,
/ N2 , 2 7  201w (7 ) =  - 4 7  -+ -  +  —
Note that, o (0 ) =  0, w(0) =  ojq and ex (0 ) =  2  and so the eigenvalues cross
the imaginary axis with non-zero speed at 7  =  0 .
In polar coordinates (2.3.12) can be written as [45]
P =  <*(7 ) p  +  +  0 (p5),
<j> =z - U ) { 7 )  +  i y ( y ) p 2 +  0 ( P 4 ) ,  
where x  =  p cos <f>, y — p sin (f>. Expanding the coefficients about 7  =  0 , we obtain
p  -  0 (0 ) 7  P  +  <5(0 )p3 4-------,
— —u>(0 ) -  u / ( 0)7 -I--------,
(2.3.14)
(2.3.15)
with,
* ( 0) J q I /x x x  +  fx y y  +  fx x y  +  fy y y ]  +  J ^ [ f l y ( f L  +  /y y )  “  f x y i f x x  +  /y y )  
_  f 1 f 2 _L f 2 1
J X X  J  X X  J y y j  y y  j )
where all the derivatives are evaluated at ( x , y , 7 ) — ( 0 , 0 , 0 ), ie. a.t the bifurcation 
point [45]. Using REDUCE we have calculated £ (0 ) as
6(0) =  1.03 x 10~5^ 2 -  2.43 x  10~Ag j  +  4.86 x \0~3gk -  1.03 x 10“ 5^6
—5.01 x lO - 1  <7—1.55 xlO~3 / 2 + 1.45 x 10~4 6 j—6.99 x 10_3 y+ 1 .55xl0~ 3 A:2 
-1 .4 5  x 1 0 '4£6 +  2.33 x 10“ 3£ +  6.25 x 10~2f  +  6.25 x 10” 2m 
+5.00 x 10_16 +  15.997.
Now steady states of the p-equation correspond to periodic solutions of (2.3.12).
If £(0) <  0, then a solution requires 7  >  0 and so the branch is supercritical. 
Similarly if 5(0) >  0, then 7  <  0 and the branch is subcritical. Now the bifurcating 
branch of periodic orbits will be stable if the steady state of the /^-equation is stable.
This occurs if the branch is supercritical. Thus we now want to choose the rest of 
our free parameters so that £(0 ) <  0 .
If we choose,
b — g =  h =  j  =  k =  £ =  m  =  0 ,
then
£(0) =  15.997,
and the branch is subcritical, ie. is unstable. We can choose these parameters 
so that the periodic solution is supercritical and becomes stable. Some possible 
choices o f these parameters are :
b — —1, <7 =  1, h =  0, j  =  -3 0 ,  k =  - 1 , i  =  -1 3 0 , m =  -2 0 0 ,
giving, £(0 ) =  —6.808..., or
b =  0, g =  20, h =  - 5 ,  j  =  0, k =  -1 0 ,  £ =  -4 0 ,  m  =  -4 0 0 ,
giving, £(0) =  —21.401__
Center manifold reduction reduces the original system to the form of (2.3.12).
We now show that
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/ X( - a b - 2ri 7 ) =  - / k b  2/, 7 ), (2.3.16)
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f 2{ - x , - y ,  7 ) =  - f 2(x , y ,  7 ). 
We write the system (2.3.5) in the form
(2.3.17)
Ul
u2
R
Vi
v'2
0i ( A i ,  A 2, 7 ) ,  
92 ( A i , A 2, 7 ), 
<73(Ai , A2, 7),
^4(A i , A2,7) ,
<7s(A i, A2i 7 ),
where Ai andA2 are defined as before. These equations can be expressed as
where
A =  G ( A ,7 ),
A — [Ai, A2]'
(2.3.18)
Since system (2.1.1) is equivariant with respect to 0 (2 ), then (2.3.18) will be also 
symmetric with respect to this group. In particular we consider the reflection s. 
From (2.2.9),
*< ? (A ,7 ) =
0i(Ai ,  A2,7)  
92(Au  A2,7 )
03(A i,  A 2, 7 )
- g 4(Ai,  A2,7)  
. ~05(Ai,  A2,7)
and
<7i(“ Ai, A2,7)  
<?2( - A i , A 2,7 )
0 (s A ,7 ) =  ^ 3 ( - A i , A 2,7 )
^4( - A x, A2,7 )  
g s { ~ M ,  A2, 7 ) 
The equivariance condition implies that,
<7t(Ai, A2,7 )  =  ^t( —A x, A2,7 ) , z =  1 ,2 ,3 ,
<7t(Ai, A2, 7 ) =  - g i ( - A u  A2,7)- 7 =  4 ,5
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In the center manifold reduction, we had
R  =  h i ( v u v 2, y ) ,  
ui =  £ 2( 1^ ^ 2, 7 ),
u 2 =  £ 3( u x, t>2, 7)-
Let,
Ui U! w i
u 2 u 2 u*2
R = R = R*
Vi - V i v i
. v 2 ^2
Then,
F *  =  £ i ( u * ,u ; ,7 ),
and so,
h i { v u v 2, y )  ~  R  =  R *  =z h f v ^ v ^ y )  =  h i { ~ v u - v 2, y ) .
Similarly,
h j ( v u v2, 7 ) =  ^ ( - v i , - v 2, 7 ), j  =  2,3.
Therefore,
5r4(A i, / i (v i ,7 J 2 ,7 ) i7 )  =  - 9 4 ( - A i , £ ( —i ; i , - U 2 ,7 ) i7 ) ,  
P5(A i,£ (u i,t ;2 ,7 ),7 ) =  - p 5( - A i ,  £ (-i> i, —v2, 7 ), 7 ), 
which implies (2.3.16) and (2.3.17), with x  — v\  and y =  2 -
2.4 Symmetry of the Bifurcating Branch
We return to the reduced system (2,3.12). This system has periodic solutions 
which bifurcate at 7  =  0 (A =  2) with initial period T0 =  We change variables
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to r  =  u>t giving
coX( r)  =  A f a ) X ( r )  +  F ( X ( r ) ,  7).
Then 27r-periodic solutions of this equation correspond to T-periodic solutions of 
(2 .3 .12 ). The matrix j A ( 7 ) has eigenvalues ± 7! at 7  =  0. Let the corresponding 
eigenvectors be $  =  vr ±  i v j  and then, F t- =  sp{wr,U j} and J  =  ^ ,4 (0 ). Thus by 
Lemma 1.14, for 8 £  F 1,
Vr cos 8 sin 8
. vi  . — sin 8 cos 8
Hence
vr ' - 1
1O
Vr
. VJ . 1 0 - 1
----1
jr
ie. 7r acts on the eigenspace as — Since $  is in the anti-symmetric space then 
=  — 4>. Therefore svr =  — vr and svj  =  —vj ,  so we can write
Vr vr
1
1 j—
i
O
- *
V r
I
jr• I r* to. 0 - 1 . v i  .
Therefore
Vr '  1 0 ' V r V r
1--
---
--- 02 to. 1
O
1 1 I £ L I
jr*
Hence the eigenspace F t- has dimension two with ( s , 7r) £  Z 2 x  S l symmetry. 
Therefore b}' the Equivariant Hopf Theorem (Theorem 1.13) there is a bifurcating 
branch of solutions with period 2 r  and symmetry (s, 7r). (Note that (s, 7r)2 =  ( / ,  0) 
and so this is a simple “reflectiona.1” symmetry).
We now show that this symmetry implies that the periodic solutions have zero 
mean. Now for any function /(£ )  for which s f ( t )  =  —f ( t )  and ( s , 7r ) / ( / )  =  f ( t )  
we have
fit -» )  =
Therefore
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r 2ir f 2n
/  f ( t ) d t  =  -  f ( t -  w)dt.
Jo Jo
Changing variables in the second integral implies that
J r2tt' f(t)d 0. 
0
Clearly x ( t )  and y( t )  in (2.3.12) have zero mean and so by x  — V\ and y — -~===v2, 
Vi and v2 also have zero mean. Hence 9 has zero mean which implies that 9(f) 
is periodic. The second equation in (2.3.5) shows that u x is periodic while the 
first and third show that u 2 and R  are periodic. Hence w \ , w 2, r , 9  are periodic 
which implies that zx,z2,z3 are periodic. It can also be shown that y j , j  =  1 ,2 ,3  
have zero mean. Thus, the Hopf-bifurcation gives rise to time periodic solutions 
of equations (2 .1 .1 ).
2.5 First Order Solution of the Original System
In order to derive first order solutions of (2.3.12) on the bifurcating branch we 
expand 7  and p in equations (2.3.14) and (2.3.15) in a series expansion. Therefore 
we assume
7  =  d i e  - f  a 2e2 - f  0 ( e 3), 
p -  b i c  +  0 ( e 2).
In these expressions the constant terms are zero, since bifurcation occurs at p —
0, 7  =  0. Note that stead}' states of the p-equation corresponds to periodic solu­
tions of (2.3.12). Substituting the above equations into the steady state form of 
(2.3.14) implies that =  0  and 61 =  y j— oc'(0 )a2/ 6 (Q). Equation (2.3.15) implies
that (j> =  —io0t +  0 (e 2), where co0 =  u;(0). Now
x =  p cos <j) =  ( 6 : e 4 - 0 (e2)) cos(—u;0 / 4 - 0 (e2))
=  & iecoswo/+  0 (e2).
Similarly
y =  —e&x sina;0/ 4- 0 (e2).
Hence we take the solution of (2.3.12) to first order in a  =  bxt  as
a =  a  cos co0t,
y =  — asin(u0 i.
Then, to first order
Ui =  x  — a  cosu/oL 
u2 =  oj0y =  —auj0 sin io0t,
6 — ui =  acoscuoL
The last equation implies that
0 =  — sintu0/ +  A:. (2.5.1)
U J q
The constant k is due to the underlying 0 (2 ) symmetry and we choose it to be 
zero. From the center manifold theory we have
k f a y n )  =  A ta 2 -f B iy2 4- Cixy  4- • • •, z =  1 ,2,3,
with
-ft =  ^ i ( * ,y ,7 )»  
« i =  M ® » y » 7 ) ,
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u2 =  h3( x , y ,  7 ),
and we also know that
R =  R + ^ ~  hx(x,y,j)  +
Substituting for x  and y gives
R  =  ~  +  (22(y4x cos2 w0i +  B\ sin2 co0t — Ci sin w0/ cos w0/) +  0 (a3).
thus
V X  4  O ' 2
r =  C° s2 ^  SIY]2 ~  B'l sinw0i cos w0£) +  0(a-3)]1/,r2.
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Using V I +  x  ~  1 +  | implies that
v T
r =  —  +  0 (<V).2
Since 7  =  0 ( a 2), then A =  2 +  0 (a2), giving
r +  0 ( a 2). ( 2.5.2)
Using (2.5.1), (2.5.2) and expanding cos0 in X\ =  rcos0,  we can easily find that
Xi =  -J -  +  ° ( « 2)- (2.5.3)
Similarly yi — r sin 6 implies that
o V 2 .——  si 
2o?o
Equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) imply that
Vi =  ~  n wot +  0 ( a 3). (2.5.4)
ZWq
X1U1 -  t/jW! =  T 2,
J/1«1 + =  y2l
X\U2 -  ifiV2 -  a3, (2.5.5)
y\u2 +  ®iu2 =  y3.
From these equations and the above results for a?i,j/i,Vi,V2 and also using RE­
DUCE, we can show that
#2 =  0 ( a 2),
x 3 -  0 (a 2),
a V 2
3/2 =  — c os c uq / +  0 ( a ° ) ,
Ocy/2 . 3
2/3  ------—  lUosmiuof +  C/(a- ).
It was claimed in Landsberg and Knobloch [28], that the solutions obtained from 
the type of Hopf bifurcation we have considered are direction reversing travelling 
waves (D R T W ’s). This name implies solutions of the form
Z ( t )  — 7 a(l)^i
where z is independent o f time and a(t )  is time periodic and of zero mean. In this 
case,
Z j ( t )  =  eia^ Z j  =  j  =  1 , 2 ,3.
where Zj =  i ' jel8F  In particular, for any such solutions, Vj is constant. However, 
the solutions we have generated satisfy =  7' =  r ( t )  which is periodic. Hence 
the solutions are not D R T W ’s as claimed but are simply time periodic solutions 
and so this name is misleading. Proctor and Weiss [34] refer to such solutions as 
pulsating waves although this name does not capture the reversing nature of these 
solutions, as characterised by the periodic function 9. We consider that the name 
oscil lat ing waves gives a better description o f these solutions.
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2.6 A Possible Further Bifurcation
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So far we have shown that if we choose the right parameters, then there exists a 
branch of periodic solutions bifurcating from the steady state branch of solutions 
at A =  2, which has spatio-temporal symmetry ( s , 7r) 6  Z 2 x  S1. We have also 
proved that (s, tt) symmetry implies that some components of the solution have 
zero mean. It is possible that another bifurcation could occur which breaks this 
symmetry. Using the methods developed in chapter 3, the branch with symmetry 
( s , 7r) was followed and a secondary bifurcation point was found of the predicted 
type at A =  3.9247. The branch was supercritical in A which we assumed meant 
that it was stable.
Symmetry breaking implies that 9 no longer has zero mean, and so
9(t ) =  c +  f f l w f l t ) ,  w 2(t ),  r ( t )),
where, f 4 is a function with zero mean and c is constant. Hence
9(t ) — ct T  9o(t) 4 - k ,
where, 0o(t )  =  f 4( w i ( t ) , w 2( t ) , r ( t ) )  and 90 is a periodic function. The ( s , 7r) sym­
metry implies that 9 has zero mean, which implies that c =  0, and this corresponds 
to a branch of periodic solutions. If we break this symmetry then 9 has non-zero 
mean, and so c f l  0 . In canonical coordinates we have a s}'stem with five equations, 
ie. equations (2.3.6), in which this bifurcation can occur. In the original system 
we then have
z f l t )  =  r(f)e"<4>
=  7 '(/)e,(cf+®o(*)+ '^)
=  ei(c‘ +*)r (i)e ,'“l,(‘ ) =  ei(c‘ +*,i 1(0 ,
where z f t )  is periodic. Equation (2 .2 .1 ) implies that
z2( t )  =  e ^ + V w f ^ z f t )  =  e^ci+k)z2(t).
where z2( t ) is periodic. Finally equation (2.2.2) implies that z3( t)  — e ' ^ + ^ z f t ) ,  
where z3(t)  is periodic. Hence we have a one parameter family of solutions of the 
form
Z ( t )  =  r ct+kz ( t ),
where z( t)  is a periodic function of time. Thus c — 0 corresponds to a branch 
o f periodic solutions while c /  0  corresponds to modulated travelling waves that 
consist o f time periodic solutions drifting with constant velocity c along the group 
orbits. Note that constant k simpl}' gives rise to the one-parameter family o f con­
jugate solutions, obtained by a constant rotation. Initially therefore, the solutions 
are oscillating with only a very small amount of drift a.nd so the rotational motion, 
characterised by the variable 9 , continues to oscillate. However, as the branch is 
followed further from the bifurcation point, the drift increases which could result 
in 9 increasing (or decreasing) monotonically. Also, there is no essential difference 
between these modulated travelling waves and those found by Aston, Spence and 
Wu [3] which arise from a Hopf bifurcation on a branch of travelling waves. Thus, 
it is possible that a branch o f M T W ’s could be connected at one end to a branch of 
(non-symmetric) travelling waves and at the other end, to a branch of oscillating 
waves.
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2.7 The General Case
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Having studied a specific example we now consider this kind of problem more 
generally. Consider the non-linejr system
z =  g(z,  A), (2.7.1)
where 2  — ( z i , z 2,z3) £  C 3 = : X  and A €  R  is the bifurcation parameter. Let 
Zj — Xj  +  i y j ,  j  — 1 ,2 ,3  and suppose that g satisfies the equivariance condition
<7(7 2 , A) =  7 (7( 2 , A),
for all 7  £  (9(2), which acts on X  as in (2.1.2) and (2.1.3). Since g : Fix (0 (2 ))  x 
R  — ► Fix (0 (2 ))  (see Lemma 1 .1 ) and F ix (0 (2 )) =  {0 } ,  clearly <7(0 , A) =  0, VA 
and so the equations have a trivial steady state solution. Assume that <7*(0,0) 
has a zero eigenvalue, then generically dim Null(y2 (0 , 0 )) =  2 , since 0 (2 ) has 2  
dimensional irreducible representations. Then by the same reasons stated earlier 
in the example, there exists a branch of non-trivial solutions bifurcating from the 
trivial solution at A =  0 , contained in F ix (Z 2) x We write this solution as 2 S =  
z5 (A). As before, due to reflectiona.1 symmetr)', at this solution t/i =  y2 =  y3 =  0 . 
Now we write the equations in real form as
Xi =  f i ( x U X 2 , 'T3 , 7/i, 7/2, y3, A) ,
=  f 2 { x i , x 2, x 3, y l , y 2, y 3, A),
£ 3  =  / 3 (rci, rc2, rc3 , 2/1 , 2/2 , 2/3 , A), 
y i  -  91 (x u  x 2, y i ,  y2, 2/3 , A),
2/2 =  92{ x u X 2, x 3, y u y2,y 3, A),
2/3 =  y3(a?i,®2,*3,j / i ,y 2,y 3,A).
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The reflectional symmetry acts as
s x j  =  Xj, syj  =  - y 3, j  =  1 ,2 ,3 .
Therefore, the equivalence condition
f i { s x l , s x 2, s x 3, s y 1, s y 2, s y 3, \ )  =  s f i ( x u x 2, x 3, y x, y 2, y 3 , A), i  =  1 ,2 ,3 , 
implies that
f i ( x U X2,X3, -2 7 ,-7 /2 ,-7 /3 , A) =  / t(.Ti, T2, tt3, ?/i, ^2, 2/3 , A), 7 =  1,2,3.
Hence, differentiating this equation with respect to the y3- variables at the non­
trivial steady state solutions implies that
( t j ,  t 2, t 3, 0 ,0 ,0 , A) =  0, 7,j  =  1 ,2 ,3 ,
where are steady state values of .1 7 , x 2, x 3 , respectively. Similarly,
d o ; ,
*5, a:S, 0 ,0 ,0 , A) =  0, i j  =  1 ,2 ,3 .
Hence, the Jacobian matrix at a non-trivial steady state solution has the form
f l l  Jl2 fl3
/2 1  /2 1  £2 3 0
/3 1  £32 £33
011 012 013
0 021 022 023 
031 032 033
where gij — fij — 7 ,J =  1 ,2 ,3  and all derivatives are evaluated at
W A ) , A ) .
We know that A)y4.2rs(A) =  0, for all A, and it can be easily shown that
A zs(A) £  A T  Hence, g“ (zs(\) ,  A) has a zero eigenvalue for all A. Assume that this 
matrix also has eigenvalues ±7Wo at ( 2 0 ,Ao), where zq — 2 5 (Ao). Then we want to
show that a branch of periodic solutions bifurcates from the stead}' state branch at 
(^o, Ao). Due to the zero eigenvalue this is not a simple Hopf bifurcation problem, 
so we use canonical coordinates in order to decouple one of the variables and then 
use the standard theory. Suppose the system in canonical coordinates has the form
111 =  F i ( « 1,u 2 lr 1t;i,t;2, A),
112 ~  F 2( u \ , u 2, r, ui, v2, A), 
r =  F3( u i , u 2, r , v u v2, A),
Vi =  C i ( u i , u 2, r , v i , v 2, A), 
v>2 — C 2(x i i ,n2, r ,  v i , v 2, A),
8 =  G3{u l , u 2, r , v u v2, A),
where tq, v, are the real and imaginary parts o f w,, i  =  1 , 2 , defined by (2 .2 .1 ) 
and (2.2.2). 9 and r are defined by (2.2.3) and (2.2.4). These are the canonical 
coordinates for the one parameter Lie group of transformations 5 0 (2 ) .  For the 
same reasons as before the right hand sides of the equations are independent o f 9. 
The reflectional symmetry acts as in equation (2.2.9) and the system is equivariant
with respect to the group 0 (2 ). We write this system as
U =  G(U,  A), (2.7.2)
8 =  G f U ,  A), (2.7.3)
where U  — [« j, u2, 7*1 , t>i, v2]T, is invariant under r a . The action of the reflection s 
on the new coordinates is
a[ui, u2, r ,  v u  u2 , 9]T =  [uu  u2, r, - v i f v 2, - 9]T.
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Thus, (2.7.2) has only a reflectional symmetry.
We remark that on the steady state branch following conditions 
/ i  ~  f 2 — f 3 =  gi =  g2 =  g3 =  0 ,
holds and y\ =  0 implies that sin 0s =  0 and hence cos2 9s =  1 , where 9s is the 
steady state value of 9. The equation (2.2.1) implies that =  z2z \ l \ z \ \ 2. Thus
X\X2 +  yiy2 
ui =  -
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vi =
r z,
Zi!/2 -  2/ 1^2 
, . 2r
Therefore, since at the stead)' state branch of solutions y\ — y2 =  2/3 — 0 we have 
v{ — 0  and similarly, from equation (2 .2 .2 ) we obtain u2 =  0 , where Uj and u| are 
the steady state values of Vi and v2. Therefore the symmetric space is characterised 
by vx =  v2 =  0 and the anti-symmetric space by u x =  u2 =  7' =  0. We now prove 
that the Jacobian of this new system has ±z<u0 eigenvalues. Also we remark that 
by decoupling the 9 variable we have removed the zero eigenvalue from the system 
of five equations excluding the final 9 equation. Equation (2 .2 .1 ) implies that
(z2 -  WxZX)Zx
Wx =
N 2
=  [(/2  +  ig i )  -  { f t  +  ig i ) (ux  +  ivx) ] re~t9/ r 2.
Therefore,
ui =  ^{cos 9 ( f 2 -  f xux + g x v x )  + s i n  9(g2 - g x u x - f x v x ) } ,  
v i  =  - { c o s  9{g2 -  gxux -  f i v x) -  sin 9 { f 2 -  fxUx +  £ W )} -
Similarly (2.2.2) implies that,
u2 =  i { c o s  9 { f 3 -  f xu 2 +  g jv 2) +  sin 9{g3 -  gxi i2 -  f i v 2)} ,  
r
v2 =  ~{cos9{g3 - g x t t 2 - f xv2) - s i n  9 { f 3 ~  f x u 2 + g x v 2 } .
To evaluate the 0 and r equations, we write i i  =  / i  +  igi  in polar coordinates, 
which implies that
r =  (cos 0 ) / i  +  (sin 0 )gl ,
0 =  ((c o s 0 )#i -  (sin<9)/i)/r.
Using the reflectional symmetry, as before, on the system (2.7.2) it can be shown
that the Jacobian matrix o f this new system at the symmetric steady state solution
has the form
' G l  0 
0 Gav  J ’
where G y  is 3 x  3 and G jy is 2 x 2. By using M APLE, considering all the steady 
state assumptions, it can be shown that Gy  has the form
Q a  __ 022 -  W{0i2 023 “  < 0 1 3
U [ 032 -  < 0 1 2  033 “  *4013 J ’
where uj and u s2 are the stead}' state value of ux and u2. All the derivatives are 
calculated by using the relations between the two choices of variables
X\ =  r  cos 0 ,
x 2 — r  cos 6u i  — r sin Ovi , etc.
If g l ( z s, A) has a zero eigenvalue with eigenvector A z s and a pair o f purely imag­
inary eigenvalues ± iw 0, then it can be shown, again using MAPLE, that Gy  has 
eigenvalues ± 7*w0.
Since Gjj  has ±zw0 eigenvalues and has no zero eigenvalue, we can apply stan­
dard theory, which implies that there exists a. branch o f periodic solutions bifur­
cating from the branch with Z2 symmetry, and initial period These solutions 
have (s, 7r) € Z2 x Sl  symmetry, since s and 7r both act as —I  on the eigenspace.
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It is possible to rescale time in order to have 2?r-periodic solutions. This symmetry 
then implies that
—vx(t +  7r) =  v f t ) ,  - v 2(t  +  7r) =  v2(t),
and
l i f t  A  TT) =  l i f t ) ,  U2 { t  +  7r) =  7 1 2 ( 0 ,  r (*  +  7r) —  r ( 0 *
As s  acts as — /  on 0,  the equivariance condition related to equation (2.7.3) is 
0 3 (u i,it2 , r , - w 1 , - w 2 ,A) =  - G 3{ i i i , u 2, r , v i , v 2\ ) ,  
which implies that, for these solutions
G3( u f t  +  r ) ,u 2(t A w ) , r ( t  +  7r ) , v f t  +  tt),t)2(t  -f 7r), A)
=  ~ G f u f t ) ,  772(0 , f t ) ,  77i(0, V2( t ) ,  A).
Integrating both side over the interval [0, 27t] and changing the variable to r  =  t  +  7r 
in the left hand side integral, we obtain
Since u,i ,u2, r ,  v i , v 2 are 27r-periodic then G3 is periodic and so the integral on 
[tt, 37t] is the same as the integral on [0, 2tt]. Therefore, G3 and hence 6 , has zero 
mean* which implies that 0 is periodic. Now periodicity of i i i , 7z2, r, i>1} v2 implies 
that Wi and w 2 are periodic and since 6 is also periodic then z \ , z 2, z3 are periodic.
not have zero mean and as stated in section 2.6 there is a one parameter family of 
solutions o f the form
G f u f r ) ,  u 2( t ), r ( r ), u i(r ) , tj2( t ) ,  A)dr  =
A further bifurcation which breaks the (<s,7r) symmetr}' implies that 6( t )  does
Z ( t )  =  r ct+kz(t ) ,
where z(t)  is a periodic function of time.
2.7.1 Connecting the Different Coordinates
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We now consider the linearization of equations (2.7.2) and (2.7.3) on the anti­
symmetric space and obtain a connection between the two sets of coordinates 
which we will use in the next chapter.
Since we have a standard Hopf bifurcation in (2.7.2) then the bifurcating solu­
tion near the bifurcation point is given by
17(f) =  U S +  a A (f) +  0 ( a 2),
where U s =  [ < , < , r s, < , < ] :r and A (f) is the solution of the linearization of 
(2.7.2) about the steady state, ie. A (f) =  [0 ,0 ,0 , Li(f)> since it is the
anti-symmetric component of Gu  which has the eigenvalues ±zw0.
To transfer back to the original coordinates, we need 6 as well. Let 0 =  
6s +  0 : 0  -f- 0 ( a 2), where 0  is the solution of the linearization of (2.7.3), ie.
e  =  ^ v 1 +  p - v 2.
dv  i dv2
It can be shown that =  g\2 and =  0 13, where all the derivative are
evaluated at the steady state. Note that the solution to first order is 0 ( f )  =  
0 O(t ) +  k, where k is an arbitrary constant of integration. Clearly the linearisation
of (2.7.2), (2.7.3) about the steady state with only variables in the anti-symmetric
space is
V ( t )  =  B V ( t ) ,  (2.7.4)
where
' 022 -  <012 023 -  <013 0
B  -  g32 ~  < 0 1 2  033 -  1*2013 0
012 013 0
Note that B  has 0 and zkicoo eigenvalues, so the solution of (2.7.4) is
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W )  1 ' 0  '
Vk(t)  = V2( t ) +  k 0
0 o ( t) 1
— V  { t)  +  ke3,
where k €  R  is arbitrary and V ( t )  is unique modulo scalar multiplication and time 
translation . Note that V ( t )  is constructed from the complex eigenvectors o f B  
corresponding to the eigenvalues ±zojo and e3 is the eigenvector corresponding to 
the zero eigenvalue.
We know that
*i ( t )  =  r(t)e"<<>
—  ( r s q. Q^a,2^ et*(«-”+a0o(O+arfc+O(a2))
This implies that
x f l t )  =  ?'s cos 6s +  0 ( a 2) — .Tj -f- 0 ( a 2)
2/i(0 — ° i r s cos $s(0 o (Q  T  k)  T  0 (cr2) =  q::Ei(0o(O T  k) T  ^X^2)? 
since sin 9s — 0 . Similarly equations (2.5.5) imply that
* 2(0  =  v-lxl ■+■ 0 (a-2) =  X2 +  0 (q ,2) }
* s (0  =  ^ 2 1^ +  ^ ( a 2 ) — *3 +  0(a2),
V2 (0  =  a [ * ; ( 0 o(O +  fc) +  * ;V i (O ]  +  O ( a 2),
2/3 ( 0  =  **[*3(0o(O +  k) -f- *iV 2(0] H" <9(a2).
Hence, we would expect that the solution o f the linearized system of the original 
equations, with variables in the anti-symmetric space, ie.
5>(0  =  y :(^ o ,A o )F (0 , (2.7.5)
Inti?
foTiave- the form
n(t) =
x si ( O 0( t)  +  k ) 
*j|(®o(0 +  k) -f o^ki (0 )  
a;3(0o(O +  k) +  *fV ^ (0)
=  T ( V ( t )  +  ke3) =  7 4 4 (0 , (2.7.6)
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where
T  =
0  0  x{
x \  0  x \  
0 '3 .
We note that Te3 == [# i,# 2, X3]T is a solution of (2.7.5), since it is independent of 
time and g f z 3, \ Q) A zq — 0, where Az£ =  [a;®, #2, # 3 ]T.
T h e o re m  2 . 1
0 ) 9 l(z<h \o)  =  T B T - \
(ii) I f V f t )  is a solution o f  (2.7.4) then Y f t )  =  T V f t )  is a solution o f  (2.7.5).
P ro o f: (ii) follows immediately from (i). Note that the last column of T  is 
=  A zq. Thus
9z iz o, A0 ) T  —
and then it is easily verified that T ~ l g l ( z 0, A0) T  — B .O
912 913 0
922 923 0
932 933 0
The first of these results show more clearly that when g“ has eigenvalues Aiwo,  
then so does Gy.  The second one shows the connection between the eigenvectors.
We have now shown that it is important, not only to convert to canonical 
coordinates in order to analyse the problem using standard theory, but also to 
convert the solutions back into the original coordinates in order to obtain a correct 
interpretation of the results.
Chapter 3 
The Numerical Approach
3.1 Phase Condition Method
The approach of this chapter is similar to that of Aston, Spence and Wu [3], 
namely the addition of a phase condition and an extra variable to eliminate the 
degeneracy due to the group orbit. However, we first reconsider the method of 
canonical coordinates in more detail to give a clearer understanding of the type 
of solution which occurs. In both cases, we consider a possible further bifurcation 
from the branch of time periodic solutions, to modulated travelling wave solutions. 
The advantage of the second approach is that it can be applied to partial differential 
equations where the method o f canonical coordinates cannot be used. We illustrate 
this method by considering a simple system on C 3 and then apply the phase 
condition method to the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation.
In chapter 2  we proved that ( s , 7r) symmetry implies that 0(f) has zero mean, 
and we also showed that symmetry breaking implies that it does not have zero 
mean. This implies that there is a one parameter family o f the solutions of the
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form
Z ( t )  =  r ct+kz [ t ),
where z ( t ) is a periodic function of time. If we substitute this type of solution into 
equation ( 1 .1 .1 ) then we obtain
z( t )  =  g(z{ t ) ,  A) -  cAz{t )  ~  g{z( t ) ,  c, A). (3.1.1)
Because of the 0 (2 ) symmetry 0 Z(^S(A), c, A) has a non-tri vial “null space at 
every steady solution (-zs(A), c, A). Hence gz(z , c, A) has a zero eigenvalue for all A. 
Suppose that gz(z0, 0, Ao) also has eigenvalues ±zw0. Due to the zero eigenvalue 
we cannot use standard Hopf theoiy. Our aim is to add a phase condition to the 
original equation in order to pin down one solution and then use standard theory. 
In order to apply standard theory we need to define a s}'stem of the form
y =  G(y ,  A), (3.1.2)
where y =  (z ,c ). Clearly the first equation in (3 .1 .2 ) is simply (3.1.1), which 
involves a z term. The second equation must have the form
c — p(z,  c, A). (3.1.3)
But we want time periodic solutions of (3.1.2) to correspond to solutions of (1.1.1) 
of the form Z ( t ) =  r ct+kz( t )  with c constant and k fixed. Thus we must choose 
p(z,c,  A) such that time periodic solutions of (3 .1 .2 ) give a constant value of c and 
fixes a value of k. This is possible if p is independent o f time and c. Thus we use
c =  p(z,  A),
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where z is the time average of z(t)  over one period T , given by
The solution of this equation is
c( t ) -  p (z ,X) t  +  ku
for some constant value Aq. Periodic boundary conditions c(0) =  c(T)  imply that
p(z, A) =  0 , (3.1.4)
c(t) =  k i .
Note the (3.1.4) is a phase condition which fixes k. Therefore, the system
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V =  G(y,  A) =
g(z,c,  A) 
p(z, A) (3.1.5)
has solution of the form we want. The following results are proved in Aston, 
Spence and Wu [3].
L em m a  3.1 I f  the phase funct ion p(z,c)  satisfies
p(sz,  A) =  - p ( z ,  A), 
then G (y , A) is equivariant with respect to S and 0 , where,
S
(3.1.6)
z sz
c —c
and
with 0 G Sl
z( t )
c(t ) c( i  +
A simple choice of p is
p(z,  A) = <  f ,  z > , f  G AT, 
where < , >  defines an inner product on A". We can easily prove that
p(sz,  A) = <  si,  I  > ,
(3.1.7)
since sz — sz , and assuming that the inner product is invariant. Thus, (3.1.6) will 
be satisfied if s i  =  —i ,  ie. t  6  X a. Therefore we choose the phase condition as
1 T
p(z,X)  = <  £, z > =  — [  <  i , z { t )  >  dt — 0 , (3 .1 .8 )
1 Jo
where I  E X a. Note that the steady state solution 2  =  2 S always satisfies this 
condition since 2 S E X s and I  £  X a.
L em m a  3 .2  The phase condit ion (3.1.4) wi l l  f ix  the spatial phase o f  the solution 
(z0 ,Co, Ao) o f  (3.1.1) i f  the non-degeneracy condit ion
<  Pz{zo, Ao), A z0 > f l  0 (3.1.9)
is satisfied.
We now consider the eigenvalues o f Gy.
T h e o re m  3 .3  Suppose that  (2 0 , Co, Ao) is a solution o f  G((z,c) ,  A) =  0 . I f  the
eigenvalues o f  gz(zo,Co, \ 0) are crt-,z =  l , . . . ,n  with an =  0 , then the eigenvalues o f
Gyifzo,  Co), Ao) are cri, i  =  1 — 1 and ± 8  where
$ — [~  <  Pz{z0 , Ao), Az0 > ] lyr2.
We note that the non-degeneracy condition (3.1.9) is precisely 8 f l  0 . Clearly, if 
<}z(zo,Co,Ao) Ras eigenvalues ± iu j  then so has Gy{(z0, Co), A0).
The Jacobian matrix of equation (3.1.2) has no zero eigenvalue at a steady state 
solution and it has ±zu/0 eigenvalues at (2 0, 0, A0). Thus we can apply standard
theory to detect a Hopf bifurcation point and to obtain a branch of solutions with
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symmetry Z 2 X S l > where Z 2 is generated by S. The additional eigenvalues of 
^ ( ( ^ 0 , 0 )), Ao) are ± 8  where
6  =  [ -  <  £yA z 0 > ]1/2.
We remark that Aston, Spence and Wu [3] referred to Dellnitz [13] and mentioned 
that 6 =  <  t , A z 0 > ^ 2. However, the eigenvalue equation is
gz -  cA - A z 0 
< £ , . >  0
and this equation implies that £ = [ — <£ ,  Az0 > ]1/2.
If <  6, Azo >  is positive, then ± 0  will be on the imaginary axis. Numerically, 
this will cause confusion with the eigenvalues which cross the imaginary axis at 
the Hopf bifurcation point. Thus it is important to choose t  so that <  I ,  Az0 >  
is negative to ensure that the additional eigenvalues lie on the real axis. De­
tection o f this t}'pe of bifurcation can be achieved by using AUTO [14] on the 
system G(y,  A) =  0. We note that on the steady state solution, z is independent 
o f time. Thus z — z and the phase condition reduces to <  f, z > =  0 which is a 
simple algebraic equation that is easil}' implemented.
Once a Hopf bifurcation point has been detected a starting solution on the 
branch of periodic solutions can be obtained for the variable * using the informa­
tions contained in the eigenvectors. We note that the eigenvectors of the algebraic 
equation G(y,  A) =  0 with the simple phase condition <  £,z > =  0 are not appro­
priate for constructing the initial solution. This is due to the fact that the linear 
operator Gy((zo, 0 ), Ao) is not a. constant matrix but involves the time averaging 
term. We now address this issue.
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We denote the restriction o f 0 , ( 2 0 , 0,Ao) to X s and X a as ^ (^ o ,0 ,A o) and
p : ( z o , 0 , A o ) respectively. Then
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Gy -
gi o 0
0 g*z - A z Z
o < r , : >  o
where l a is the restriction of i  to X a. We recall that gsz has no eigenvalues on 
the imaginary axis, and gz has eigenvalues 0 and ±zcu0. Also on the steady state 
branch of solutions
z0 G X s, A z0 G X a.
Hence, the linearization of the system (3.1.2) with respect to y evaluated at the 
steady state solution has the form
^ =  Gyiya-i Ao)$, (3.1.10)
where we assume that $  =  [$ 5, <b°, $ C]T and y0 =  (zo,0 ). We also introduce 
Y f t )  ~  To(Z) +  kAzQ which is useful in the next Theorem, where Y0(t) is the 
solution o f (2.7.5) corresponding to the eigenvalues ±zcu0 and Azq is the solution 
corresponding to the zero eigenvalue.
Theorem 3.4
(i) I f  gsz has eigenvalues ±zcuo then the solution o f ( 3 .1 .1 0 ) is <£(/) =  [^ (Q , 0 , 0 ]T 
where =  p*(z0, A0) $ s.
(ii) I f  gaz has eigenvalues ±zcuo then the solution o f  the l inearized system
(3.1.10) is $ { t )  =  [0,Ko(Q,0]r , where Y f t )  =
Proof:
(i) This is a standard result since g fz o ,  Ao) has only got the eigenvalues iztuo 
on the imaginary axis, which we include for later reference.
(ii) If we expand the system (3.1.10), then
=  gsz{z0, \ o ) $ \
&  =  g : (z<h\ o W - $ cAzZ,
<i>c =  <  r ,  <la > .
The first equation implies that <I>S =  0, since y* has no eigenvalues on the 
imaginary axis. Since <la is independent o f time, then <  £a, <Ja > =  where 
ki  is constant. Thus $° =  k i , giving 4>c =  k \ t  +  &2. The periodic boundary 
conditions imply that ki  =  0  and so <j>c =  k2. Therefore the second equation 
is now
$ a =  y “ ( 2 0, A0)$ a -  h A z l  (3.1.11)
The solution of the homogeneous equation =  gz(z0, A0)$ a is $ a(£) =  Yk{t)
by Theorem 2.1. To find the particular solution of the above system we
assume that (t) — v is a solution, where v is a constant vector. Then
9z{zo, A0)v -  k2Az% =  0.
If tf>0 is the left eigenvector o f gz(zQ, A0) corresponding to the zero eigenvalue, 
then
^ l g az(z0, A0)u -  h - f i l A z *  =  0.
This implies that k2 =  0, since generically iPqAz% f l  0 and so $ c(t ) — 0, 
as anticipated, since c =  0  on the whole branch. Thus (3 .1 .1 1 ) is now a 
homogeneous equation with solution $ “ (/) =  Yk{t).  Now $ a =  kAz£, since 
the time dependent part of Yk(t )  involves sinu>o  ^ and costuot both of which 
have zero mean. From <  /?a, $ a > =  ^  =  0 we have, k <  £a,Az% > =  0. 
Hence the nondegeneracy condition (3.1.9) implies that k =  0. Therefore
=  F o W ,
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as claimed.□
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C oro lla ry  3.5 I f  g* gnd g% has a complex conjugate eigenvalue at a Z2 symmetric  
steady state solution which cross the imaginary axis with non-zero speed, then there 
is a Hopf  bifurcation o f  (3.1.2) giving rise to a branch o f  t ime periodic solutions 
with Z 2 symmetry, generated either by S or  (5 , 7r). In  both cases, c =  0  and so the 
corresponding solutions o f  ( 1 .1 .1 ) are periodic.
C
R em a rk  3.6 Sinjf G in equation (3.1.2) does not define a vector field because o f  
the integral phase condit ion then the H o p f  bifurcation o f  this system is not in the 
usual sense. However, standard H op f  Theorem (or  Theorem 1.13/ only requires a 
funct ion with S l  (o r  more)  symmetries and so i t  st i l l  applies.
The bifurcating solution near the bifurcation point is given by
y(t) -  y s +  a -$(f) +  O(oY).
Hence the initial solution is
z( t )  =  2 s +  a’$ * (f), 
c =  0 ,
A =  A0,
where § z(t ) ~  [0 ,>o(f)]T and there is no change in A to first order.
Note that we need Ao(f) which is derived only from the constant matrix gz(zo, A0). 
If gz{zo, A o)(</>r ±  i f j )  =  ±zwo(£>r ±  i f a )  then we can solve
ujqI  g \ <fir
0 “ w o/ (f>j
for (j>r and <f>j. Hence, it can easily be shown that
T o(Z ) =  c f c O S W o t f r  — Sill LO0 t<f>j) A  C2(sinu>o/</>r +  COS L O o t f j ) .
To compute the periodic solution we have used the spatial phase condition (3.1.8) 
together with a standard temporal phase condition which is built into AUTO. The 
system will then be solved for z and the scalar variables c and T.  The possible 
further bifurcation occurs in this system with no modifications and so the standard 
AUTO procedure can be used for detection and swapping branches.
The method was applied to the example on C 3 considered in chapter 2 with 
the chosen parameters
d =  0 , f  =  —16, c =  —1 , e =  0 , 
v — —1 0 0 , 77 =  —8 , a =  —4,
and
6 =  0, <7 =  20, h — —5, j  =  0, k =  —10, / =  -4 0 ,  771 =  -4 0 0 .
We found a periodic branch o f solutions bifurcating from the steady state solution 
at A =  2  as we expected. A further bifurcation was found at A =  3.92. All the 
branches are supercritical and so they are all stable. These solutions together with 
the branch of steady state solutions is shown in Fig. 3.1. It was hoped that, as 
branch of M T W ’s is stable, it would be eas}' to find the solutions using DSTOOL. 
However, it appears that in practise, the basin of attraction for these solutions is 
very small, probably due to the large values o f some of the parameters and so the 
solutions were not found in DSTOOL very far past the bifurcation point.
The periodic solution at A =  3 in the z\ plane is shown in Fig. 3 .2 . In Fig.
3.3 the variation of c against A on the branch o f M T W ’s is shown. Finally Fig.
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3.4 shows part of a modulated travelling wave solution drifting around the group 
orbit with a constant velocity at A =  4.S7. This solution was reconstructed from 
the solution found by AUTO at this point.
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Figure 3.1: Bifurcation Diagram (ss=Steady state solutions p=Periodic solutions, 
m = M T W  solutions)
x1
Figure 3.2: The periodic solution at A =  3 .
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x
Figure 3.3: The branch of M T W ’s with c against A.
0 . 0 5
yi
xi
Figure 3.4: The modulated travelling wave solution at A
0 . 7 5 0
=  4.87.
3.2 Application of the Method to the Kuramoto 
Sivashinsky Equation
3.2.1 Introduction
The Kuramoto Sivashinsky (KS) equation describes reaction-diffusion problems 
(Kuramoto [24, 25]) , flame-front instabilities (Sivashinsky [38, 39]), the dynamics 
o f viscous-fluid films flowing along walls (Sivashinsky and Michelson [40], Shlang 
and Sivashinsky [37]) as well as cross-roll and zigzag instabilities in convective 
patterns (Kuramoto [26]).
A fairly large number o f numerical and theoretical studies have been devoted 
to the KS equation. The reader is referred to the review paper of Hyman and 
Nicolaenko [20]. O f particular interest for our purpose is the existence o f symme­
try breaking Hopf bifurcations on a steady state branch of solutions which have 
reflectional symmetry. The specific equation we consider has the form
Ur (X ,  t ) +  4 Ux(X,r)  +  Ux x ( X ,  t ) +  r ) ) 2 =  0, (3.2.1)
U(0,t) =  U(L,t ),
where L  is the domain length that will be varied as the bifurcation parameter. We 
follow the analysis stated in [20]. We rescale the spatial variable X  in order to 
have 27T-periodic solutions. Let x  =  Then equation (3 .2 .1 ) becomes:
O.'jr C)rjr *1
Ur  +  4 (— )4UXXXX +  { - j f { U xx +  - U l )  =  0 , (3.2.2)
£/(0,t ) =  £/(2jt, t ).
It is convenient to rescale time as t — ( ^ ) 4t  so that
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Hence, from (3.2.2) we obtain
Ui +  AUm  +  ( T ) \ u xx +  \ u l )  =  0.
Ztt I
We define A =  ( ^ ) 2 to be our bifurcation parameter and then we have the equation
Ut +  4UXXXX -f A(Uxx 4* 2 ^ ^  ”  (3.2.3)
Equation (3.2.3) is equivariant under the action of the group 0(2 )  given by
r aU ( x , r )  ~  U (x  +  a , r ) ,  
s U ( x , t ) — U ( —x , r ) ,
which is easily verified and a  E [0,27r]. Note that if U { x , t )  is a solution of this 
equation then so is U (x ,  t )  -f k  for any k E  R . To remove this degeneracy, we define 
the mean value o f the solution to equation (3 .2 .3 ) by m(t )  =  ■— / 027r U (x ,  t )dx  giving
dm  1 r27ra   r *  r r , . ,
~dt =  J o  U^ ) d x .
Integrating (3.2.3) on the interval [0 , 27t] implies that
dm  A f 2n rT2j
~ j r  ~  - J -  /  Ux dx. dt 47r Jo
Note that m  is not unique up to an arbitrary constant. To normalize the drift to 
zero we define
u(x ,  t ) — U (x , t )  — m ( t ), 
where u  has zero mean. Therefore we obtain the equation
1 A r 2n
ut 4“ 4uxxxx 4" A(u;ca7 4~ "J I  uxdx — 0, (3.2.4)
Z 47r Jo
which does not have the above degeneracy since u has zero mean. To eliminate 
the integral term, and for another reason which we consider as a remark at the
end of this section, we define v — ux and differentiate this equation with respect 
to x to give
Vt +  V^xxxx +  A(tJ3;;e +  vvx) •— 0, (3.2.5)
where v has zero mean. It is easily verified that this equation is equivariant with 
respect to the action o f 0 (2 ) defined by
r av ( x , t )  =  v (x  +  a , t ) ,  
s v (x , t )  =  —1>(—x , t ) ,
where a  €  [0,27t). Now let X m be the space of 27r-periodic functions with zero 
mean whose derivatives up to and including the m th are square integrable. We 
define inner products on these spaces by
<  > * „ =  £  r  J m\ x ) v ^ \ x )dx.
We write equation (3.2.5) as
v t ~ g ( v ,  A), v €  X  :=  X 4} A G R  (3.2.6)
v (0 , t )  — v ( 2 ir ,t),
where g : X 4 x  R  — > Xq.  The stead}' state solutions of equation (3.2.5) satisfy
£}(v, A) — 4Vxxxx A(7Ja,a. +  vvx) — 0. (3.2.7)
v — 0 is a trivial steady state solution which has the full 0 (2 )  symmetry. There 
are many bifurcations from the trivial solution. If we linearize (3.2.7) with respect 
to v about (0, A) then we obtain
27v(0, \)<j) ^$xxxx X(f>xx -— 0 , 
f b )  =  <j>(2 i r).
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Generically, Null(0 t,(O, A)) is irreducible. The non-trivial irreducible representa­
tions of the group 0 (2 ) are 2-dimensional except for s — —/ ,  r a =  f .  If the action 
of 0 (2 ) on f a x )  € Null(0 v(O, A)) gives rise to this representation, the second re­
lation implies that fax )  =  c, where c is an arbitrary constant, therefore fax )  — 0 , 
since it must have zero mean. Hence generically Null(0 w(O, A)) is two dimensional. 
It is easily verified that
Null(0 „(O, A)) =sp{<£i,<£2} =  sp{sin y p c , c o s  ^ ~ x } .
As we seek 27r-periodic solutions, Null(0 (O,A)) is non-trivial when ^  =  n £  Z + 
or, equivalently, when A =  An =  4??2.
Note that sfa =  fa  and sfa =  — fa.  Thus dim N ull((0 u(O, A)) D Fix(E) =  1 
where E =  { / , s } .  In addition r^nfa — f a , so E can be extended to the dihe- 
dral group D n generated by s and rz * .  Therefore by the Equivariant Branchingn
Lemma (Lemma 1.10) there are bifurcations at (0 ,4n2) from the trivial solution 
with symmetry group D n. We refer to the n th such branch as primary branch n.
3.2.2 Dihedral Groups and M ultiple Hopf Bifurcation
We now create an extended system of equations by adding a phase condition 
(see section 3.1) and we show this system has D n symmetry. First we substitute a 
solution of the form v (t ,  t ) =  r a^ v ( x ,  t )  into equation (3.2.5) which, after dropping 
the tildes, gives
vt ■+ 4vxxxx -f X(vxx +  vvx) +  c ( t )Av  =  0, (3.2.8)
Av  =  vx .
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where c{t) =  fat) .  The linear operator A  has the form
We include the phase condition
c ( t ) = < £ , v > ,  (3 .2 .9 )
where £ is chosen appropriately to eliminate the group orbit o f solutions and where 
v is the time average of v over one period. Note that time periodic boundary 
conditions imply that c(t) — k where k is an arbitrary constant, and so c( t ) =  0 . 
We write (3.2.8) and (3.2.9) as
Vt =  G(y,  A), (3.2.10)
where y =  (i>,c) £  Y  =  X  x R . Note that time periodic solution of (3.2.10)
with c =  0  correspond to periodic solutions of (3 .2 .6 ) but solutions with c /  0
correspond to Modulated Travelling Wave (M T W ) solutions of (3.2.6) with drift 
velocity c (constant). We define
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V sv
c —c
V rzz.v"~7 n
c c
Then G(y,  A) is equivariant with respect to the dihedral group D n generated by 
R  and S if £ is chosen such that r?*£ — £ and s£ =  — £ (see Lemma 3.1 andn
[3]). We refer to solutions of (3.2.6) which satisfy sv =  v as symmetric solutions. 
Clearly any solution o f G ( y , A) =  0 which satisfies Sy — y  must have c =  0  and 
thus consists of a.symmetric steady state solution of (3.2.6). If the solution also 
satisfies Ry =  y then the steady state solution (branch) has D n symmetry. Note 
that the full symmetry of the system is D n x  S 1.
We now consider the possibility of time periodic branches of solutions bifur­
cating from a branch of non-trivial steady state solutions. We assume that along
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a primary branch of solutions of (3 .2 .1 0 ), say ys =  ys{ A), there is a point (y0, A0), 
where y0 — (u0 , 0 ), such that Gy{yo, A0) has eigenvalues ±ztu0* Often symmetry 
forces these eigenvalues to be multiple, hence the real eigenspace may have dim >  2  
so that the standard Hopf theorem cannot be applied. In this case the Equivariant 
Hopf Theorem (Theorem 1.13) must be used. We know that the primary branch 
Vs =  2/s(A) lies in the fixed point space F ix (E n) x R , for some n  where D n is 
the dihedral group of order 2 n generated by the rotation R  and the-reflection S. 
Non-trivial irreducible representations of the group D n are as follows:
(i) =  j ,  5  =  - / ,
(ii) R  =  — S — I  (n even)
(iii) R  — — S — —I  (n  even)
(iv) R  = cos 2^  sin 2^  sin c o s 2^ , S  =
’ 1
V0
1 .. O - 1
m  =  1 , jn  — 1 (n even) 
=  — 1 ) (n odd).
There is also the trivial irreducible representation R  =  7, S — I .  All o f these 
representations are absolutely irreducible and the corresponding isotypic com po­
nents o f Y  are
T o  =  ( y > j f c s m n f c a ; , 0 )  =  F i x ( E n )  
k= i
OO
Fi =  (Y !  ak cos nkx ,  c)
k=1
OO
  72
F2 =  (J J  a,k sm{nk +  — )x, 0) (neven)
k=Q Z.
72
T3 =  ( ^  ak cos{nk +  ~ ) x ,  0 ) {neven)
fc=0 ^
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Ya m — ( y^[flA;Sin(n/; A m )x  +  bk sm(n(k  +  1) — 777)#], 0)
k=o
oo
© ( T A c k cos(nk  +  m ) x  A  dk cos(n(k +  1 ) — m )x ] ,  c) 
k—0
m  =  1 ,..., ~n — l  (n even)
=  1 , |(n —  1 ) ( t i  odd).
Thus Y  =  lo  0  Y\ © Y2 0  Y3 © Y4m (see [1 ]). First consider the one dimensional 
irreducible representations which are easier to deal with. We linearize the equation
( 3 . 2 . 1 0 )  about ( t/o , A0) on the primary branch to obtain
i  =  < ? „ ( y o , A 0 ) $ . (3.2.11)
We rescale the equation (3.2.11) in order to have ± z  eigenvalues. Note that 
Gy(yo,\o)  is not independent of time due to the phase condition (see section 3.1) 
and that equation (3.2.11) has solutions of the form $ (# ,£ ) =  [$ i (# , / ) ,  0]T, where 
<I>i(#,t) =  eu<j>i(x) is the solution of the linearized system $ 1  =  gv(vo, A0)$ i  re­
sulting from equation (3.2.6) (see Theorem 3.4). The eigenfunctions <^ >i(#) =  
<f>ir(x)  ±  i ( f> i j ( x ) ,  with <j>ir (s ), <l>ij(x ) £ Fi, correspond to the eigenvalues A i .  Thus 
the corresponding real eigenspace is E{ =  sp{</>ir, </qj} C Y\ and is two dimensional.
The action of 6 £ S l on the eigenspace is as follows. We know that
$ i  O M ) =  el t (f) i(# ),
which implies that
$ l r ( x , t )
$ i j ( x , t )
cos t — sin t 
sin t cos t
<f>lr(x )
(f>lj(x )
Hence
T(x , t ) $ i r(#, t A  0 ) cos(t A  0) — sin( t  A  0) $1 r(^)
§ i j ( x , t ) j ( x , t A  0) sin(/ +  0) cos (t A  0) .  M x ) .
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cos t — sin Z cos 6 — sin 6 f a r ( x )
sin / cost sin 6 cos 6 f a j ( x )
Therefore 9 £  S 1 acts on E{ as
far cos 9 — sin 6 <f>lr
fa  j sin 9 cos 6 fa  j
This equation implies that 7r £ 5 1 acts as —I .  In the first case if Ei  C Y\ we have 
that Sfa  =  —f a , R fa  =  fa and hence ( 5 , 7r) =  Si  £  7>n x 5 1 fixes <^1 £  Ei.  The 
action R i  =  (77,0) where 77” =  (J, 0) =  /  £  D n x 5 1 also fixes </»i. Note that 
5 X2 =  (7 ,0 ) and
S1R 1 =  ( 5 ,7r)(T7,0) =  (577,7r)
=  (T7~1 5 , 7t) =  (77_ 1 ,0)(5 ,7r) =  77f15 1.
Hence, the isotropy group S i generated by 5 i and 77i is the symmetry group of 
the eigenspace Ei  and is isomorphic to D n. Since dim (Fix(Sx) fl Ei)  — 2, by the 
Equivariant Hopf Theorem there exists a branch of periodic solutions bifurcating 
from the steady state branch having £ 1  as its group of symmetries.
Similarly, if Ei  C Y2 then the symmetry group S 2 o f E t- is generated by S2 =  
(5 ,0 ) and 772 =  (77, 7r). Note that 7?2 =  (7 ,0 ) since n is even and that 52 772 =  
R 2 l S2 and so again, S 2 is isomorphic to D n. Hence the Equivariant Hopf Theorem 
(Theorem 1.13) implies a branch o f solutions with symmetry S 2 C D n x 5 1.
Finally if E{ C Y3 then the symmetry group S 3 o f Ei  is generated by S3 =  
( 5 , 7r), 7?3 =  (77, tt) and is again isomorphic to D n.
In all o f these cases, the 5 t-, i  =  1 ,2 ,3  symmetry implies that c =  0 so that 
the bifurcating branch of periodic solutions o f (3 .2 .1 0 ) corresponds to periodic 
solutions o f (3.2.6). However any further bifurcations which break the reflectional 
symmetry will give rise to M T W  solutions of (3.2.6).
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Now we consider the two dimensional irreducible representations. Assume that 
the linearized equation (3.2.11) has solutions o f the form =  [e*V j(#)?0 ]r ,
j  =  1 , 2 , where the eigenfunctions — <^lr ±  i f a j  and fa  — fa r  ±  i f a j  with 
^ir, f a j , f a r ,  fa j  £ Ytm correspond to the eigenvalues ± i  (see Theorem 3 .4 ), 
Thus the corresponding real eigenspace is E{ — s p {fa r , f a j , fa r , f a j }  which is four 
dimensional. First we consider the action of 0 £  S1 on E,. We have already showed 
that
f ar cos 0 — sin 6 f a r
f a j  . sin# cos 0 . .
Therefore
f a r ' cos 6 0  — sin# 0 f a r
f a r 0  cos 0 0  — sin 9 f a r
fa j sin 9 0  cos 9 0 fa j
. fa j . 0  sin# 0  cos# . fa j .
Now R  acts as follows
fa c s fa
fa —s c fa
where c =  cos — , s — sin — . Hencen ' n
-e
- >-* *1
1
0> Co o o f a r
f a r —s c  0  0 f a r
fa j 0  0  c s fa j
fa j . 0«01
oo
. $2 j  .
Similarly S acts on Et- as
f a r ' 1 0  0  0  * ’  f a r  "
f a r 0 - 1 0  0 f a r
fa j 0  0  1 0 fa j
- fa j . o o 0 1 >-= 1 . fa j  .
Now, we show how these actions define a representation on C 2. We identify 
the eigenspace E{ with C 2 by
(xu yu x2,y 2) *— » xifar(x) +  x2faj(x) +  yifar(x) +  y2faj(x),  (3 .2 .12 )
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where Zj — Xj +  iy j, j  — 1 ,2  and ( z i ,z 2) €  C 2. Clearly any f a x )  e  Ei can be repre­
sented by fa x )  =  (f>T(x)e  where <j)T(x ) — [fa r, f a n fa j ,  fa j]  and e =  [®i, yi, t 2, y2]T. 
We define a representation of D n x  S 1 on R 4 by <ye =  T fa )e  if i f a x )  — ^T(a;)Tl(7 )e. 
Thus
S(x\<j>ir x 2(f>\j H y\(f)2r - f  y2(f>2j )  — x\S(f>\r +  x 2S<f>ij -f yiS(j)2r +  yzS fa j
=  X \ ( f ) i r  -h  X 2 f a j  —  y i f a r  — y 2 f a j i
which implies that
S fa x )  =  <f>T(x )
1 0  0  0
0 - 1 0 0  
0  0  1 0
0 0 0 - 1
'  X l  ■
0 1
X 2
.  0 2  .
Hence
" ' * 1 0 0 0  *
01 0 - 1 0 0
X 2 0 0 1 0
. 02 . . 0 0 0 - 1 .
* Ti *
01
x 2
. 0 2  _
Similarly R  acts on e as
R
We can easily show that
Xi
y i 
X2 
L 02 J
Xl c
ioo■TOi ' x i *
0 i s c  0  0 0 i
x 2 0 0  c —s X2
. 0 2  . . 0 0  s c . . 0 2  .
r cos 9 0 sin 9 o 1
0 cos 9 0 sin#
sin 9 0  cos 0 0
0  - s in 0  0 cos 9
' X l  '
0 i
X 2
. 02 .
We simplify these representations by introducing new coordinates (z \ ,z 2) —(z i — 
iz 2,z \  — iz 2) [16], so that in these new coordinates 0 acts diagonally on C 2. The 
change of coordinates can be expressed in real form as
‘ fa  ' X l  — 02
01 “ 01 “  x 2
X2 *^ 1 +  02
. 02 . . 01 “ ^ 2  .
0  0 - 1  
-1 - 1  0
0  0  1
1 - 1  0
' Xi *
01
X2
. 02  .
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Zl =  p Z1
Z2
. Z2 .
which we represent by
The action of 7  £  D n x S l in the new coordinates is as follows:
-  P T ( 7 )
=  P T (7 ) P - 1E
7
Zl
Z2
Z l
2 2
z 1 
Z2
P T (y )P - 1 Zl
Z2
where T ( 7 ) is the representation of the action of 7  on ( 2 1 , 2 2 ). Clearly f ( y )  =  
P T {p()P ~ l is the representation of the action of 7  on (2 1 , 2 2 ). It can easily be 
shown that the representation o f S , R  and 6 in complex form are given by
T (S ) =  
T (R ) =
m  -
0  1
1 0
2 i r i  _
e « 0
_ —2tti
0  e ~
0
0  e "
Golubitsky, Stewart and Schaeffer ([16], ch. XVIII) have shown that the isotropy 
subgroups of D n x  S l  with n odd, acting on C 2, which give two dimensional fixed 
point spaces and the corresponding fixed point spaces in these new coordinates are 
as in Table 3.1
position Isotropy subgroup Fixed point space dim
(i) Z s(S ) =  { (J ,0 ) , (S ,0 ) } { ( z u h ) } 2
(ii) Z 2 (S ,t )  =  { ( / ,0 ) , ( S ,^ ) } { ( 2 1 , - 2 1 ) } 2
(iii) { ( * 1 , 0 ) } 2
Table 3.1: Isotropy subgroups of D n with 2 dimensional fixed point space for n  
odd.
In the case of 11 even the Z n subgroup remains the same but there is a slight 
difference in the other two subgroups (see GSS [16]).
In case (i), z\ =  z2 giving y i — y2 ■— 0 and the identification (3.2.12) implies 
that
( # i , 0 ,  # 2 , 0 )  < J- X\<j)\r +  X 2(f>ij,
where in this case, with S i =  Z 2(S )
F ix (S i) fl E i — sp {^ ir, cf>ij}.
Obviously S<f>ij — <f>ij, S<f>ir =  </ur. In case (ii), with S 2 =  Z 2(S ,tt) , we have 
h  =  —z2 which implies that # i =  # 2 =  0 so identification (3.2.12) gives
( 0 , Vu 0 , 2/2 ) *— + V ifa r A  V2 fc j-
Therefore
F ix (S 2) H E( =  sp{<^2r, p 2j }  •
In case (iii), z2 =  ,0 which implies that # 1  =  — y2 and 3/1 =  # 2. Thus the identifica­
tion (3.2.12) implies that
( s f i i  2 / l s  2 / 1 ?  — # l )  * *  £ l ( ^ l r  —  <J>2j) +  y i ( 4>lj +  4>2r)-
Thus the subgroup S 3 — Z n, reduces the four dimensional space to a two dimen­
sional one and
Fix(E3) fl E{ — sp{^iy -f <j)2r, <f>ir — (f>2j } .
Hence generically there are three branches of periodic solutions bifurcating from 
the primary branch. The isotropy subgroups Z 2(S ) and Z 2(S, 7r) imply that c  =  0. 
Therefore there are two branches o f periodic solutions bifurcating from the primary 
branch at the same point. The isotropy subgroup Z n does not imply c =  0. Hence 
the branch with this symmetry corresponds to M TW  solutions of (3.2.6). These 
results agree with Krupa [27] where he has shown that there are three branches
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bifurcating from the steady state where two consist o f periodic orbits and the third 
one consists o f two-tori.
The preceding analysis applies when m  and n are coprime. If m  and n  are not 
coprime, ie. m  — m l,  n — h i  then (rarr)” =  I  and and s generate the group 
Du where n =  n / I .  Clearly (i'itt )n acts trivially on F tu,0 and the group generated
n
by this element is Ze since h i  =  n . Thus, E{wo C Fi fa Z f)  and restricting to this 
fixed point space, the group action is effectively that o f Dn  and it- is results for 
this group which must be considered.
3.2.3 Numerical Implementation
In the rest o f this section we implement the above results numerically. We use the
spectral Galerkin method, and so we approximate v (x , t )  by
N
Vn (x j t)  — S*n bk(t) cos kx ).
J t = l
Note that there is no constant term as we assume that v has zero mean. Using 
the Galerkin method, we obtain the following equations
«*+ <  -g (.v N , A) +  cA v n , sinza; >  =  0,
bi+  <  — g(vM, A) +  cA v n , cos ix  >  =  0, i  —
C— <  I,V jy >  — 0,
where < , >  is the inner product on X q defined earlier. Since g is only quadratic, 
it is possible to evaluate the inner products analytically, giving the equations
• ^  N - i i - l  N
CLi =  i 2( \  -  4 i 2 )d i  +  i c b i -  - ( Y f , 3 a3a i+ l  +  Y ^ j a3a i - 3 ~ Y f i a3a3 - i
Z j= l 3-1 J=f+1
”  Y  J b jb j- i ~  Y i b j b i - j  +  Y ib jb i+ j ) ,  (3.2.13)
3—*+ 1 3—1 j = l
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^  N -i  N  t —1
bi =  z2 (A -  4z2)6,- -  ica { -  - ( -  ]T J bi a i+j ~  1C 3 bi ai~ i +
z i= i i=i+i i=i
W—t i—1 AT
+  C  dai bi+ j +  J 2 i ajb i - j  +  C  j ai bj - i ) i  (3.2.14)
j=i i=i i=*+i
c = < £ , v N > .  (3.2.15)
In practice, we use <  /?, O/v > =  0 . On the steady state solutions, is independent 
o f time. Thus v =  v and the phase condition reduces to a simple algebraic equation 
<  £ ,v  > — 0 . On periodic solution branches, we implement it in AUTO as an 
integral constraint given by <  £,vN > =  A JQr  <  £ ,v n  >  d t — 0 .
There is a Hopf bifurcation on primary branch three which is found by solving 
equation (3.2,13) with c. =  0 and bj =  0, j  =  1,...,AL W hen computing solutions 
on primary branch three, the lowest order term with a non-zero coefficient is sin 3 a: 
and so the function £ is chosen to be — cos 3a: ensuring that <  £, v > =  0 for the 
symmetric steady state solutions. For this choice — <  £, A v  > =  3 <23 which is non­
zero and positive on the upper bifurcating branch near the trivial solution. Note 
that — <  £■, A v  >  must be positive so that the additional eigenvalues of Gyj(uio> Ao)
j )  /
are real (Theorem 3.3).
There is a Hopf bifurcation on primary branch three at Ao =  66.751. At this 
point, there are four eigenvalues on the imaginary axis and so the bifurcation must 
be associated with the only two dimensional irreducible representation of D 3. The 
numerical studies o f Hyman and Nicolaenko [20] indicate a bifurcation at A =  67.5, 
but they mentioned that this point is not o f Hopf type nor a classical homoclinic 
loop. Our numerical results give a clearer understanding o f the solutions in this 
region.
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We state equations (3.2.13) and (3.2.14) as
Z  =  f ( Z ,c ,  A), (3.2.16)
where Z  =  [ai, a2, ..a?v, h ,b 2, ..., b^]T. We consider c as a parameter and equation
(3.2.15) is taken to be an integral constraint.
Once a Hopf bifurcation has been detected, say at (Z q, 0 , Ao), a starting solution 
for a branch of periodic solutions can be obtained in the usual way for the Z  
variable by using information contained in the eigenvectors (see Theorem 3.4). 
Near the Hopf bifurcation the solution to first order is
Z ( t)  =  Z0 +  a $ ( t) ,
where $(£) is the solution of the linearized system
$  =  / z ( Z o,0 ,A o)$ . (3.2.17)
The solution o f this system is $ ( t )  =  e±iUot(j>, where $  can be obtained from the
eigenvalue equation
fz (Z o , 0 , \o)<j> =  Aiu>0<f). (3.2.18)
(see equation (3.2.11) and it ’s solution). Note that the first order component for c 
is zero (see Theorem 3.4). Due to the two dimensional irreducible representation of 
D 3 there are two eigenvectors 4>\ — <^lr -f i f a j  and 4>2 =  4>2r A  i(f>2j  corresponding to 
the multiple eigenvalues ±zu;o, which both satisfy (3.2.18) and S<f>i =  S<f>2 —
—<j>2. Hence the corresponding eigenspace is E{uo — sp{<^lr, <f>ij, (j)2r, (f)2j ) .  Note 
that these eigenvectors correspond to the eigenfunctions 4> fx )  and <j>2(x ) stated 
earlier. Thus, by dropping the x dependence, we now use the same notation as 
earlier. The equations fz<j>i =  iwo4>\ and fz(f>2 — iw 0(/>2 imply that the matrix
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—w qI fz ( Z 0\ A0) 
“  . f z ( f b?Ao) wb/
has a four dimensional null space spaned by
—
“
1
M
* 1
tH
-
e
-
1
f
ucs
1 — 1---------<Ni
1
1
r—<■ J ^ 1  r
5
r
to
>
4 * 2 r
due to the two dimensional irreducible representation of D 3. As before we identify 
C 2 with the eigenspace by
(X l ,y i ,X 2 , 7/2) * * Xibir  +  yi<f>2r +  X2(f>lj A  y2<i>2y
Since S(f>i =  (f>. 1 we assume that j>ir =  [Ar, 0 ]r  and <f)ij =  [A j,0 ]T. Also S<f2 ~  
—<f) 2 implies that <f)2r =  [0,jE?r]r  and ^2j =  [0,-Bj]r , assuming that the Fourier 
coefficients are ordered as in the vector Z . As stated earlier there are three different 
branches corresponding to the three isotropy subgroups. >
Subgroup Ei =  Z 2(S ) implies that y i — y2 — 0, so that this subgroup reduces 
the four dimensional eigenspace to a two dimensional one and
F ix (S i) 0  EitjQ =  sp{<^ir,
Hence, in this fixed point space, the null space of the matrix M  is two dimensional 
and is spanned by
< / > l r —  P l j
< f > l j
7
$ l r
Therefore
\ A r ]
0
Aj’
_ 0
is one of the two null vectors in the fixed point space giving (j) 1 =  [Ar +  iA j ,  0]T. 
Hence we use Z f t )  =  Z q A  a Q f t ) ,  where § f t )  =  R e (e ,u'°t^1), as a starting
solution. We can check this solution as follows: since (5 ,0 ) symmetry implies 
that the solutions involve only sine  functions in the Fourier approximation, we 
can solve equations (3.2.13) with bj =  0, j  =  1, . ..N  and c =  0 to obtain a simple 
Hopf bifurcation point on the primary branch 3 and then we swap branches at this 
point. This bifurcating branch is identical to the branch which starts in the fa  
direction.
The second branch is found by using the subgroup £ 2  =  F2 ( 5 , 7r) which implies 
that =  x 2 =  0  and so
' 0  '
B r
0
- B , .
is one of the null vectors of M  in F ix (£ 2 ), giving fa  — [0, B r -f iB j ] T . Therefore we 
use Z 2{ t)  =  Z o T a $ 2 (0 ,  where $ 2 (2) =  K e {e tWoifa ) ,  as a starting solution. Again, 
as a check, we restrict the solutions in the fixed point space as follows:
(5 , ir)u (x , t )  =  — u (—x, t  +  ?r) =  u (x , / ) ,
implies that
N N
— +  zr) sin(—kx) +  bk( t - f- zr) cos{ —k x )) — '^2 (ak{ t)  sin kx  +  bk(t)  cos k x ).
k= 1 k= 1
This equation implies that ak(t  +  7r) =  ak( t ), bk{ t  -f 7r) =  — bk{ t) .  So ajt(zr) =  
«fc(0), bk{%) =  — 6jt(0). These boundary conditions can be used in place of the 
periodic boundary conditions and the problem can be solved over the time interval 
[0 , 7r], again taking c =  0 .
The third branch is associated with the subgroup £ 3  =  Z 3 which reduces the
four dimensional null space to a two dimensional one and
F ix (£3) fl E {wo =  sp{ f a j  -f fa r , fa r -  fa j } .
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Figure 3.5: Three branches o f solutions bifurcating at A =  66.751.
Hence, in this fixed point space, the null space of the matrix M  is two dimensional 
and is spanned by
f a r  — f a j ~ { f a  j  +  f a r )
f a  j  +  f a r 4*1 r  4 2 j
Therefore
A r
is one o f the null vectors o f M  and fa  =  [A r +  iA j ,  — B j  -f iB r ]T. Hence we use 
Z ^ it)  =  Zq +  a ^ 3 ( /) ,  where $ s (f) =  Re (eXUQtfa ) ,  as a starting solution. It is not 
computationally easy to restrict to this fixed point space.
All these bifurcating branches are computed by solving (3.2.16) together with 
the phase condition defined earlier and the standard temporal phase condition 
created by AU TO for the time dependent functions ax,a 2, ...,a /v ,& i,6 2}*--7&;v and 
the scalar variables c  and T  (which are both considered as parameters). These 
branches are shown together with the primary branch 3 in Fig. 3.5.
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These branches are all locally supercritical and hence one o f them must be 
stable [16]. Numerical results show that there is a turning point at A =  67.29 
on branch 3. Hyman and Nicolaenko [20] estimated that there is a bifurcation at 
A =  67.5 which is very close to this turning point. Hence we assume that this 
branch is stable up to the turning point and loses stability at the turning point.
3.2.4 Stability
We now attempt to verify this conjectured stability o f branch 3 by estimating coef­
ficients in the bifurcation equations. On primary branch 3, the Fourier coefficient 
is zero but on the bifurcating branches 1 and 3, is non-zero. We therefore as­
sume that the branching equation associated with branch 1 is Cipa-\- c2a3 =  0  and 
for branch 3 is Cipa 4 - c3 a3 =  0  where a =  ||<Zi(t)||oo, P =  A — A0 and A0 =  66.751 
is the value o f A at the bifurcation point. Comparing these equations with the 
branching equations in [16] gives
• ca =  R e(riM(0)) <  0,
• c2 =  R e(2A ^(0) +  E (0 )),
• c3 =  Re(A;v(0) -{- B (0)),
where A M(0 ), A /v(0 ) and i? (0 ) are coefficients in the full, four-dimensional bifurca­
tion equations. Note that we have assumed that the symmetric steady state solu­
tion is stable for p <  0  and loses stability when p  >  0 giving Ci =  R e((riM(0)) <  0. 
We also remark that the branch 3 with symmetry Z3 is super (sub)-critical if 
Re^AivCO) +  B ( 0)) is positive or negative. It is stable if Re ^£4^(0) +  -5(0)) >  0 
and Re(jE?(0 )) ^  0  |16|. Our form of tlic bxo.-ricfiiri  ^ 6 ^U3 ,tions lmplios on
branch 1 , g  =  — &-a2 :=  a xa2 and on branch 3, g — — ^ -a2 :=  a 2a2. We estimateOl * CJ
the coefficients 0 5  and a 2 by assuming that there is a linear relationship between g 
and a2 near to the bifurcation point. By taking the bifurcation point (A =  66.751, 
a2 — 0 ) and one nearby point on the branches we can estimate the slope o f this 
line, thus giving values of o+ and a 2. For branch 1 we have the extra point
A =  67.8226, a2 =  0.65936,
giving a* =  1.6248, On branch 3 we have the extra point
A =  67.2578, a2 =  1.1309,
giving a 2 =  0.44793. Now Re(£?(0)) =  2c3 —c2 =  —ci(2 a 2 —a i)  and so R e(i?(0 )) <
0 . Since all the branches are supercritical, then R e(A ^ (0 ) +  B { 0)) >  0. These are 
sufficient conditions for branch 3 to be the stable bifurcating branch. This method 
is not rigorous since we have not derived the true bifurcation equations but it 
does give further backing to the assumption that branch 3 is the stable bifurcating 
branch.
3.2.5 Secondary Hopf Bifurcation
We now consider another bifurcation for which Hyman and Nicolaenko [20] de­
rived numerical results. In particular, they found a branch o f stable steady state 
solutions which they referred to as strange fixed points. One of these solutions is 
shown in Fig 3.6.
Note that this solution has reflectional symmetry and is 27r-periodic. Thus it 
has D i symmetry. We refer to Fig 12 and Fig 13 of their paper. These results 
suggest that there may be a branch o f periodic solutions according to Fig 1 2  and
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a branch of M TW  solutions according to Fig 13. Hence we applied our method to 
this steady state solution and we found a symmetry breaking Hopf bifurcation at 
A =  83.432.
Symmetry breaking is associated with a one dimensional irreducible represen­
tation (S =  —I )  and implies a branch of periodic solutions with ( 5 , 7r) symmetry 
giving c =  0. This branch is identical with the pulsating waves in Proctor and 
Weiss [34]. In this paper they have mentioned that symmetry breaking on the 
branch of non-trivial steady state solution leads to three different branches of so­
lutions, travelling waves, standing waves and pulsating waves, the last of which 
was first recognised by Landsberg and Knobloch [28]. They also found secondary 
bifurcations on the pulsating wave branch which leads to M T W  solutions.
Following the branch of periodic solutions we found a secondary bifurcation at 
A =  85.67209. Hyman and Nicolaenko [20] found a Hopf bifurcation at A =  83.75 
and a further bifurcation at A =  8 6 , which leads to what they called travelling 
beating waves. The bifurcating branch is stable up to a turning point at A =  90.81 
and loses stability at this point. Hyman and Nicolaenko found chaotic behaviour 
at A =  89 which is very near to our turning point. Our results are very close to 
these estimated bifurcation points and all three branches are shown in Fig 3.7.
The branch with D \ symmetry is stable up to the bifurcation at A =  83.43. 
Following the branch backwards in A, a bifurcation to Travelling Wave (T W ) 
solutions is found at A =  70.03 at which point the branch again loses stability. In 
this case the TW  branch is also unstable and so locally there are no stable solutions. 
This point was estimated by Hyman and Nicolaenko to be at A =  72. The D i 
branch finally terminated at a bifurcation on primary branch 2 at A =  52.89.
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Figure 3.6: The strange fixed point at A =  72
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R e m a rk  3 .7  We have transferred the equation (3.2.3) to the form (3.2.5) due 
to numerical difficulties experienced with (3.2.3). We now explain the reason for 
these problems.
If we substitute U (x , t )  =  r a^ )u {x ,t )  into (3.2.3) we obtain 
V>t +  4 l l x x x x  +  A { u x x  +  'n '^ 'x ') "h
where c(i) =  a(Z). There is not a unique solution for this equation, since if (u , c, A) 
is a solution then (u+aq c, A) is also a solution. This is easily dealt with by requiring 
that u has zero mean giving a modified equation similar to (3.2.4). However, there 
is also another family of solutions. Let ux — u^ +  Q', which implies that u =  u p  ax , 
or u =  u — a x . Substituting in the above equation, implies that
1 1
Ut +  4uxxxx -f- A{uxx -f ^(^a-')2) +  (c “  Xa)ux +  ^Aa2 — ca =  0.
Now the spectral Galerkin method used effectively ignores the constant com­
ponent o f the equation, assuming that it is always zero and so (u +  a x , c — Xa, A) 
is also a solution of the numerical equations. O f course u +  a x  is not periodic, 
but it does have a Fourier series representation involving sine  functions. This one 
parameter family of solutions then causes the Jacobian matrix at a steady state 
solution to be (almost) singular, which is the cause of the numerical problems.
The reflectional symmetry for this equation is su (x ) =  u (—x)  which implies 
that symmetric functions are even. In practice the numerical method works well 
when u is an even function but does not even converge to a simple steady state 
solution which is not even.
By defining v =  ux, the first family of solutions does not arise and the second
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family is given by v +  a. Requiring v to have zero mean then eliminates this 
degeneracy.
Chapter 4
Numerical Methods for 
Hopf/Steady State Mode 
Interactions
The purpose o f this chapter is to consider a mode interaction between a symmetry 
breaking steady state bifurcation and a Hopf bifurcation in problems with Z 2 
symmetry. Such a mode interaction involves
(i) a Hopf bifurcation on the symmetric solution and
(ii) a H opf bifurcation on the nonsymmetric solution 
as well cis
(iii) a symmetry breaking bifurcation of steady states and
(iv) a symmetry breaking bifurcation of periodic orbits.
The aim is to d e v e lo p  numerical methods for dealing with these mode interac­
tions. We use the Hopf extended s)'stem considered by [17] for calculating a Hopf 
bifurcation point by a direct method (see also [36]). Wu, Spence and Cliffe [46]
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also used this system for computing the path of Hopf bifurcations emanating from 
the path of pitchfork bifurcations near a symmetry breaking Takens Bogdanov 
point.
We show that paths of Hopf bifurcations o f type (i) and (ii) can be described as 
a symmetry breaking bifurcation o f the Hopf extended system. We show that the 
path of symmetry breaking Hopf bifurcations corresponds to a branch of solutions 
of this system in a fixed point space. In addition, within that fixed point space, 
the path of symmetry breaking Hopf bifurcations has a symmetry which is broken 
giving rise to the path of non-symmetric Hopf bifurcations. The path of non- 
symmetric solutions also corresponds to the bifurcating branch o f the extended 
system. Note that we use path for the solutions o f the two parameter equations, 
while the phrase branch is associated with one parameter equations. Our approach 
is similar in spirit to that o f Aston and Sittampalam [4] who analysed the numerical 
methods for the steady state/steady state mode interactions.
We also show that paths of symmetry breaking bifurcations o f type (iii) and
(iv) in the same problem can be described as a symmetry preserving or breaking 
Hopf bifurcation of a steady state extended system depending on the type of 
Hopf bifurcation involved in the mode interaction. We show that the path of 
steady state symmetry breaking bifurcations corresponds to a branch o f solutions 
of this system in a fixed point space. W ithin this fixed point space the path of 
symmetry breaking bifurcations has a symmetry. Since type (iv) bifurcations occur 
on periodic solutions, we show that the path o f type (iv) bifurcations arises from 
a symmetry preserving or breaking Hopf bifurcation of this system.
Similar techniques have been considered by Werner [43] in studying mode in­
teraction between a Hopf bifurcation and a steady state bifurcation. However, he 
considered an extended system of the form
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G (y ,p )  =
g { x , \ , p )
t ( x , \ , p )
=  0 ,
where t ( x , X ,p) is a test function which is zero at a particular type of bifurcation 
o f g and he gives a non-degeneracy condition under which symmetry breaking 
bifurcation of G {y ,p )  =  0  corresponds to a mode interaction of g (x ,X ,p )  =  0 . 
Note that this technique is only applicable in this context to the two path$of
Hopf bifurcations and can not use for the other two pathAof symmetry breaking
bifurcations.
4.1 Steady State Bifurcation of the Hopf Ex­
tended System
Consider a non-linear system with two parameters:
t
x ~ g ( x ,X ,p ) ,  g : X  x  R 2 — > X ,  (4.1.1)
where A  is a real Hilbert space. Assume that g is Z 2 symmetric, ie. there exists 
a reflection s such that
sg(x, A, p) =  g(sx, A, p), s2 =  7. (4.1.2)
We split the space A  as A  =  X s © A a where
X s ~  {x  E X  : sx — s } ,
A °  =  { x  E A  : ax =
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and denote by g l,  g l the restriction of gx on X s, X a respectively. Therefore the 
reflectional symmetry implies that gx =  diag(#*,</®) [44]. Assume that along the 
steady state branch o f (4.1.1) a steady state/H opf mode interaction occurs at 
(#o, A0 ,/<o)- At this point we assume that
9x(f>o =  0 , (gxyipo  =  0 ,
(gx -  i(u0I)(j)H =  0 , (gx -  iu 0i y f H =  0 ,
(4.1.3)
(4.1.4)
where * denotes the adjoint operator and fo , fo  €  X a. Let 4>h =  60 -f ia 0, and 
ipH =  Bo +  iAo. Since Hopf bifurcation can be symmetry breaking or symmetry 
preserving, therefore <f>H, if)jj can lie in the symmetric or anti-symmetric space. 
Initially we assume <f>n, ifiy  £  X a and we choose the eigenvector ipn  such that
I iI>h )H <I>h  — 2 ,  
Bq b0 =  1 , A 0 clq =  1 , 
=  0 , A^bo =  0 ,
(4.1.5)
where x Hy denotes the inner product on the complexification o f the real space 
X  and x Ty denotes the inner product on X .  Now for our purpose consider the 
following Hopf extended system
G (y , p) =
g (x , A ,p )
gx(x , A, /z)a — tub
£Ta -  1
#*(#, A,/z) 6  +  u;a 
£Tb
=  0 , 0 : Y x R — > Y (4.1.6)
where 3/ =  (#, a, A, 6 ,cu) £ Y  and 7  =  1  x  A  x R  x A  x  R . The symmetries of 
the system are [46]
S iy  =  (sx, — sa, A, — sb,w), if £ £  AT®, 
5 x3/ =  (5 #, sa, A, 3 6 , 1a), if  ^ £  ATS. (4.1.7)
We remark that there is another symmetry of G  given by
S2y -  ( t ,  a, A, —6 , -w ) ,
which arises out o f the special structure of G  but we are not interested in this 
symmetry. The S i symmetry is inherited from the symmetry of g (x , A, p). We will 
take £ €  X a and thus consider the first form of the symmetry S i .
Let us split Y  into the direct sum
y  =  y s © y a,
where
Y s =  X s x X a x  R  x X a x R ,
Y a =  X a x X 5 x  {0 }  x  X s x  {0 } .
Restricting to the symmetric space Y s the onty solutions o f (4.1.6) are those 
on the path o f symmetry breaking Hopf bifurcations. We look for a bifurcation of 
the extended system which breaks the 5 i symmetry at the mode interaction.
Theorem  4.1 I f  g satisfies the conditions  (4.1.3) and (4.1.4) then Gy has a zero 
eigenvalue at the mode interaction. The righ t and the le ft eigenvectors correspond­
ing to th is eigenvalue are:
(a) $  =  W o ,«o ,0 ,uo, 0 ),
(b) * =  (</>o,0,0,0,0),
where u0 and v0 are the unique solution o f
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9x —Wo / u 0
+
gxxV- o4o
Wo I 9x . Vo gxxbofo
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P r o o f: Since we are looking for a symmetry breaking bifurcation o f the extended
system, we seek $  £ Y a such that
Gy(yo ,po )§  =  0 , (4.1.8)
where y0 =  (x 0, ao, A0, &o,u;o), and Si<f> — — <£. This implies that $  can be chosen
as
$  =  ( f a , f a , 0 , <^3 , 0 ), 
where fa  £  X a and fa , fa  €  X s. We have
9x 0 gx 0 0
9xx & 9x 9x\a —LOI - b
0T P 0 0T 0
9xxb ojI 9x\b gx a
0T 0 T 0 P 0
Expanding equation (4.1.8) implies that
1 . g lfa  =  0 ,
2 . gxxaofa +  gxfa  — u>ofa — 0 ,
3. P f a  =  0,
4. gXxbofa  +  9x fa  +  w0fa  =  0 ,
5. P  fa  =  0 ,
where all derivatives are evaluated at (x0, A0 ,/z0)- Equation (4.1.3) implies that g“  
has a one dimensional null space. Thus the solution of the first equation is
fa  — a fa ,
where a  is an arbitrary constant. By substituting this result into the second and 
fourth equations, these equations can be written as
9SX —wo I  
wo I  gsx
fa
4 -  a
Q x x Q - o f o
f a 9 x x  b o f o
= 0 .
Since g3x does not have Aiwo eigenvalues therefore the matrix in the above equation 
is non-singular and this equation can be solved uniquely for (f>2 and j>3. Hence
( f a ,  f a )  =  < * ( u  o , V o ) ,
where (u0, u0) is the unique solution of the following system
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9 x - W 0 I  ' Uo +
g x x a, o4>o
Wo I 9 x  . Vo 9xxbo<po
Note that all the terms in the second equation and fourth equations are in X s. 
Since i  £  X a, the third and the fifth equations are automatically satisfied. Hence
$  =  (<£o,uo,0 ,v o,0 ), (4.1.10)
which implies that Gy ( y o ,P o )  is a singular matrix with a one dimensional null 
space as required. (
Note that if p  f  p 0 then gx is non-singular. Therefore =  0 which implies 
that $  =  0  and so the singular point o f the extended system is isolated.
Similar techniques can be used to obtain the left eigenvector $  =  (ip i, f a , 0 ,363,0 ). 
In this case the following equations must be solved:
1 - F \9 x  +  ^2 9xXa0 +  jJ>£gxxbo =  0 T,
2 - f 2gx +  w0b 3 =  0 T,
3. 1P1 gx A  ip2 gx\<iQ +  f 3 9x \K  =  0,
4. - to o f?  +  ^ g sx =  0T,
5. —i>2 b0 A  $3  a0 — 0.
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The third and fifth equations are automatically satisfied since all the terms are
inner products involving a symmetric and an anti-symmetric function. From the
fourth equation we obtain 0 \  — ^ 0 j  Qsx an^ substituting into the second equation 
gives V’IX C O 2 +  wo-0 — 0. Since ( « ) 2 +  Wq/) is non-singular we therefore have
f a  — fa  — O' Thus the first equation implies that fa  =  a 0 o. Hence
t f  =  ( 0 o , O , O , O , O ) ,
as claimed. □
It remains to show that at the mode interaction the non-degeneracy condition
^ ( G ^  +  G ^ ^ O ,  (4.1.11)
holds, where (7*$ =  0 and V  £  Y 5 is the unique solution o f the equation [44]
GyV  pGjm — 0 . (4.1.12)
Now we compute V  in a similar way. Let V  =  t>3 ,t>4 ,Vs) where Vi £
X s, v2, v4 £  X a and v3, v5 £  R . Expanding (4.1.12) implies that
1. 9x v i  + v 3g\ +  0M = 0,
2 . gxxaoVi -f  gxv2 -f- V3gx\ao — <x>qv4 — v$bo P  g x ^ o  =. 0 ,
3. £t v2 =  0,
4- gxxboV\ -f wqv2 +  V3gx\bo -f- gxv4 +  v^ao +  gXflbo — 0 ,
5. £t V4 =  0.
All derivatives are evaluated at (x 0, Ao, 0 o)- We define v \ , v^  £  X s uniquely by
gxv \  +  0 a =  0, (4.1.13)
0 > m + 0m = 0. (4.1.14)
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The first equation then implies that
v i =  v3vx +  Vp-
Substituting for v\ in the second and fourth equations implies that
+9X
—Wo I V2 4- V3 gxxn0“Ux 4* 9xA^ O
w01 9 l . V4 gxxbovx 4- gxxbo
V5
* -b o  '
4-
a0
The matrix
T  Qxfta0
Qxxbov^ 4~ Qxnb0
9x -w o  I
w o l g l
0 . (4.1.15)
is singular with a two dimensional null space and has right eigenvectors (ao, b0), 
(bo, — a0) and left eigenvectors (Ao, B 0), (B 0, —A 0). Therefore premultiplying (4.1.15) 
by (B 0, - A 0) and (Ao, B 0) gives
A B  1 f v3 1 f E  , ,  . .M
C D  J [ , 5 =  [ F  J ' (4-L16)
where
A 
B  
C  
D  
E  
F
Bo gxT^oVX 4~ B q QxX&O A q^xx^oVX A qQxxbo 
—B^bo — AqUo
A q OxxG-oV x T A q QxX^o 4* B q gxxbovx 4* B q ^ xX^o
—A q 6o +  B q CIo
{B 0 QxxaoVu 4" Bq gXn<io Aq gxxboVfj, Aq gxybo) 
{ A q gxxdoVn 4- A q gX(iO-o T B q gxxbov^ 4~ B q gxy,bo)
(4.1.17)
Conditions (4.1.5) imply that B  =  — 2  and D  =  0 . Also we will show that C  f l  0 
(see Lemma 4.2). Therefore the matrix in (4.1.16) is non-singular and so the 
equations can be solved for v3 and 7/5 . We only calculate v3, since t/ 5 does not
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occur in the non-degeneracy condition (4.1.11). Hence
^    4^0 dxx^oVfi *f- A q cfxnGo A  B q gXxboVfi A  Bggx^bo
A$gxxa0vx +  A$gxXa0 +  B $gxxb0vx +  B fg xX b0 '
Now (4.1.15) can be solved for v2 and v4:
V2 a0
+  (3 bo ' +
Wl
. V4.
=  O’ 1bo —Uo w 2
where (w i,w 2) is the unique solution of
9x — LOq I W l
+  T>3
9xxOqVX +  9x\00
LOq I 9x . i v 2 9xxboVX -f- 9x\bo
+
V5
1
i
Aa0
QxxO OVfj. +  QxfiO 0
gxxbav^ -f- gX(lb0 =  0 .
F w i  — 0 , £Tw 2 =  0  
The third and fifth equations imply that a  — (3 =  0.
It is then a matter o f calculation to verify that the non-degeneracy condition
(4.1.11) is satisfied if and only if
(z^o 9xxO>oVfi. +  A q g XIIa 0 -{- B q g x x b o v ^  +  B q 9 x i ib o ) ip o  (g x x 4 )o ‘v X +  9 x x f o )
(■Ao 9xxQ>ovX T  A q gxXo,Q +  B q gxxbovx *4- B q gxXbo)ijiQ (gxx<f> q v ^  -j- 9xfifa ) 0.(4.1.18)
By using a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction at the mode interaction we will try to 
interpret this non-degeneracy condition. First, as promised, we show that C  f  0 . 
Since gx( x , \ , p 0) has complex eigenvalues along the branch o f non-trivial steady 
state solutions, we can therefore write
9ax(xs(\),\,po))<f>(\)-<r(\)<l>(\) =  0, 
where cr(A) =  a(A) ±  zta(A),
a(A0) =  0 , ca(Ao) =  loq, a  (A0) f  0
and cj)(Aq) =
(4.1.19)
Lyapunov-Schm idt Reduction  
L em m a  4 .2  In  equation (4.1.17)
C  =  2 <*'(A0).
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P r o o f : Differentiating equation (4.1.19) with respect to A at A =  A0 gives
9 x x 4 h x J { \o) +  gx\<f>H — <r‘ ( \ 0)4 h  +  (gx -  **vo)0 (Ao) =  0. (4.1.20)
From the differentiation of g (x s(A), A,/z0)) =  0  with respect to A at A =  Ao we 
obtain
0> l(A o) + gx =  0.
Comparing this equation with equation (4.1.14) implies that
Ao) = v\.
Substituting this quantity into equation (4.1.20) and taking the inner product with 
'tpH we obtain
{}Ph )H {gxx<f>HV\ +  gx\(f>H) — 2cr (Ao) =  0.
The real part o f this equation gives
AqgxxQ-oV\ +  4^o0®a**o +  Bq gxxboV\ -f- B 0 gx\bo — 2cx (Ao), 
as required. □
4,2 Lyapunov-Schmidt Reduction
In this section we follow closely the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction in [15] for the 
Hopf bifurcation, but in our case, the null space of the linearization is three di­
mensional and hence this reduction gives a sj'stem o f three bifurcation equations. 
Consider the system
x = g ( x ,  A ,/* ), (4 .2 .1)
where x  — 77. Suppose that this equation has time periodic solution o f period T . 
In order to look for 27r-periodic solutions we change variable to t  =  If lo =  
then equation (4.2.1) becomes
wx  =  g (x , \ , p ) ,  (4.2.2)
where x =  which has 2?r-periodic solutions. Let C2-k be the space o f 27r-periodic 
functions mapping R  to X  and let G\^  be the space o f such mappings that are 
continuously differentiable. We define
$  : C l  x  R 3 — > CW
by
4>(s, A, p, u>) :=  cox — g (x , A, p) — 0 . (4.2.3)
The linearization o f $  with respect to x  about (rco, Ao, Po,wq) is given by L<f> —
(fijL
loq4> — gx(f). We define • CW — » C2k to be^'adjoint operator o f L  with respect to 
the inner product
1 u<  u, v > — —  u vd t. (4.2.4)
2 tt J o
L em m a  4 .3  Assume that (4.2.1) satisfies the eigenvalue conditions  (4.1.3) and
(4.1.4) and that gx(x 0, Ao, po) has no other eigenvalues on the im ag inary axis. 
Then
(i) dim ker L  =  3.
(ii) There exists a basis fa  (t), fa  ( t)  and fa  fo r  ker L  where
fa  =  b0 cos t  — ao sin t ,
fa  =  b0 sin t  +  no cos t , 
and fa  is defined in  (4.1.3).
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(iii) There is an inva rian t sp litting  o f C2-n given by
C2n — range L  0  her L , 
which induces a sp litting  o f C \^
C \^  =  her L  0  M ,
where M  — ( range L )  0  C \T.
P r o o f :  (i) and (ii) are easily verified. For the proof of (iii) see [15].
We now use this information to set up the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction. Let E  
denote the projection o f C \^  onto range L  with ker E  — ker L . The complementary 
projection I  — E  has range equal to ker L  and kernel equal to range L . The 
following trivial observation starts the derivation: if $  £ C2n then
$  =  0  iff F $  =  0  and ( / - £ ) $  =  0 .
Thus equation (4.2.3) can be expressed as the equivalent pair o f equations
E $ ( x , \ ,p , to )  =  0, (4.2.5)
( /  — F ) $ ( t ,  A, p,to ) =  0. (4.2.6)
Let x  =  v -f w where v £  kerL  and w  £ M .  Then we can write equation (4.2.5) as
E $ (v  +  w, A, p, to) =  0.
This equation can be considered as a mapping F  : ker L  x M  x R 3 — * range L  
where
F(v,iv , \,p,to) — E$(v  +  w , A, p,to). (4 .2 .7)
By the chain rule, differentiation of (4.2.7) with respect to w  at the mode interac­
tion gives
F w =  =  E L  =  L ,
since E  acts as the identity on range L. However, the linear map
L  : M  — > range L
is invertible, since M flk erL  =  {0 }. Therefore it follows from the Implicit Function 
Theorem that (4.2.5) is uniquely solvable for w  near the mode interaction. Let 
this solution be w  =  W (y, A, p ,w ). We substitute W  into (4.2.6) to obtain the 
reduced mapping
fa v , X,p,u>) =  ( I  — E )$ {v  +  W (v , X ,p ,L v ) , \ ,p ,w ) ,
where <f>: ker L  x R 3 — > ker L.
4.3 Normal Forms
We now appty this reduction to our problem. Assume that any x  €  C l  can be 
written as
x  — a<f)i +  p fa  -f 7 fa  -\-w , w  6  M ,  (4.3.1)
and for any x  £  CW we have
x  =  a  fa  -f p fa  -f 7  fa  -f r, r £ range L . (4.3.2)
Note that
range L  =  {rc £ CW ’•< f a , x  > =  0 , <  fa ,  x > — 0 , <  f a , x  > =  0 } ,
fa  =  B 0 c o s  t  — Aq sin t ,
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where
0 2  =  Bo sin Z +  A 0 cos Z, 
and 0o, 0 i , 0 2  are basis functions for kerL *. Note that 0,-, i  — 1 ,2 satisfy
and that <  0 t- ,0 o > =  0 , i  =  1 , 2 , since 0 O is independent o f time and 0 i and 0 2 
depend on s in  and cos functions which both have zero mean.
Taking the inner product of (4.3.2) with 0 ;, i — 0 ,1 ,2  implies that 
a —< f a , x > ,  (3 —<  0 2 , x > , 7 = < 0 o, t > .
Therefore
r  =  x  — 0 1  <  0 1 , x  >  —0 2 <  0 2, x  >  —0 o <  0 o, x >
— (7  -  0 1  <  0 1 , . >  - 0 2  <  0 2 , . >  - 0 0  <  0 0 , - > )x .
Hence the projections E  and I  — E  can be written as
E  — I -  0 ! <  01 ,. >  -0 2  <  0 2 ,. >  - 0 0  <  00, . > ,
7 -  E  — 01 <  01, . >  +02 <  02, . >  +00 <  00, • > .
Note that (7 — E )§  =  0i <  0 i ,  $  >  + 0 2 <  0 2, $  >  +0o <  0o, $  > =  0 if.and only 
if
< 0i, $ >= 0, < 02, $ >= 0, < 00, $ >= 0.
Therefore equations (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) can be written as the four equations:
(7 -  0 1  <  0 1 , .  >  - 0 2  <  0 2 , .  >  - 0 0  <  0 0 , .  > )$ (# ,  A,/*,w) — 0, (4.3.3a)
<  0 i ,4>(t , A ,/qw ) >  — 0, (4.3.3b)
<  0 2 , $ ( t ,  A ,/i,w ) >  =  0, (4.3.3c)
<  0 O, $ ( t ,  A ,/i,w ) >  =  0. (4.3.3d)
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We then express x — #o in the form o f (4.3.1) and substitute into these equations. 
Equation (4.3.3a) can then be solved for w  £  M ,  while equations (4.3.3b), (4.3.3c) 
and (4.3.3d) give the three bifurcation equations in terms of a, (3, 7  and the three 
parameters A, p, to.
We now expand $  in a Taylor series about (#0, \ 0,p 0 ,LOo):
$ (xo A & fa  A  P fa  T  7 </>o +  w, Aq +  SX, po A  Sp,w0 +  Sw) =
4> 4- $ x(a fa  +  p(f> 2 +  y fa  +  w ) -f 4?a<$A -f Q^Sp +  4>J Sco 
+  A P4>2 A  7 ^ 0  +  u; ) 2 +  <f>\\6X2 +  $nnSp2 +  <&uuSw2
A 2 ($ xX8 \  A  QxtiSp A  $ xu>6io)(a<f)i A  P fa  A  7 fa  +  w)
-T 2QX(x6\Sp A  2$ X(jJS\6u) A  2^ lluJSp6w\
+  g$***(o^i +  P f a  +  7^o)3 +  * * • •
Note that all the derivatives are evaluated at the mode interaction and at this 
point 4> =  0, ^ xfa  =  ®xfa — ®xfa =  0. Equation (4.3.3a) together with the 
orthogonality o f the two spaces X s and X a implies that
<f>xw  +  § x6 \  -f § n 8p  +  QujSio
+ 7}$xx(o:2<j) i fa  A  P 2f a f a  +  T2 fa  fa  +  2 a P fa fa  +  2a y fa fa  A  2p y fa fa )  
A ^ E Q ^ w w  -f 2 a fa w  A  2P faw  A  2 y fa w )
+i($AA<5A2 +
+ F (^ xa^A +  QXfJrSp A  $ xu8uj) ( otfa +  P f a  +  q f a  +  w )
A ^ XtiSXSp -f- $^w£A£w +  <f> ^ 5  pSto
+ ^ £ $ ^ ( < * < £ 1  A  P fa  A  y fa )3 +  • • • =  0. (4.3.4)
We have 4>w =  which implies that $ w =  0  at the m ode interaction. Similarly 
the terms 4>ww, 4?aw and 4?^ can be omitted in (4.3.4). Note that equations
(4.3.3b), (4.3.3c) and (4.3.3d) may be expressed in similar way by substituting the 
Taylor expansion of $  into these equations and using the orthogonality o f the two 
spaces X *  and X a. We give the expansion o f (4.3.3b). For the expansion of the 
other two equations we only have to change fa  to fa  or fa ,  respectively, in the 
following equation:
i>T[7j;$xx(w w  +  2.afaw  +  2P faw  4- 2 7 fa w )+
d
{$ x \8 X 4- ^ Xfi8p  4- 8c o ~ )(a fa  4- P fa  4- i f a  4- w ) 
-\-Q$xxx{&fa  +  P f a  4- 7 <^ o) 3 4- • • *] =  0 .
Now let
w ~  5Xwi +  8pw 2 4- a?w3 4- P 2W4 4- 7 2zu5 4 - ap iu6
4 -0 :7 0 /7  4- P jw s  4- * * • •
By substituting this series into the expansions o f (4.3.4) and equating coefficients 
o f 6 X, 8p " '  to zero implies that:
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8X : W0Wi -  g .w  1 - g x  =  0 , (4.3.5)
8p  : w0w 2 -  g *w 2 - g ?  =  0 , (4.3.6)
a 2 : w0w3 * g^m3  * ic9xx$i 41! “  0, (4.3.7)
P2 : w ofa gxW4 jQxX " 0, (4.3.8)
7 2 : w0w 5 gxW5 ^Oxx^O^O — 0) (4.3.9)
aP : w0w6 gxW6 ■ g^x^Pi $2 — 0, (4.3.10)
a j  : LOqWj — gxx$i$o  — o. (4.3.11)
P i  : LOqWs QxW8 " 9 xx&2<t>6 — 0. (4.3.12)
All derivatives are evaluated at the mode interaction. Since g \,  gy are independent 
o f time and gsx does not have any eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, equations
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(4.3.5) and (4.3.6) imply that Wi — v \  and w 2 =  where v \  and v^ are defined 
in (4.1.13) and (4.1.14) respectively. Since fa  and fa  are time dependent then 
wg ,w 4, u>6, W7 and wg will also be time dependent. Also note that all o f these 
functions are in X s. Equation (4.3.7) implies that
Wg =  A i cos 2Z +  B \  sin 2t P  C\,
9x - 2 w07 Ai — 4gxx{bobo — a0ao)
2w07 gsx
.  B i . '^dxxV’obo
where
From (4.3.8) it can be determined in a similar way that
w4 =  — A i cos 21 — B \ sin 2Z +  C \.
Solving (4.3.9) implies that — fa  where fa is the unique solution of
Also, (4.3,10) gives
From (4.3.11) we obtain
where
Finally w8 =  — B 2 cos t  p  A 2 sin t.
9xfa  +  ~ 9 x x fa fa  =  0 ,
w6 =  —2B i  cos 2 1 -+ 2 A i sin 2 1.
w7 — A 2 cos t  +  B 2 sin Z,
(4.3.13)
9x —u;o7 a 2 9xx fa fa
. u 0I  gsx
.  B 2  . 9xx(2o4>o
(4.3.14)
Now we substitute w  into the expanded form o f (4.3.3b) and (4.3.3c). After 
some long but straight forward calculations we obtain
ay  8 A+ (3fj 6 \  p  f a  6p p  /?£ 6p  +  a 3 A
pa(32 A  P  a fa B  +  /?7 2A +  (3 a 2 B  +  (33B  -  (3 8u> p  •. • =  0, (4.3.15)
(3f[ SX— afj SX A  fi£Sp — a£ Sp +  ft3A
Act2PA  A  P y2B  — cry2 A  — p 2ctB — a 3B  +  a  Sw • • • = 0 ,  (4.3.16)
where
y  m  op
tj ~  A.q gx\cto 4- I3q gx\UQ -f- A q gxxdQV\ -j- B q gxxboV\^
9 = A ogxXbo + B q gxXa0 — A q gxxboVX + B q gxxa,QVX,
£ “ 0 g&fiQ'O £ 0 <M >0 "1“ - o^ 9xx^0^fi 4~ gxxboVf!)
/* A T  J 'T1 <TI m
f  -^o g^^yQ 4~ Bq gx^a0 — Aq gxxbov ^  4- -£?q 9xx^qV$i^
X y  X 'T1 oi X m
2  2  9xxaoA i 4~ ~z^ Bq gxx&oB\
ABq gxxboC\ —  ~ Ag <7x260-Fi +  ^(B q  gxxxbQbobo 
"h-Ao^xn^o^o^o 4” Bq gxxxbo(iociQ +  -Ag gXxxOobobo),
B  • B q gxx(f>ori-2 rig <7x:c<^0 B 2 4- -Fg gxxbodi +  A q gxxaod\
+  2  Qxxxbofafa +  rig gXxxCo<l>o(f>o)
A  — B q gxx(f>oB2 +  B q gxxo.Qd\ A q gxxj)oA2 rig gxxbod\
2  ( Fq gxxxfa</)QaQ A  Aq gxxxfo fo b o ),
B  — Bq gxxaoCi 2 ^ 0  fc ^ o -r ii — Bq gxx60B\ Aq gxx60 Ci
4*2 ^ 0  d xx^oB i —  r ig  gxxboAi
g ( Bq gxxx(lq(iq(lq -f- rig gxxx606060 Bq gxxxCLobobo +  rig ^ xxx6oaoUo)*
Equations (4.3.15) and (4.3.16) in polar coordinates with a  — rco s$ , P =  rsin$  
are given by
0  =  rj SXr A £ S p r A  B r y 2 A  A i'3 A  * • * (4.3.17)
w — w o A g S X A C S p A '" -  (4.3.18)
Substituting w  into the expanded form of (4.3.3d) and then using polar coordinates
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gives
where
v 8X 7  +  k 8p 7  +  G p r2 p  H fa  P
i/ =  0 q {gXx4ov^ +  9x\ 4 o),
/C 0 q {Qxx4O^h +  Qxh4o),
<3 =
0 , (4.3.19)
2V 1 1
0 o \9xx0 oGj — - g xxaoB2 +  ~gXxboA2
+  ~(^xxx 0 0 ^ 0 0 0  +  <7rxx0O «)),
2 7  177 0 q {gxx4 ofa +  ~^ gxxx4  o0 o0 o)*
We remark that the computer algebra package M APLE was used in these calcula­
tions. By changing 8X — > A, 8p — > p  and 7  — > x , equations (4.3.17), (4.3.18) 
and (4.3.19) can be written in the form
0  =  7 ]\r +  £ p r p  B x 2r  p  A r 3 p  • ■ •,
0 =  uXx P  K,px P  G x r2 -f H x 3 +  * * •,
w =  u>o P  rjX P  £p -------.
Note that the last equation in the above system decouples from the two others 
and therefore the normal form equations can be obtained from these equations 
and have the form
yX r P  £p r  +  B x 2r  P  A r 3 =  0, (
vXx P  Kpx +  G x r2 -f H x 3 =  0. v • * J
Note that these equations are independent o f w and correspond to the normal 
form for a Hopf/steady state mode interaction [30, 18]. They are also the same as 
the normal form equations for a Z 2 ® Z2 symmetric steady state mode interaction 
where r corresponds to y in [15]. It is now eas}' to see that the non-degeneracy 
condition (4.1.11) is equivalent to the condition
0 . (4.3.21)
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The universal unfolding o f mode interaction problems with Z 2 0  Z 2 is described in 
[15] and has topological codimension one. Hence only one unfolding parameter a  
is required. If p is a physical parameter o f the problem, then
d a ,
~ ( / / o )  f l  0  iff — tjk f l  0 .
Thus, the interpretation o f the condition (4.1.11) is that if it holds, then the mode 
interaction will be unfolded by changing p, that is, bifurcation of the extended 
system will occur. If the condition fails, it implies that a change in p would not 
necessarily unfold the mode interaction and so there may be no bifurcation of the 
extended system. This interpretation of the non-degeneracy condition is the same 
as the interpretation in the steady state/steady state mode interaction considered 
by Aston and Sittampalam [4].
There is a second non-degeneracy condition associated with the symmetry 
breaking bifurcation which is given by
. (4.3.22)
where Z  is the unique solution of
GyZ  +  Gyy§ §  =  0  (4.3.23)
and S \Z  — Z . Note that all the derivatives are evaluated at (yo ,p0). We now 
seek to interpret this condition in the context of the mode interaction. If Z  — 
(2 1 , 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 4 , 2 5 ), then the symmetry condition implies that
z\ £  X s, 2 2 , 2 4  £  X a, 2 3 , 2 5  £  R .
Straight forward calculations imply that the non-degeneracy condition (4.3.22) is 
equivalent to
iJ>o ( g x x x M o fa  -f 3gxx <f)0z1 + 3z3gx \(j)o) f l  0, (4.3.24)
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and so we only need Z\ and z3. By comparing equation (4.3.14) with (4.1.9) one 
can obtain
Uo =  ~ B 2, Vo — A 2.
Therefore we redefine <&, which is introduced in (4.1.10), as
$ =  (0o, — -^ 2,0, A 2,0).
Now, we evaluate z\ and z3. The first equation o f (4.3.23) is
9xzi  +  zz9\ +  9 xx 0 o0 o — 0 ,
which implies that
zi  =  z3v \ +  2 fa ,
where <  is defined in (4.3.13). From the second and fourth equations o f (4.3.23) 
and by considering the above equation for zx, it can be shown that
9X —w q I z2 gxxa  0u A +  9x a « o  +
w01 g% J [ z4 J  Z 3 [ gxxb0v \  +  gxXb0 J
bfl Y7<rJr.'rU n0n0n 20rrx4c\ B o. *+ 20^rrOtC\d't n
Z 5
' -bo  ' +ao
9xxxQ- o0 o o 2gxx(poB2 + gxxa0 i
gxxxbofafa  +  2gxx 4q A 2 +  2gxxbodx
=  0.
Premultiplying by (B 0, —A 0) and (Ao, B 0) and using conditions (4.1.5) implies that
  A q gxxxao0 o0 o 2 A 0 gxx4oB2 ~f- B q gxxxbo(f)o4o +  2B q gxx4oA2
A lg xxa0va +  A lg xXao +  B f  gxxb0vx -f B fg xXb0
Finally, substituting zx and z3 in (4.3.24) we find that the non-degeneracy condition 
(4.3.22) is equivalent to
r jH  — uB  V 0,
which is one of the non-degeneracy conditions for mode interactions [15]. This 
approach now allows us to give a simple interpretation o f this condition. In par­
ticular, if this condition holds, then the bifurcating path of bifurcation points will
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be locally quadratic near the mode interaction. Also, if a third parameter was 
varied which caused this quantity to pass through zero, then this corresponds to a 
quartic point [1 0 ] in the bifurcation o f the extended system and so the direction of 
branching changes as the sign of this quantity changes. This also implies that for 
some values o f the third parameter, a new turning point o f the extended system 
will occur on the bifurcating path. In this context, the turning point corresponds 
to a nonlinear degeneracy on the path o f secondary bifurcation points [1 0 ].
R e m a rk  4 .4  So far we have considered the interaction between a symmetry break­
ing steady state bifurcation and a symmetry breaking Hopf bifurcation. Now we 
consider the interaction o f a symmetry breaking steady state bifurcation with a 
symmetry preserving Hopf bifurcation. Therefore we assume that gx has ±zu>o 
eigenvalues and that gx has a zero eigenvalue at the mode interaction, ie. in 
equation (4.1.4) fin , 4>h €  X s . This implies that a0, fa, A q, B q  are in X s also.
In this case for the Hopf extended system we choose £ £  X s and therefore the 
second form o f Si must be considered in (4.1.7). The appropriate fixed point space 
in this case is also F ix (Z 2) where Z 2 =  { 1 ,5 i } .  In this space the block gsx has purely 
imaginary eigenvalues and the path o f symmetry preserving Hopf bifurcations lie 
in this space. The symmetric and the anti-symmetric spaces according to this 
symmetry now change to
Y s =  X s x  X s x K x  X s x  R ,
Y a =  X a x  X a x  {0 }  x  X a x  {0 } .
Therefore in equation (4.1.8) the null vector $  £  Y a, has components fa , fa , fa  £ 
X a. Thus in this case in equation (4.1.10), the variables u0 and v0 are in X a.
The non-degeneracy conditions (4.1.IS) and (4.3.22) are also satisfied in this case 
although we must remark again that a0, 60, A0, B 0 £  X s.
4.3.1 Numerical Implications of the Method
Detection of the mode interaction and swapping branches can be done using stan­
dard techniques since the mode interaction corresponds to a simple symmetry 
breaking bifurcation of the Hopf extended system and is therefore very easy to 
implement. Using the package AUTO, the detection and the branch swapping are 
automatically implemented.
4.4 Hopf Bifurcation of the Steady State Ex­
tended System
So far we have concentrated our attention on the two paths of Hopf bifurcations. 
The situation regarding the two paths o f steady state bifurcations is similar. Note 
that the primary bifurcation is a s)'mmetry breaking bifurcation of the steady state 
solutions whereas the secondary bifurcation is a symmetry breaking bifurcation of 
periodic orbits. Thus, both types of bifurcation should be solutions of the time 
dependent extended system
x  =  g ( x , \ , p )
(j) =  gx(x ,\,p )(f>  (4.4.1)
A = <  £,<!> >  - 1 ,
where £ £  X a with periodic boundary conditions. The inner product in the third 
equation is defined by (4.2.4) on the space of 27r-periodic functions, once time has 
been rescaled. Clearly if in that equation u and v are independent of time then the 
inner product simplifies to <  u, v > ~  uHv. Since one type of bifurcation involves
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steady state solutions and the other involves periodic orbits, we might expect that 
the mode interaction corresponds to a Hopf bifurcation o f this extended system. 
Let us write this system as
z =  H (z ,p ) ,  (4.4.2)
where z =  ( t ,  0, A) € Z  :=  X  x  X  x  R . It is easy to show that this equation has 
Z 2 x  S 1 symmetry where the Z 2 symmetry is generated by the reflection S3 which 
acts as [47]
5 3 (a;, 0, A) =  (s t ,  —s0, A).
The action o f 6 €  S1 is
9 {x , 0, A) =  (t(7  +  9), 0(7 ~j- 9), A(Z -f- #)).
Note that in the third equation o f (4.4.1), the right hand side is independent of 
tim e and so periodic boundary conditions imply that A =  constant.
We split Z  as:
Z  :=  ®  Z a,
where
=  X s x  X a x  R , Z a =  X a x  X s x  {0 } .
Note that the path of symmetry breaking steady state bifurcations which lie in 
F ix (Z 2) is a solution of H (z ,p )  — 0 . We aim to show that the linearization of 
(4.4.2) has time periodic solutions at the m ode interaction. Note that care must be 
taken in dealing with H (z , p ) since it has an equation which includes the non-local 
inner product.
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The linearization of (4.4.2) at the m ode interaction can be written in the form
i  = H z$ ,  (4.4.3)
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where
H z =
gx 0  gx
ffxxfo 9x Qx\fo
0  <  £ , . >  0
(4.4.4)
Note that all derivatives are again evaluated at the mode interaction. Let H I,  H “ 
be the restriction o f H z to the symmetric and anti-symmetric spaces Z s and Z a, re­
spectively. Therefore H z — diag(H * ,H * )  [44]. Since the Hopf bifurcation involved 
at the mode interaction is symmetry breaking, we consider
T h e o re m  4.5 I f g x {xo, X0,p 0) has ±zu/0 eigenvalues then (4.4.3) has a non -triv ia l 
tim e periodic solution given by
$(*) =  eiuot$ °  £ F ix(Z2),
where Z 2 is generated by the reflection  (S3 , 7t) £ Z2 x  S1,
4>° :=  $x +  i<f>2, =  (fa, A 2, 0) and  $ 2 =  («o, —B 2, 0).
The ad jo in t problem
w =  h : $
has a tim e periodic solution given by
$  s=
where
$ °  :=  +  z^ 2, =  {Bq, 0 ,0) and $ 2 =  (A 0, 0,0).
P r o o f :  Let $  =  { fa , fa , fa ) .  Since we assume <E> £ Z a then
fa €  A a fa £  A s, fa =  0. 
Expanding (4.4.3) implies that
(i) <j>i —
(ii) fa  =  gxxfafa  +  ffxfa-,
(iii) <  i , fa  > — 0 .
Equation (iii) is satisfied automatically. Equation (i) implies that
fa  =  aeiUJot(f)H -f P fa , 
where a  £ C  and p  £  R . Therefore from (ii) we obtain
fa — 9x fa — oiexujQtgxxfa(j)H +  Pgxxfafa^
The solution of this equation can be obtained from the following equations:
1. fa  ~  9xfa  =  <xeiilJatgxxfa<f>Hi
2 . (j)2 9x^2 — Pgxx^O^O'
It easily verified that the second equation has the solution <j>\ — 2pd\ where d\ is 
defined by (4.3.13). We suppose that the first equation has a solution of the form 
<j)2 =  cceXUJotv, where v — vr +  iv j  is an arbitrary constant vector. Substituting this 
solution into the first equation implies that
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9Sx “ 01 Vr 9xxb 0&Q
- w 0I  gx . v i  . 9x x^ofa
Comparing this equation with the equation (4.3.14) we obtain
vr =  A 2, Vj =  - B 2.
fa  =  otei"Q\ A 2 -  iB 2) +  2 p d x :=  ae iuJQtfa  +  2p d x.
Therefore
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Hence
® =  c t e ^ f a f a Q )  +  /?(0o,2 < ,O )  :=  +  (3®\
which implies that
H z®° =  ± ito 0®°, H z® 1 =  0.
It is obvious that
fa ao
:=  ® i+ i®  2 ,
'b o  ' d
$ ° = a 2 +  i - b 2
0 0
(4.4.5)
If we restrict attention to F ix (Z 2) then 4?1 ^ F ix (Z 2) and so the only solution of 
the time dependent equations (i), (ii) and (iii) is ® =  aeiuot®°, as claimed.
Now we find the solution of the adjoint equation 
where
H I  =
9x (9xx4o)t  0
0  £
. 9x {9x\ 4 o)T 0
with 'F :=  (0 i , 0 2 ,0 ) £ Z a, fa  €  X a, fa  £ X s. In this case we solve the equations:
(i) 0 f  =  i£ g x +  ip lgxx fa ,
(ii) 0 2 * =  0 jf
(iii) 0 f # A +  fa%gxA0 o =  0 .
Note that equation (iii) is automatically satisfied due to the symmetry and that 
the integral term is not important since f a  =  0. Equation (ii) implies that fa  =  0, 
since f a  £  X s and it is g* which has both the zero and the imaginary eigenvalues. 
Finally from (i) we obtain
0 i =  aeXUJot<ipH +  /?0 o,
where a  £  C  and ft £  R . Therefore
tt =  0 , 0 ) +  (d{fa, 0 , 0 ) =  a e iw°*tt° +  0 tt\
where tt° is the left eigenvector o f H z corresponding to diiwo eigenvalues and tt1 is 
the left eigenvector corresponding to zero eigenvalue. Again restricting to F ix (Z 2) 
implies that
tt =  a eiuot^ °.
Assume that
t t °  =  t t j  +  z t t 2 . '  ( 4 . 4 . 6 )
Obviously tta =  (B 0, 0,0) and tt2 =  (A o,0 ,0 ), as required. □
C oro lla ry  4 .6  The vectors tt° and tt° are the rig h t and le ft eigenvectors, respec­
tively, o f  the constant m a trix
Sx 0  gx
gxx fa  9x 9 x \fo
0 P  0
P ro o f: Since £ £  Z a, the condition P f a  — 0 is satisfied without requiring the 
time integral. Also, since tt £ Z a, fa  — 0 and so the phase condition is not used 
at all. Note that this is the matrix we used when following the path of symmetry 
breaking steady state bifurcations.
We remark that, using conditions (4.1.2)
($ 0 ) " $ °  =  2, (4.4.7)
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if i  =  j  
1  0 , if z j t j .
For bifurcation of the extended system to occur we need the complex conjugate 
eigenvalues to cross the imaginary axis. We now consider this issue.
Assume that on the steady state solution path the eigenvalue equation is
F z{zs(p ), p ) f l(p )  - a (p )Q (p ) —  0, (4.4.8)
where
cr(p) =  a (p ) ± iw ( p ) ,  
a (p 0) -  0 , u (p 0) =  ujq, Cl(po) — $ °.
L em m a  4 .7  In  equation (4.4.8) the eigenvalue cr(p) satisfies the fo llow ing equa­
tio n :
2 a '(/t„) =
V
P r o o f :  Differentiating (4.4.8) with respect to p  at p — p 0 implies that
. H lz zs(no)®° +  -  cr'(/z0 ) $ 0 +  (H z -  iw oJ)n '(^0) =  0. (4.4.9)
To find z'(po) we evaluate the derivative o f H (z s(p ), p ) =  0 with respect to p  at
p  ~  po’
H zzs( p o ) A H ^  0 .
Let zs(po) — ( z ^ z f z ' f  £  Z s, z f  £  X s, z2 £  X a, z3 £ R . Expanding the above 
equation implies that
(i) 9xz[ +  z3gx +  g» =  0 ,
(ii) 9xx$qZi  +  gxz2 +  z3gx\(j)Q -f- 9xn$o — 0 ,
(iii) <  £, z2 > — 0 .
From (i) we obtain
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z[ =  z3v\ A v
From (ii) we have that
+ } 0 O  { d x x 4 o V \  +  77xA 0o) +  0 0  {.Qx x 4 oV fi +  5rx /n 0 o ) =  0 *
Therefore
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^    0 0  (*7xx0O^ V +  9x(a4o)    £
0 0  (77x x 0O ^ A  +  *7xA 0o)
since u =  0 j (gxx<j)QV\ +  gx\4o) V 0, assuming that the eigenvalue of g* passes
through zero with non-zero speed at the mode interaction. Therefore, equation
(ii) gives
gxz2 +  k{gxxfa v \  +  <7xA0o) +  gxxfavy. +  77x^ 0 o =  0, 
which implies that
~2 ; (3 fa  +  +  8 ,
and a, 6  are the unique solutions of the equations
gxd +  gxxfavx +  #xA0o =  0> <  £,a  > =  0,
77^0 +  g x x 4 o V fi  +  77xft0o — 0, <! 7 ,8  0.
Finally (iii) implies that (3 =  0. Hence
*!(«> ) = ~ K
Substituting this in (4.4.9) and multiptying by (® °)H and using conditions (4.4.7) 
implies that
(m0)H (H z^ ° V ,  +  =  2 o-'((ti0).
By considering only the real part we obtain
^ ( H zz^ V d +  =  2 + ^ 0 ),
which, after some calculation, gives
* « '( * . )  =
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as required. □
Since u f l  0 is a generic condition for the steady state bifurcation, then
a  (po) f l  0  <=> £v — 7]K,flQ.
Note that this is the same non-degeneracy condition as was obtained previously, as 
expected, and so the interpretation o f this condition is also the same. Combining 
Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 4.7 gives the following result.
T h e o re m  4.8 I f  g% has ±zu;o eigenvalues and the non-degeneracy condition  £*/ — 
7/ac f l  0  is satisfied, then there is a path o f  tim e periodic solutions o f the extended 
system (4.4.1) with Z 2 sym m etry which bifurcates at the mode in teraction .
R em a rk  4 .9 Now we consider the case when the Hopf bifurcation is symmetry 
preserving. In this case we consider the linearization involving H z. Hence we must 
solve the linearized equation tt =  H z§  with tt =  { fa , fa , fa )  €  Z s where
fa E X s, fa  E X a, fa E R.
Expanding the above linearized system gives
(a) fa  =  gsxfa +  fagx-
(b) fa  — gXx fa fa  +  gxfa  dr fa ffxx fa ,
(c) fa  =  <  i ,  fa  >  .
Equation (c) implies that <  I ,  fa  > =  Aq, therefore fa  — k i t + k 2. Periodic boundary 
conditions imply that Aq =  0. Thus fa  =  -k2. From equation (a) we can obtain
fa  =  aeXUJot<f)H +  k2v \  where gx<f>H — dziwofln, j>H £ X s and v \  is introduced in
(4.1.13). Substituting fa  into (b) implies that
fa  — 9xfa  — &e'Uotgxxfa(j)H 4- k2{gxxfa v \  4- gxxfa)- 
Therefore we solve
(i) fa  9xfa  =  n ^ g x x f a ^ H ,
(ii) fa  -  g%fa — k2(gxxfa v \  4 - gxx fa ).
(ii) implies that <f>\ — v where v is independent of time. Hence
9xv  =  - k 2(gxxfa v x 4- gxxfa)-
Multiplying this equation by gives k2 — 0 so that v — P fa , where P €  R . Also
from (i) it is easily verified that
<j>l =  aei“ «i {A 2 - i B 2) = : a e i"° t fa ,
where a  £  C . Thus
fa  — <f)\ +  (f>2 — aetUotfa  4- P f a .
Equation (c) then implies that P — 0 . This implies that
tt =  aeiuot{ j)H ,fa ,0 ) .
Hence there are no changes in tt, except that <J>h  £  X s and fa  £ X a. Note that in 
this case, H )  does not have a zero eigenvalue as I I )  had previously.
We remark that in this case we cannot use the constant matrix stated in Corol­
lary 4.6, since £, fa  £  X a and therefore, generally, P f a  f l  0 whereas <  f ,  fa  > =  0. 
In this case we can delete the last row and the last column of that matrix and find 
the eigenvectors which are the first two components of tt° and tt°. Clearly the last 
component of both is zero.
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4.4.1 Numerical Implications of the Method
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To detect a Hopf bifurcation of the system (4.4.1) we do not need to compute all 
the eigenvalues of H z. Using Theorem 4.5 we only have to consider the eigenvalues 
of gsx and gax .
The symmetric solution of the system
H (z ,p )
g (x ,X ,p )
gx (x,\,p)cf>
F  f  — 1
0 ,
is a path of symmetry breaking steady state bifurcations. We call this path the 
steady state path. Note that the third equation in the above steady state system 
is an algebraic equation. Therefore a standard package such as AUTO can be used 
to solve this system and detection of a Hopf bifurcation, which corresponds to a 
mode interaction, is achieved by monitoring the eigenvalues of gx and gx .
Once a Hopf bifurcation has been detected, swapping branches is not straight 
forward using AUTO, since the third equation in this case is the integral constraint 
n r  e m *  - 1 =  0 on the bifurcating path of periodic solutions. There are two 
possible ways to deal with this situation:
(i) A starting solution on the periodic path ca.n be obtained by solving the 
linearized system 4> =  H z§  in order to construct $ ( t )  (see Corollary 4.6 and 
Remark 4.9). If (^o,/io) is the solution of (4.4.1) at the mode interaction, 
then the first order approximation to the bifurcating path, given by
z (t)  =  z0 A  a $ ( t )  
p -  p 0
can be used as the starting solution.
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(ii) The system with third equation A =  £T fa t)  — 1 has the same first order 
solution along the bifurcating path as the original s}'stem. Thus a standard 
package could be used to swap branches. Once a solution on the bifurcating 
path is found, the equation must be altered to include the integral constraint 
and A must change from a time dependent function to a scalar. The compu­
tation can then proceed.
4.5 Numerical Example
In this example we consider the KS equation with an extra linear term [22] given 
by
Ux -{- 4 Uxxxx +  Uxx +  7j(^*U 4“ —'9 , 0 ^  X <s- ll.
By rescaling the space and the time variables, as before, it can be shown that
Ut H~ 4u Xxxx +  (<7~*) iv>xx +  ~b (o  ) ^ v )  =  0.27T I  Z7T
Let A =  (<jg)2 and p  =  (^r)2<*, then by differentiating the above equation and 
assuming v =  ux, the equation which we deal with takes the form
Vt +  ^vxxxx -j- A(u3;5r. -f- w x +  pv) — 0 , 
which is the two parameter KS equation. We write this equation as
v =  g ( v , \ ,p ) ,
where g : X 4 x  R  — j- X 0, and
g (v , A, p) (4ua;a;;i;a; -f- ^ {vxx +  vvx +  p v )).
Note that, as chapter 3, X m is the space of 27r-periodic functions with zero mean 
whose derivatives up to and including the m tfl are square integrable with inner
product
<  « , »  > ro=  L  f 2'
2TT J o
Henceforth, we will only use the inner product on X 0 and so we drop the subscript 
on the inner product. We substitute a solution of the form v (x , t)  =  r a^ v { x ,  t )  (see 
chapter 3) in this equation and then we include an appropriate phase condition 
which, after dropping the tildes, implies that
v =  g (v t \ , p )  -  cAv,
0 =  <  L ,v  >  .
where d(7) =  c(t) and v is the time average of v. We use a spectral Galerkin 
method as before and approximate v (x , t)  by
N
VN =  Y1 ak s*n ^ x  "b bk cos kx. 
k- 1
We then obtain the following equations
hi =  <  g{vjd, A, p) — cA v n , s in zT > ,
bi — <  g{viv, A, p) — cAvjv, cos ix  > , i  =  1 , . . .  N , (4.5.10) 
1 f 2*
0  =  —  I <  L ,v jv  >  dt.
Z7T J 0
Therefore the steady state equations take the form
<  g(vjsr, A, p) — cAvat, sinzT >  =  0 ,
<  g(vw, A, p) — cAuyv, cos ix  >  =  0, i  =  1, • • • N ,
<  L , vm  >  =  0 ,
since for the steady state solutions vw =  vpj. Note that, as in chapter 3, we 
choose L  =  — c o s  t  so that the phase condition becomes —bx =  0. These three
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equations represent the first equation o f the Hopf extended system. We restate 
these equations as
g(w , A , ^ ) = 0 , (4.5.11)
where w  =  [a1? a2, . . . ,  aw, b i,b 2, . . . ,  6 jv, c]T. We remark that this system has only a 
Z 2 symmetry given by S(v, c) =  (sv, —c). Note that if we concentrate our attention 
on the strange fixed point then this equation for p =  0 has a Hopf Bifurcation to 
O W ’s at A =  83.4 and a secondary symmetry breaking bifurcation at A =  85.6 
giving rise to M T W ’s. Note that these two bifurcations are close together and this 
suggest that there may be a mode interaction nearby. There is also a symmetry 
breaking bifurcation at A =  103.9 (see chapter 3). By varying p, we obtain paths 
of these bifurcations. We use the H opf extended system to find the two paths 
o f Hopf bifurcations. The starting solutions for the variable w  is the solution of
(4.5.11) at the Hopf bifurcation to O W ’s at A =  83.4, p — 0. For the starting 
values of the eigenvectors a and b we note that the null space of the matrix
M  =
-w0I  gw 
gw lvq I
is two dimensional at the Hopf bifurcation to O W ’s. Let ^>1 =  ( c i,d i) ,  fa  =  
( —d i,C i)  be two null vectors of M .  Then <j> =  a  fa  +  p fa  £  N ullM . We choose a  
and p  such that <f> satisfies the normalising conditions
F(aci — pdf — 1,
F ( a d \  -f p c i) =  0 .
We also assume that £ is chosen such that the matrix
£Td  - £ Td1 
£Td i £Tc\
is non-singular. The resulting <j> is the required starting solution for (a, b), which 
also satisfies the two normalising conditions of the Hopf extended system.
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We used AUTO with this starting solution, varying p as the bifurcation pa­
rameter. We found a symmetry breaking bifurcation point for the Hopf extended 
system at A =  97.273, p =  —.7257, which corresponds to a mode interaction point. 
AUTO automatically swaps branches at the bifurcation point and follows the bi­
furcating path of Hopf bifurcation points. These paths are shown in Fig 4.1, Fig 
4.2, Fig 4.3. The symmetric path is the path of Hopf bifurcation to O W ’s while 
the non-symmetric path indicates the path of Hopf bifurcations to M T W ’s.
Now, let us show how the steady state extended s)'stem can be used to find 
two paths of steady state bifurcations. First we solve
H {z ,p )  =
g { w , \ ,p )  
gw{w , \,p)<j> 
£T <j> — i
=  o,
where 2  =  {w, (j), A). The symmetric solution of this system is the path of symme­
try breaking steady state bifurcations to travelling wave solutions. The starting 
solution for the w  variable is the solution of (4.5.11) at a bifurcation to travelling 
waves which occurs at A =  103.9, p  =  0. Starting values for </> can be found as 
follows. We know that Null(W,) is one dimensional at the bifurcation to travelling 
waves. Therefore for any (f> £  NullQhu) we also have acf) £ Null(</,„). We choose cx 
such that
£T(a</>) =  1 ,
which implies that a  — l / £ T j). Hence (j) =  (jy/Pcj) is the required starting solution 
which also satisfies in the normalising condition of the extended system and we 
remark that this vector have the form { fa , (j)c), say, where <f)c f l  0  [2]. Note that an 
appropriate £ £ X a must be chosen, ie. if we assume £ — (£s,£a) then one choice 
o f £ is with £s — 0  and £a =  [0 , 0 , 1 , . . . ,  0 ]r .
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Figure 4.1: Paths of Hopf bifurcations in (p , A)~plane.
Figure 4.2: Paths of Hopf bifurcations in (p, #i)-pla.ne.
Figure 4.3: Paths of Hopf bifurcations in (A, zQ-plane.
Following this path a Hopf bifurcation of the extended system was detected at 
A =  97.273, p  =  —.7257 which again corresponds to the mode interaction point.
Once a Hopf bifurcation has been detected a starting solution on the path 
o f periodic solutions can be obtained for the variable 2  using the information 
contained in the eigenvectors. Note that the eigenvectors associated with the 
algebraic equation H (z , p ) — 0  cannot be used for the time dependent problem 
(4.4.1). The first equation of this system is
v =  g ( v X , r i - c A v
0 = <  L , v > , v '
while the second equation of (4.4.1) is the linearization of the above system, ie.
fa  =  (Qv c A jfa  4cA v
0 = <  L , fa  >  . \ )
Note that matrix
gv — cA —A v  
<  L , . >  0
is a singular matrix with null vector (0 „ ,0 C), where <j>c V 0 [2]. Finally the third 
equation takes the form
pZTT A
/  <  i ,  <t>v >  d t -  1 = <  i ,  fa  >  - 1  =  0. (4.5.14)
Jo
Note that we exclude <pc from this normalisation for the sake of convenience. There­
fore equation (4.4.1) can he rewritten as
v =  g ( v , \ , p )  — cAv  (4.5.15)
fa  =  (gv — cA )fa  — fa A v , (4.5.16)
with the three integral constraints
< L , v >  =  0, (4.5.17a)
< L , f a >  =  0, (4.5.17b)
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< £ , f a > - l  = 0. (4.5.17c)
1
2 tt
Hence the above two equations and the three constraints must be solved for 
the variables v , fa  and the scalar quantities fa , c, A. In order to swap onto 
the path of non-symmetric solutions at the mode interaction, we need to con­
struct the first order solution to the bifurcating path which requires the solu­
tion of the linearization of these equations. Now the linearization of equations
(4.5.15), (4.5.16) with the variables ordered by (v , fa ,c ,  (f)c, A), involves the new 
variables ( fa , fa , fa , fa , fa ). Since we have a symmetry breaking Hopf bifurcation 
then we must have fa  £ X a, fa  £ X s, fa  £ R , fa  =  0 , fa  — 0 . Note that the 
linearization of the integral constraints (4.5.17b) and (4.5.17c) are automatically 
satisfied since I ,  L  £ X a and fa  £ X s. Thus it remains to solve the linearization 
o f the differential equations with a single integral constraint. By Theorem 3.4 in 
chapter 3 this can be done by setting fa  =  0, ignoring the integral constraint and 
constructing the solution of the linear differential equations from the eigenvectors 
associated with the purely imaginary eigenvalues.
To solve the linearized equation numerically, we use the spectral Galerkin 
method by assuming that
N
<jyv ~  ^  A k sin kx  +  Bk cos kx.
k=i
Substituting into (4.5.16) gives the equations
A{ =  <  gv(vpj, A,/z) — cA)(J>n  — faAvpj, sinz# > ,
B i — <  gv(vw, \ , p )  — cA)(f>N — faAvpf, cos ix  > , z =  1 , 2 , . . .  iY.
We remark that we choose L  — — cos x  and I  — cos 3# which implies that the three 
integral constraints can be written as
'27T
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r m
/  b\dt — 0 , 
Jo
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JfZ 7T
' B \d t — 0, 
o
rl-K
/  B 3dt - 1  =  0. 
Jo
1  r 2 7 r
27T
Recall that solutions on the periodic path have (S3, x )  symmetry, where
w (5 , 7 r ) u /
(S3,*0 $ = -(S ,*)< />
_ A A
with w  =  (v ,c ), (f> =  ((pv,<j)c)• Therefore (S3, tt)z — z implies that
1. (s, 7r)u =  v ,
2 . (<s,7r)c =  c,
3. {s,7r)(j)y   ' (f)y
4. {s,Tv)(f)c -  -  fa.
From the first and second equations we obtain
afc(0 ) =  afc(zr),
6 fc(0 ) =  —6 jt(zr),
c =  0 ,
while the third and the fourth equations give
Afc(0 ) =
B k{ 0) =  B k{ tt),
</>c 7^ 0 .
These boundary conditions can be used in place of the periodic boundary condi­
tions and the problem can be solved over the time interval [0 , 7r]. It is important
to solve the extended system in this restricted space since the Jacobian of the 
extended system is singular on the whole space [44],
Note that sbk =  —bf. and (s, fabk =  bk which implies that bk has zero mean. 
For the other integral constraints, note that B i  and B 3 have period tt and so 
the integration will be evaluated on the interval [0 , 7r]. Therefore in this fixed 
point space the integral constraint (4.5.17a) can be ignored and the value of c 
taken to be zero. To compute the periodic path we used the constraints (4.5.17b) 
and (4.5.17c) together with a. standard temporal phase condition which is built 
into AUTO. The system will then be solved for the time dependent coefficients 
d i,b i ,A i,B i,  i  =  1, . . . , 7V and the scalar variables A, 4>c and T . These paths are 
shown in Fig 4.4, Fig 4.5, and Fig 4.6. In Fig 4.7, we show all of the four paths 
together in (p, A)-pla.ne.
Note that the bifurcating path in Fig 4.4 suddenly changes direction fairly close 
to the mode interaction. The reason for this is not clear.
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Figure 4.4: Paths of SB-stead}' state bifurcations in (A, /x)-plane.
Figure 4.5: Paths of SB-steady state bifurcations in (p, Ti)-plane.
Figure 4.6: Paths of SB-stead}' state bifurcations in (A,a,'i)-plane.
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Figure 4.7: Paths of Hopf bifurcations and SB-steady state bifurcations in (A,/z)- 
plane.
Chapter 5 
Mode Interactions and the 
Tertiary Hopf Bifurcation
5.1 Steady State/Steady State Mode Interac­
tions and the Tertiary Hopf Bifurcation
The interaction between two different types of steady state bifurcations can pro­
duce secondary bifurcations. In addition to such bifurcations a tertiary Hopf bi­
furcation (TH B) also occurs in some cases. The detection of Hopf bifurcations 
numerically is a very expensive procedure. However, in such problems geometric 
properties o f the branches are some times useful for predicting the existence of 
such bifurcations. An example of this situation is the Takens Bogdanov point 
on a path of symmetry breaking pitchfork bifurcation points in problems with Z 2 
symmetry. This problem was considered by Wu, Spence and Cliffe [46] and they 
show that near the Takens Bogdanov point there may exist two paths of Hopf 
bifurcations, one of which occurs on symmetric solutions and the other on the 
non-symmetric solutions. However, they show that the path of Hopf bifurcations 
on the non-symmetric solutions does not exist when the symmetry breaking Hopf
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bifurcation lies inside the pitchfork bifurcation. Thus, the geometric properties o f 
the pitchfork bifurcation and the symmetry breaking Hopf bifurcation can be used 
to determine the existence of the Hopf bifurcation on the non-symmetric solution.
The aim of this chapter is to predict the existence of the tertiary Hopf bifur­
cation, arising from a steady state/steady state mode interaction, by considering 
only the numerically computed bifurcation diagrams of steady state solutions.
The equation we consider has the form
X  =  G (X , //), v =  (A, p) 6  R 2 (5.1.1)
where G  is a Z2 © Z 2 equivariant non-linear function defined on a Hilbert space. 
Assume that the mode interaction on a symmetric steady state solution, which we 
assume to be the trivial solution, occurs at (A,p )  =  (0 ,0). Suppose that G x  has 
two eigenvalues passing through zero at the mode interaction and assume that
G T (0 , v)<j>l{v) =  <7i(j/)0!(l/),
G x (0 , v ) fa (v )  -  cr2 « 0 2 0 ),
where
<700) =  <j2(0) =  0.
Thus this problem has a two dimensional center manifold. Hence the center man­
ifold reduction implies that the bifurcation equations are o f the form
x =  a  A t  +  ftpx  +  B y 2x  +  A t 3 H---------, . ,
y =  (3Xy +  £py  +  C x 2y  +  D y 3 +  • • •,
where x  and y are the coefficients of 0 ! and 0 2 respectively in the change of 
coordinates to put the linear part in block form. Hence, the normal form for the 
steady state solutions involves only the cubic terms given by
q-At +  Kpx +  B y 2 x +  A t 3 =  0, , *
f3 \y  +  £py  +  C x 2y +  D y 3 =  0. x ’ ‘ '
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The important parameters in the steady state normal form are [15]
ei =  sgn(A ), e3 =  sgn(D),
e2 =  sgn(a), e4 =  sgn(/?),
Pm. =
D a
B , n
a
A p
C.
with non-degeneracy conditions
eic2 e3 e4 f  0 , m  f  e2 e3 e4, n f  eie2e4, m n f  €\€3,
It is easily verified that
a  =
d a i
~0X
K =
d a i
fyT’
da2
c  =P d \  * C d p 1 
where all the derivatives are evaluated at (A, p) — (0 ,0). We define
Do
D i
D 2
A
a£ -  pK, 
a C  -  p A , 
a D  — P B , 
A D  -  C B .
The non-degeneracy conditions m  f  e2e3 e4, n f  eie2 e4, m n f  t\e 3 imply that
X?i, D 2, A  0  and Do f  0 implies that p  is a.n appropriate unfolding parameter
W-
Expanding ^ ( i / )  and a2(v ) in a Taylor series about (A, p) =  (0 ,0) to first order 
gives
crf\,p)  =  a\ + Kp,
or2{ \ , p )  = p X  +  £p .
Therefore, for fixed p, the trivial solution is stable for A sufficiently large and 
negative if
a  >  0, P >  0.
5 .1 .1  P rim ary and Secondary Bifurcations
We now give a detailed description of the solutions of (5.1.3) for small values of 
(A ,p )  following [30]. There are two primary branches of solutions. The rc-mode
r 2  =  J o A + M  y  =  ( )  ( 5 1 4 )
bifurcates from the trivial solution at A* =  —/cp /a  and is super (sub)-critical if 
a  A  <  0 (>  0 ). The y -mode
I = o, y2 = _ i B ± M  (5.1.5)
bifurcates from the trivial solution at Ay =  —£p/P and is super (sub)-critieal if 
p D  <  0 (>  0).
There are also secondary bifurcations from these primary branches with the 
mixed-mode solution branches given by
f l  = M£>2 -  K D k -  B O ]/A, , .
y l  =  [A A  +  ti(C K  -  A£)]/A.
Setting y 2 =  0 implies that the secondary bifurcation occurs on the a/-mode at
A =  A ; o o  =
U  i
Substituting A2 into (5.1.4) implies that this secondary bifurcation occurs only 
when p satisfies
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pD0D1 <  0. (5.1 .7)
Similarly # 2 =  0 implies that the secondary bifurcation on the y-mode occurs at
when
p D 0D 2 <  0. (5.1.8)
It is easy to show that (5.1.6) can be written in the form
x l  =  - ( A  -  Xl)D2/A,  
y:* =  (A -  X D D J A .
Hence the secondary branch which bifurcates from the aromode is super (sub)- 
critical if A D i >  0 (<  0). The secondary bifurcation from the ?/-mode is super 
(sub)-critical if A D 2 <  0  (>  0 ).
Equations (5.1.7) and (5.1.8) imply that D iD 2 >  0 if and only if these bifur­
cations occur for the same sign of p, and the mixed-mode solutions then form a
closed loop and there is no secondary bifurcation for p o f the opposite sign. Also 
D xD 2 < 0  if and only if the two secondary bifurcations occur for opposite signs of
p.
5.1.2  T ertiary Hopf B ifurcation
We now consider tertiary bifurcations from the mixed mode solutions. The Jaco- 
bian matrix of (5.1.3) evaluated at the mixed-mode solutions (5.1.6) is
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Js
2 A # 2 2 B x sys
2  C x sys 2 D y 2s (5.1.9)
Thus, det Js =  4#2 y2A  which is nonzero everywhere on the secondary branches 
(except at the end points). The implicit function theorem leads to the conclusion 
that there are no tertiary bifurcations for (5.1.3). However, (5.1.3) describes only
the steady state solutions related to equation (5.1.1). We now consider the time 
dependent normal form equations given by
x =  x ( a \  p  K,p +  B y 2 +  A t 2 ),  f
y =  y ( (3 \P  £p P  C x 2 P  D y 2).
The eigenvalue equation for (5.1.9) is
cr2 — tr (J s)o  +  det Js =  0.
Note that Js has purely imaginary eigenvalues if
det Js -  4 x7, y lA  >  0, 
tr J s =  2 (A x* +  D y ])  =  0 . (5.1.11)
Therefore for Hopf bifurcation we require
A  >  0, A D  <  0. (5.1.12)
Substituting (5.1.6) into (5.1.11) implies that the Hopf bifurcation occurs when
A =  A3 =  p — ,
J03
where
D 3 =  D D \  — A D  2 ,
D 4 =  k D (A  — C ) P  £A (D  — B ).
Note that (5.1.12) is a necessary condition for Hopf bifurcation to occur. Assuming
(5.1.12) holds and substituting A3 into (5.1.6) implies that
t 2 =  - p D 0D D z, 
y 2s =  p D 0A D 3.
For D XD 2 >  0 and A D  <  0 , using conditions (5.1.7) and (5.1.S), it is easy to 
verify that p D 0A D 3 >  0 which implies that p D oD D 3 <  0. Therefore x s and ys
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both exist for A =  A3 . For V iD 2 <  0 the Hopf bifurcation exists for p  satisfying 
p D 0AD s >  0. Thus, (5.1.12) is also a sufficient condition for Hopf bifurcation to 
occur.
Now it is easy to verif)' that
dRe(cr) . D 3
d\  'A=i3 =  a " '
Therefore D 3 f l  0 guarantees that the complex eigenvalues cross the imaginary 
axis. Note that the sign of detJs is preserved by Z 2 0  Z 2 equivalence, while 
the sign of trJ5 may change [30], This is because the higher order terms in the 
bifurcation equations do not affect sgn(det Js) but sgn(tr J s) may change. However, 
the existence of the TUB is not changed under perturbation and we now consider 
this issue.
In equations (5.1.2) we rescale the variables as
x  — > ex, y — ■» ey, A — > e2 A, p — > e2p, t — > e2t .
Substituting these new rescaled variables into the bifurcation equations (5.1.3) and 
dividing by e3 gives
x  — OiXx A  kp x  +  B y 2x A  A x 3 +  0 (e 2), 
y =  p \iy  A  (p y  A  C x 2y  +  D y 3 A  0 (e 2).
Thus the mixed-mode solutions take the form
a; 2 =  x \  A  0 {e 2), 
y 2 =  y 2 +  0 (c 2).
Hence
det Js =  4:X2sy 2A  A  0 {e 2), 
trJs =  2 {A x2s A  D y 2s) +  0 (e 2).
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Thus sgn(det Js) is unchanged by the inclusion of higher order terms (for small e) 
while tvJs may be affected by these terms. Let
/(A , e) =  tr J s =  2 (A x 2s(X) +  D y ](  A)) +  0 ( e2).
If / (A o,0 ) =  0, this gives the tertiary Hopf bifurcation of the normal form equa­
tions, ie. trJs =  0. Now f \ ( X o,0 ) =  f  0. Therefore by the Implicit Function 
Theorem we obtain a path of solutions of / ( A,e) =  0 given by A =  A(e) where 
A(0 ) =  A0, which gives the existence of a tertiary Hopf bifurcation near to A0 for 
small e. This implies that the THB still exists under perturbation, but the place 
o f this bifurcation is not so easily determined.
Now, we consider when the inequalities (5.1.12) hold resulting in a tertiary 
Hopf bifurcation. There are two possible cases to consider, depending on the 
information we have available regarding the stability of the trivial solution:
1 . stability of the trivial solution is known,
2 . the stability o f the trivial solution is not known.
We first consider the existence of the TH B, when the trivial solution is stable for 
sufficiently large negative A, ie. a , f t  >  0. In this case there are four steps which 
must be considered:
1 . Compute the two primary branches for p — p0 for some small p0 and de­
termine whether they are super (sub)-critical. Since sgn(cv) and sgn(/3) are 
known, thus this gives sgn(X) and sgn(D) which gives sgn(A D ). If this is
positive, no THB can occur and so no further computation is necessary.
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2. It is easily verified that
\i \i _  f-toD°
X* ~ Xy -
and so
sgn(/*o(A* -  A j)) =  sgn(Fo),
since a (3 >  0 .
3. Find a secondary bifurcation for p  =  p x for small p Xi which may have the 
same sign or different sign to p 0. For this bifurcation, p xDoD{ <  0 for i  =  1 
or 2  and from this we can determine sgn(Z),-).
4. Swap branches at the secondary bifurcation and determine whether it is 
super (sub)-critical. This gives sg n (A F t) and so we can finally determine 
sgn(A).
These four steps enable us to determine the existence of the THB. There are 16 
cases such that THB might occur, where 8  o f these have A D  >  0, ie. branching 
directions are the same, which directly implies that there is no THB. All o f these 
cases and the possible THB are given in Table 5.1.
For the case of a(3 <  0, when the branching directions are different then A D  >  0 
which implies that there is no THB. For the same branching directions a/3AD  >  0 
which implies that A D  <  0. Also in this case we have
sgn(/*0 (AI  -  A j)) =  —sgn(Do).
Therefore there are few changes in Table 5.1. The word Same will change to 
Different and vice versa. There is no other change for position 1 , while the last 
column for the remaining positions will change, ie. we replace No with Yes and
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Position Branching directions 
of the primary branches
p o (x i -  K,) P i Secondary bifurcation 
on £-mode(?/-mode)
T H B
1 Same No
2 A + super (sub) No
3 + + sub (super) Yes
4 + — super (sub) Yes
5 Different + — sub (super) No
6 — + super (sub) Yes
7 — A sub (super) No
8 — — super (sub) No
9 — — sub (super) Yes
Table 5.1: Existence results for TUB when a-/? >  0.
vice versa. Thus, when the stability of the trivial solution is known, the existence 
of the THB is easily determined.
Now we consider the case where the stability of the trivial solution is not known, 
ie. sgn(a'/?) is not known. In this case the qualitative behaviour of the solutions 
of the normal form depend on the following quantities [15]
sgn(A ), sgn (E ),
sgn(a), sgn(^),
sgn(A ), sgn (E i), sgn(Z)2).
There are 128 cases associated with these quantities. However, we can reduce 
these possibilities to 16 cases by only considering the sign of otP, A D , D \D 2 and 
A . There are two reason for this: (i) If we change the orientation of A, this has 
no significant effect on the bifurcation diagram. This is equivalent to changing 
a  — > —a, (3 — > —p. Thus considering only the product aP  has the effect o f 
ignoring the orientation of A. (ii) Interchanging the a-m ode and the ?/-mode is
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equivalent to the following changes in the coefficients
a  <-+ p,
D \ <-»• D 2,
A  A .
The products a/?, A D  and DXD2 are invariant under this change. Also, this change 
does not affect the existence of the tertiary Hopf bifurcation. There are 8  cases 
which have A  AD >  0 and thus imply no THB. Therefore we consider only the 
cases where A  AD <  0. To determine the sgn(A AD) we require the following 
procedure:
Computing the primary branches for p — po gives
from which 8X =  sgn(afiD o) can be found. Also by determining whether the 
primary branches are super (sub)-critical gives 62 =  sgn(a p A D ).  Suppose that a 
secondary bifurcation occurs for p =  px. Then pxD0Di <  0 for i  — 1 or 2 and
super (sub)-critical gives S4 — sgn (A D f .  Thus
S\8283S4 — sgn(A AD).
The following steps must be considered in order to compute sgn (A  A D ):
i Al PqD q
(5.1.13)
so S3 =  sgn(DoA-) is known. Determining whether the secondary bifurcation is
81 =  sgn(/z0 (A3 -  Aj)).
1 . Compute the primary branches at p  =  po which gives
2. If the directions of the primary branches are the same then 8 2 >  0, otherwise 
82 <  0 .
3. Compute a secondary bifurcating branch at p =  p x. Then 8 3  =  —sgn(/q).
4. Swap branches at the secondary bifurcation. If the secondary branch on 
the T-mode is super-critical (or the secondary branch on the y-mode is sub- 
critical) then 84 >  0 . Otherwise 8 4  <  0.
Now, let A  >  0 and A D  <  0, ie. we assume that there exist a THB. We fix the 
bifurcation diagram so that 8 1 , 8 2 , 8 3 , 8 4  are all fixed but change the stability of 
the trivial solution by changing the sign of ce(3. It is easily verified that this implies 
that A D  and A  must also change sign, ie. A  <  0, A D  >  0 in which case there 
is no THB. Hence there is not enough information in the bifurcation diagram to 
determine the existence of the THB. Therefore we need some information about 
the stability of the symmetric solution. For the stability o f the S3'mmetric solution 
we only need sgn(cx/3). This can be determined by identifying the two eigenvalues 
associated with the mode interaction. Thus if the signs o f the eigenvalues are the 
same to the left of the first bifurcation, then a/3 >  0. If the signs of the eigenvalues 
are different to the left o f the first bifurcation then a(3 <  0. Therefore the results 
obtained in Table 5.1 can also be used in this case.
Finally, we note that when the THB exists, the bifurcating branch of periodic 
orbits terminates in a heteroclinic cycle connecting the trivial (symmetric) solution 
and the two primary branches [18]. Thus, the existence of the Hopf bifurcation 
also implies the existence of such a heteroclinic cycle at a nearby value of A.
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5.2 Hopf/Steady State Mode Interaction and 
the Tertiary Hopf Bifurcation
A mode interaction between a Hopf bifurcation and a steady state bifurcation can 
also introduce secondary bifurcations. In addition to these bifurcations there may 
exist a tertiary Hopf bifurcation giving rise to a two torus [30]. In this section 
we adapt the methods of the previous section to predict the existence of this 
bifurcation. In this case the problem which we consider has the form-
A  =  G ( A » ,  v — (A,/z) (5.2.1)
where G  is a Z 2-equi variant non-linear function. The full symmetry of this equation 
now is Z 2 X  S 1. We assume that at the mode interaction, which we suppose to be 
at the origin, the Jacbbian matrix has the eigenvalues 0, ±?'w0, ie.
G x{0,v)fa(v)  =  (r(v)<f>i(v)
G x {0 ,v ) fa (v )  =  l { v ) fa { v )
where
<t(A) =  5(A) +  tw(A),
and
5(0) =  0, w(0) =  wo, 7 (0 ) =  0.
In performing the center manifold reduction a change of coordinates is required 
to transform the matrix G x  into block form. Assume that in this block form the 
variable 2  £  C  is associated with the Hopf bifurcation and x  £ R  is associated 
with the steady state bifurcation. We ca.n assume that the actions of a  £  S1 and 
s £  Z 2 on these coordinates are as follows
a ( z , x )  =  (etaz , x ) ,
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s(z, x ) =  (z, — #), (if the Hopf bifurcation occurs in the symmetric block), 
s (z ,# ) =  ( —z, —#), (if the Hopf bifurcation occurs in the anti-symmetric block).
This problem is now very similar to that considered in Golubitsky, Stewart and 
Schaeffer ([16], ch X IX ), except for the additional Z 2 symmetry in the problem. 
Thus, we adapt their results to fit this situation. Now zz and x 2 form a basis for 
the Z 2 x S1 -invariant functions and also
(z, 0), («Y,0), (0,#) (5.2.2)
form a basis for the Z 2 x S1 -equivariant functions. Thus we can write the bifurca­
tion equations derived from center manifold reduction as
=  p (z z ,# 2, \ , p ) A  <z(zz, x  ,A ,/z) iz
0
4 - s (z z ,#  , \ , p )
Using polar coordinates implies that
x  =  s ( r2, x 2, \ , p ) x ,  
r  =  p (r2, x 2, A, p )r, 
8 =  q (r2, x 2, A,/z).
(5.2.3)
These equations are similar to those obtained by Landsberg and Knoblock [29], 
where they considered a similar type of mode interaction but for an equation which 
has 0 (2 ) symmetry. Note that the 9 equation decouples from the other two, which 
now have Z 2 © Z 2 symmetry generated by sx and s2 where
s f r , x )  =  (-?% #),
s2( r ,x )  =  ( r ,— x).
The symmetry is derived from the Hopf bifurcation and the s2 symmetry is 
inherited from the symmetry of the problem. Therefore the center manifold re­
duction, after using polar coordinates, implies that the bifurcation equations are
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of the form
x  =  or A t  +  Kfix +  B r 2 x +  A t 3 +  • • •, 
f  =  (3Xr +  £ p r p  C x 2r  +  D r 3 +  • • •,
9 =  OJq +  tO\ A -f- to 2 /* +  ••*•
Now the dynamics o f (5.2.1) is determined by the two equations
x  = aXx P tcpx +  B r 2x  -f- A t 3 +  • • •, 
r =  (3Xr p  £ p r p  C x2r  +  D r 3 +  • • •,
which are essentially the same as the equations considered in the previous sec­
tion. However, in this case the ?'-mode primary branch corresponds to a branch 
o f periodic orbits with a Z 2 symmetry, generated either by (s, 0 ) or~(«s,7r), if the 
Hopf bifurcation is symmetry preserving or symmetry breaking respectively. The 
mixed-mode branch corresponds to a branch of periodic orbits with no symmetry. 
The tertiary Hopf bifurcation, if it exists, corresponds to a bifurcation from the 
non-symmetric periodic orbits to a branch of two tori. Since the bifurcation equa­
tions are similar to those considered in the previous section, thus all the results 
from that section apply in this case also.
For a numerical implementation we consider the example from previous chapter 
of a Hopf/steady state mode interaction in the KS equation. The mode interaction 
occurs at A =  97.27 and p =  —.7257 and so we define p  =  p p  .7257 which is the 
parameter in the normal form equation. On the symmetric steady state solutions 
there is a Hopf bifurcation at A =  97.02, p — —.7202 giving rise to a branch of 
O W ’s and a steady state bifurcation at A =  97.3286, p =  —.7202 leading to T W ’s. 
There is also a secondary symmetry breaking bifurcation on the branch of O W ’s 
at A =  97.553 which gives a branch of M T W ’s. The secondary Hopf bifurcation 
on the branch of T W ’s occurs at A =  97.3298 giving rise to a branch of M T W ’s. 
The bifurcation diagram of these solutions is shown in Fig 5.2.
Now, by using the information in this bifurcation diagram, we consider the
four steps which are required to determine sgn (A A E ). We remark that £ 0 =  P i =  
- .7 2 0 2 +  .7257 =  .0055.
1. Si =  sgn(/z0 (A}. -  A})) >  0.
2 . S2 >  0 , since the directions of the primary branches are the same.
3. <S3 =  -s g n ( /l i )  <  0,
4. S4 >  0, since the secondar)' branch bifurcating from the .T-mode branch is 
super-critical.
These steps show that A  A D  <  0. Therefore we need some information about the 
stability of the symmetric solution. Numerical results shows that all the eigenval­
ues on the symmetric solution have negative real part for A <  97.02, in particular 
the real eigenvalue which passes through zero is negative and the pair o f complex 
conjugate eigenvalues which crossing the imaginary axis have negative real parts. 
Thus a p  >  0 and according to position 1 of Table 5.1 there is no tertiary Hopf 
bifurcation.
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5 .2 0 0  
5 .1 9 0  
5 .1 8 0  
5 .1 7 0
U1
5 .1 6 0  
5 .1 5 0  
5 .1 4 0
9 6 .5 0  9 7 .0 0  9 7 .5 0  9 8 .0 0  9 8 .5 0
X
Figure 5.1: A bifurcation diagram involving a Hopf bifurcation and a steady state 
bifurcation at p — —.7202.
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